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Zusammenfassung

Dank der rasanten Entwicklung im Bereich der Computer-Hardware und großer Fort-
schritte bei Algorithmen und Methoden der theoretischen Chemie sind quantenchemi-
sche Rechnungen über die letzten Jahrzehnte hinweg ein zentrales Werkzeug geworden,
um tiefere Einblicke in die elektronische Struktur von Molekülen zu erhalten. Beson-
ders wichtig ist dies bei der Entwicklung und Verbesserung neuer Katalysatoren und
bei der Einschätzung von Lösungsmitteleinflüssen auf die Stabilität und Reaktivität
von Molekülen. In situ-erzeugte einkernige hochvalente Eisen-Oxo-Komplexe werden
als aussichtsreiche und interessante Kandidaten für aktive Spezies in Katalyseprozessen
betrachtet. Ihr Vorbild sind die hochreaktiven Eisen-Oxo Intermediate in den aktiven
Zentren diverser Enzyme, die für eine Vielfalt von Reaktionen, von C-H-Aktivierung bis
zu Sauerstoffatom-Transfer, als aktive Spezies in katalytischen Prozessen wirken. Eisen
als katalytisch aktives Metall ist natürlich auch besonders für die Industrie relevant, die
ein Interesse daran hat, teure Metalle wie Platin und Palladium durch billigere Alterna-
tiven zu ersetzen. Die synthetischen Eisen-Oxo-Komplexe werden üblicherweise nach Art
ihres Liganden in Häm- und nicht-Häm-Eisen-Oxo-Komplexe unterteilt. Diese Arbeit
beschäftigt sich mit letzteren. Für die Berechnung von größeren Übergangsmetallkom-
plexen spielt die Dichtefunktionaltheorie als beliebteste quantenchemische Methode der
Wahl eine zentrale Rolle. Sie verbindet niedrige Rechenkosten und niedrige Anforderun-
gen an die Größe der verwendeten Basissätze mit einer hohen Genauigkeit. Diese hohe
Genauigkeit wird aber nur erreicht, wenn ein geeignetes Funktional für das chemische
Problem gewählt wird, was eine Validierung verschiedener Funktionale für den jeweili-
gen Problemfall nötig macht. In vielen Fällen lässt sich die Geschwindigkeit einer Reak-
tion auch durch die Wahl eines geeigneten Lösungsmittels gewaltig erhöhen. Besonders
protische Lösungsmittel, die durch Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen einen Übergangszus-
tand stabilisieren oder destabilisieren können und somit die Reaktionsbarriere entweder
absenken oder erhöhen, zeigen großes Potenzial. Die Simulation von Wasser als Lö-
sungsmittel stellt eine große Herausforderung für Kontinuum-Solvensmodelle dar. Das
gleiche galt auch für Lösungsmittelgemische und andere protische Lösungsmittel wie
Ethanol. Wer heutzutage auf aufwendige Molekulardynamik Simulationen verzichten
möchte, hat mit dem kürzlich eingeführten D-COSMO-RS eine hervorragende Alterna-
tive, die kaum teurer ist als die Verwendung von Standard-Kontinuum-Solvensmodellen.

Die vorliegende Arbeit gliedert sich in drei Teile. Im ersten Teil wird eine Reihe wichtiger
Vertreter von nicht-Häm Eisen-Oxo-Komplexen untersucht. Es wird der Frage nachge-
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gangen, ob die Eisen(IV)- und Eisen(V)-Oxo-Komplexe nicht besser als Eisen(III)- und
Eisen(IV)-Oxyl Radikale beschrieben werden sollten. Dazu wurden die Spinverteilungen
untersucht und die Richtigkeit der berechneten elektronischen Strukturen durch etliche
Vergleiche mit experimentellen Werten bestätigt. Außerdem werden neue Eisen-Oxo-
Komplexe vorgestellt, die in Kooperation mit Experimentatoren eingehend erforscht
wurden. In ihnen lassen sich Reaktivität und Energieunterschiede zwischen Triplett-
und Quintett-Spinzustand durch geschickte Verzerrung des Ligandenfeldes steuern. Der
letzte Abschnitt des ersten Teils beschäftigt sich mit einem Eisen(V)-Nitrido Kom-
plex, bei dem überraschende Schwierigkeiten in den Berechnungen von Schwingunsgfre-
quenzen aufgetreten waren. Der zweite Teil der Dissertation umfasst Kapitel 4 und
beschäftigt sich mit Lösungsmitteleffekten auf Diels-Alder Reaktionen und auf die Sta-
bilität von Gold(III)-Halogeniden. Im Fokus steht hier Wasser als Lösungsmittel, das
mit D-COSMO-RS simuliert wird. Dies dient zugleich auch als Validierung dieser rela-
tiv jungen Methode. Die berechneten Diels-Alder Reaktionen zeigen die Wichtigkeit der
Wahl des Dichtefunktionals und dass D-COSMO-RS in der Tat zur Simulation von wäss-
rigen Lösungen geeignet ist. Im Zusammenhang der Speziation von Goldhalogeniden in
Wasser konnte erstmals das Zusammenspiel relativistischer und wässriger Lösungsmit-
teleffekte analysiert werden. Der dritte Teil der Dissertation befasst sich mit der erst-
maligen Validierung lokaler Hybridfunktionale für den großen GMTKN30 Testsatz für
Hauptgruppen-Energetik. Dank der Einführung von Kalibrierungsfunktionen konnten
große Teile des sogenannten Eichursprungproblems der Austausch-Energiedichten be-
hoben werden. Die neueste Generation der lokalen Hybride zeigt daher eine Genauigkeit,
die mit hochparameterisierten globalen Hybriden konkurrieren kann.
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Abstract

Thanks to the rapid development in the area of computer hardware, and appreciable
advances in algorithms and theoretical chemistry methods, quantum chemical calcula-
tions have become a crucial tool over the last decades to gain deeper insights into the
electronic structure of molecules. This is especially important for the development and
improvement of new catalysts and in the assessment of solvent effects on the stability and
reactivity of molecules. In situ-generated mononuclear high-valent iron-oxo complexes
are seen as promising and interesting active species for catalytic processes. They are
modeled after the highly reactive iron-oxo intermediates in the active centers of various
enzymes, that act as catalysts for a variety of reactions, from C-H activation to oxygen
atom transfer. Of course, iron as catalytically active metal is also especially relevant
for industry, which has an interest in replacing expensive metals like palladium or plat-
inum by cheaper alternatives. The synthetic iron-oxo complexes are usually divided into
heme and non-heme iron-oxo complexes, based on the type of their ligand. This work
is concerned with the latter. Density functional theory has been widely accepted as the
most popular quantum chemical method of choice for the calculation of larger transition
metal complexes. It combines low computational costs and low basis set requirements
with high accuracy. However, this high accuracy is only reached if a suitable functional
is chosen for the given chemical problem, which makes validation of different functionals
necessary for each problem case. In many cases, the speed of a reaction can also be
massively increased by the choice of a suitable solvent. Especially protic solvents, that
can stabilize or destabilize transitions states by hydrogen-bonding, and thereby lower or
increase the kinetic barrier, show great potential. The simulation of water as a solvent
is a challenge for continuum solvent models. The same has been true for solvent mix-
tures and other protic solvents like ethanol. Nowadays, whoever wants to do without
costly molecular dynamics simulations, has a cost-effective alternative provided by the
relatively young D-COSMO-RS, which is hardly more expensive than a normal quantum
chemical calculation.

This work is subdivided into three parts. In the first part, a series of important rep-
resentatives of non-heme iron-oxo complexes is investigated. The question is pursued,
whether iron(IV)- and iron(V)-oxo complexes should better be described as iron(III)-
and iron(IV)-oxyl radicals instead. To this end, the spin distributions have been in-
vestigated and the correctness of the calculated electronic structures were confirmed by
multiple comparisons to experimental data. In addition, new iron-oxo complexes are
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presented, which have been thoroughly investigated in cooperation with experimental-
ists. In these compounds, reactivity and energy gaps between triplet and quintet spin
states can be controlled by clever distortion of the ligand field. The last section of the
first part is concerned with an iron(V)-nitrido complex, for which surprising difficulties
had arisen in the vibrational frequency calculations. The second part of the dissertation
encompasses chapter 4, dealing with solvent effects on Diels-Alder reactions and with
the stability of gold(III) halides. The focus lies on water as solvent, which is simulated
by D-COSMO-RS. This also serves as validation for this relatively recent method. The
studied Diels-Alder reactions reveal a high importance of the choice of density functional
and show that D-COSMO-RS is indeed suitable for the simulation of aqueous solutions.
In context of the speciation of aqueous gold halides, the interplay of relativistic and
aqueous solvent effects has been analyzed for the fist time. The third part of this work
centers on the first validation of local hybrid functionals, on the large main-group energy
GMTKN30 test set. Thanks to the introduction of calibration functions, large parts of
the so-called gauge problem of exchange-energy densities could be fixed. Therefore the
most recent generation of local hybrids shows an accuracy, that can compete with highly
parameterized global hybrids.
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1 Introduction

Quantum chemical calculations have come a long way since their first introduction in
the late 1920s. They allow insight into chemical reactions, and into the electronic struc-
ture of molecules, that were often inaccessible from experiment and spectroscopy. Over
time the focus of the scientific community has shifted from the calculation of atoms,
very small molecules, and heavily truncated model systems, to the description of more
realistic chemical systems. This change was made possible by the rapid and massive
improvement of computer hardware over the last decades, and by the development of
more and more efficient quantum chemical programs, algorithms, and methods. One of
these methods is Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory (KS-DFT), which has proven
to be of such importance to quantum chemistry, that the 1998 nobel prize in chemistry
has been awarded to Walter Kohn and John A. Pople in part for their developments
and applications in this field. The main advantage of KS-DFT lies in its low computa-
tional cost, due to the good scaling with system size. Its good performance is mainly
dependent on the choice of the exchange-correlation functional, and better and more
flexible exchange-correlation functionals have been developed over the past decades.
One particular group of these exchange-correlation functionals are local hybrids which
use a position-dependent exact exchange admixture, determined by a local mixing func-
tion. Several of these promising functionals are validated in this work with the large
GMTKN30 test set database of Grimme and Goerigk. An additional improvement to
KS-DFT can be gained by including dispersion interactions which are normally missing
in this method, but can be vital to the correct description of molecular structures and
relative energies. Using the D3 dispersion corrections by Grimme et al. is a popular
and widely used inexpensive way to introduce dispersion interactions into KS-DFT cal-
culations, without changing the functional. In this work, such D3 dispersion corrections
have been optimized and used for local hybrids.

Moving to more realistic descriptions in theoretical chemistry also means going from the
gas-phase to the condensed phase, in which many reactions take place. In the condensed
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phase, environmental effects start to play a much larger role, and have to be included in
the calculations somehow. This can be achieved either by implicit or explicit modeling of
solvent effects. Explicit modeling of solvent effects, that goes beyond adding a few solvent
molecules to the calculation, quickly becomes very expensive, as it usually requires
QM/MM or molecular dynamics simulations. The much cheaper implicit modeling of
solvent effects is often done by using dielectric continuum solvent models like PCM
(polarizable continuum model) or COSMO (conductor-like screening model). While
continuum solvent models work well for aprotic solvents, they most notably lack terms
to describe hydrogen-bonding, which is vital for aqueous and protic environments. One
possible solution for this problem is using the D-COSMO-RS approach (direct COSMO
for real solvents), an implicit solvent model which includes the necessary hydrogen-
bonding terms in its statistical-thermodynamics ansatz, for practically no additional
costs compared to a COSMO calculation. In this work, D-COSMO-RS was used to
model aqueous solutions in order to investigate such different topics as solvent effects on
the reactivity of Diels-Alder reactions and their influence on the stability and speciation
of gold(III) halides.

One central area of application for KS-DFT is the calculation of catalytic processes,
or of transformations at transition metal centers in general. Here the calculations of
compounds and reaction pathways usually involve several dozen atoms, which heavily
favors the use of KS-DFT, with its good cost-accuracy ratio, and makes more expen-
sive post Hartree-Fock methods unfeasible. As examples for catalytically active systems
with transition metal centers, a variety of synthetic non-heme iron-oxo complexes were
investigated in this work. These high-valent complexes often mimic reactive intermedi-
ates found at the active sites of iron-containing enzymes like the taurine dioxygenase or
cytochrome P450. Provided a suitable exchange-correlation functional is selected, the
KS-DFT indeed yields good results for these realistic systems.
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2 Theory

2.1 Density Functional Theory

2.1.1 Introduction to DFT

Density functional theory (DFT) is a distinctly different approach to quantum chemical
calculations compared to post-Hartree-Fock or wavefunction methods. Its theoretical
basis is the proof by Hohenberg and Kohn [1], that the electronic energy of the ground
state is completely determined by the electron density ρ (r⃗). We get the density by taking
the square of the wavefunction and integrating over the coordinates of N -1 electrons.

ρ (r⃗) = N

∫
. . .

∫
|Ψ(x⃗1, x⃗2, . . . , x⃗N)|2 ds1dx⃗2 . . . dx⃗N (2.1)

If the exact electron density of the ground state is known, all properties of the ground
state of a system may be derived from it. The energy as a function of the electron
density then is

E [ρ] = T [ρ] + Vne [ρ] + Vee [ρ] (2.2)

with T [ρ] being the kinetic energy of the electrons, Vne [ρ] the energy of the nuclei-
electron interaction and Vee [ρ] the electron-electron repulsion. In stark contrast to the
wavefunction, whose number of variables increases by 4 times the number of electrons N
(3 spatial and 1 spin variable per electron), the electron density ρ (r⃗) is a function that
always depends on only 3 spatial variables and 1 spin variable. The electron density
vanishes at infinity and integrates to the total number of electrons:∫

ρ (r⃗) dr⃗1 = N (2.3)

This suggests the possibility of determining the ground-state energy of a system, and of
all associated properties without the use of any wavefunctions or orbitals. If all system-
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independent parts of the energy expression are merged into one functional FHK [ρ], we
get

E [ρ] =

∫
ρ (r⃗)Vnedr⃗ + FHK [ρ] (2.4)

FHK [ρ] is the Hohenberg-Kohn functional and could be considered the holy grail of
DFT. With it, the Schrödinger equation could be solved exactly for molecules of all sizes.
Unfortunately, the form of this functional is unknown, which is why the approximative
ansatz of Kohn-Sham-DFT, introduced in 1965 [2], is used instead. In this ansatz, a
non-interacting reference system for N particles is created, whose density ρS equals the
exact ground state density ρ0 of the system in question. A single Slater determinant ΘS

is the exact solution for such a reference system. It consists of orbitals ϕi, usually called
Kohn-Sham (KS) orbitals, and the Slater determinant made from KS orbitals reads

ΘS =
1√
N !

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐

ϕ1 (x⃗1) ϕ2 (x⃗1) · · · ϕN (x⃗1)

ϕ1 (x⃗2) ϕ2 (x⃗2) ϕN (x⃗2)
...

...
...

ϕ1 (x⃗N) ϕ2 (x⃗N) · · · ϕN (x⃗N)

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
(2.5)

Following the same procedure used for the Hartree-Fock (HF) equations (see, for exam-
ple, ref. [3,4] for detailed derivations of the HF and KS equations), we get the following
set of one-particle equations:

f̂KSϕi = ϵiϕi[
−1

2
∇2 + VS (r⃗)

]
ϕi = ϵiϕi (2.6)

This means that the connection of the non-interacting reference system to the real system
is the potential VS (r⃗). As already mentioned, it has to be chosen, so that the real density
is equal to the density of the reference system:

ρS (r⃗) =
N∑
i

∑
s

ϕ |(r⃗, s)|2 = ρ0 (r⃗) (2.7)

The resulting value of the kinetic energy TS we get by this procedure is already very
close to the total kinetic energy. Thus for the total energy of the system, we get the
kinetic energy TS and the potential VS (r⃗), which is made up of the nucleus-electron
attraction Ene, a known Coulomb term J for the eletron-electron repulsion and an un-
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known exchange-correlation energy EXC . The full expression of the Kohn-Sham energy
with all the known terms is given in equation 2.8. It can be shown easily, that the total
energy written in this way is still a functional of the exact density of the system.

E [ρ (r⃗)] = TS [ρ] + Ene [ρ] + J [ρ] + EXC [ρ]

= −1

2

N∑
i

⟨
ϕi

⏐⏐∇2
⏐⏐ϕi

⟩
−

N∑
i

∫ M∑
A

ZA

r1A
|ϕi (r⃗1)|2 dr⃗1

+
1

2

N∑
i

N∑
j

∫ ∫
|ϕi (r⃗1)|2

1

r12
|ϕj (r⃗2)|2 dr⃗1dr⃗2 + EXC [ρ (r⃗)] (2.8)

Now we only have one unknown term left, the exchange-correlation energy EXC . This
name, however, is slightly misleading as EXC does not only contain the exchange and
correlation energy. It also includes the difference between TS [ρ] and T [ρ]. If we set the
equations 2.8 and 2.2 equal, we find the following expression for the exchange-correlation
energy:

EXC [ρ] = (T [ρ]− TS [ρ]) + (Vee [ρ]− J [ρ]) (2.9)

The term in the first set of parentheses can be interpreted as kinetic correlation energy,
the second one as potential exchange and correlation energy. If we now use the variational
principle on the set of one-particle equations from 2.6 and minimize the energy by
optimizing the KS orbitals ϕi under the usual orthonormality condition ⟨ϕi|ϕj⟩ = δij,
we derive the Kohn-Sham equations and get the following operator:

f̂KS =

(
−1

2
∇2 +

[∫
ρ (r⃗2)

r12
dr⃗2 + VXC (r⃗1)−

M∑
A

ZA

r1A

])
(2.10)

The expression in the square brackets exactly corresponds to the effective potential VS

from the equations in 2.6. It also depends on the density of the other electrons, even
though it is a one-particle operator, which is why these equation, just like the Hartree-
Fock equations, can only be solved iteratively. The potential VXC , that arises from the
exchange-correlation energy, is simply the derivative of EXC with respect to ρ and is
again the only remaining unknown term.

VXC =
δEXC

δρ
(2.11)
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Unlike the Hartree-Fock method, DFT contains no approximations but is in principle
an exact method. If VXC (or EXC respectively) were known, density functional theory
in the KS framework would give us the exact non-relativistic ground state in the limit
of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Unfortunately, here begins the problem with
DFT, since we do not know the exact exchange-correlation functional, but have to find
approximations for it. This in turn means, that the quality of a DFT calculation solely
depends on the choice of a suitable exchange-correlation functional. For those functionals
a number of important approximations have been developed over time. In most cases
the exchange-correlation functional is split into an exchange and a correlation term.

EXC [ρ] = EX [ρ] + EC [ρ] (2.12)

This splitting is of a more formal nature in most approximations, where a real separation
of these two physical contributions in a sound way is difficult.

2.1.2 Exchange-Correlation Functionals

There are different methods for the approximation of the exchange-correlation energy
and the corresponding density functionals can be arranged in an order which has been
suggested by Perdew in 2005 [5] (and is appropriately called the ’Jacob’s ladder to the
heaven of chemical accuracy’). The lowest rung on this Jacob’s ladder is the local density
approximation (LDA), in which the electron density at every point in space is treated
like the corresponding density in a homogenous electron gas and integrated accordingly.
This is the only case in which the forms of the exchange and correlational functionals
are known exactly. It is the earliest form of a proper exchange-correlation functional
and its EXC can be written as

ELDA
XC [ρ] =

∫
ρ (r⃗) ϵXC (ρ (r⃗)) dr⃗ (2.13)

ϵXC (ρ (r⃗)) is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a homogenous electron gas
with the density ρ (r⃗). It is multiplied with the probability of actually finding an electron
at a certain place, which is why we speak of a local density approximation. The exchange
term in its current form was already derived by Dirac back in the late 1920s [6] and was
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suggested again by Slater [7] in 1951.

ϵX = −3

4

3

√
3ρ (r⃗)

π
(2.14)

There is no similar expression for the correlation term, but the correlation energy itself
can be calculated by Quantum-Monte-Carlo simulations [8]. In 1980 Vosko, Wilk and
Nussair parameterized the results of such simulations into analytical expressions for ϵC

and thereby created the set of VWN correlation functionals [8]. Together with Slater
exchange, one obtains the SVWN exchange-correlation functional. An abbreviation
which is sometimes used synonymous with LDA, but is not the only LDA functional
available (see, for example, ref. [9, 10]). If two different spin densities ρα (r⃗)and ρβ (r⃗)

are used for open-shell systems, which also allows for symmetry breaking, the local
density approximation (LDA) turns into the local spin density approximation (LSDA).
With ρα (r⃗) + ρβ (r⃗) = ρ (r⃗) it can be written as:

ELSDA
XC [ρα, ρβ] =

∫
ρ (r⃗) ϵXC (ρα (r⃗) , ρβ (r⃗)) dr⃗ (2.15)

As the electron density ρ (r⃗) of a homogenous electron gas is constant, the LDA is a good
model for metals, but a much poorer model for molecules, in which the electron density
rapidly changes. It underestimates the exchange energy by about 10% for molecular
systems, which leads to errors that are already larger than the entire correlation energy.
The error for for the correlation energy is usually beneath 1%.

In addition to the local density ρ (r⃗), the gradient expansion approximation (GEA) [4]
also includes information on the gradient of the density ∇ρ (r⃗). This practically treats
the LDA as the first term of a Taylor expansion, augmented by the second term for more
exact results. Using this expansion, however, means that many conditions for the real
exchange-correlation hole are not fulfilled anymore. This can sometimes lead to worse
results than the simpler LDA. Because of that, the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) was introduced, which enforces the conditions of the real hole also for the LDA
and its gradient expansion. These GGA functionals [11–13] take the next rung on
Perdew’s suggested Jacob’s ladder, with their exchange-correlation energy written as:

EGGA
XC [ρα, ρβ] =

∫
f (ρα, ρβ,∇ρα,∇ρβ) dr⃗ (2.16)
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Normally EGGA
XC is split into an exchange and a correlation term just like in the LDA:

EGGA
XC = EGGA

X + EGGA
C (2.17)

EGGA
X and EGGA

C are chosen and adapted to fulfill the conditions of the exchange-
correlation hole and yield good results in test calculations. GGA exchange function-
als can include semi-empirical parameters, like in Becke’s B88 [13] or be completely
parameter-free like the PBE functional by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [14]. The same
is true for GGA correlation functionals of which the LYP functional by Lee, Yang and
Parr [15], which was fitted to exact calculations of the correlation energy of Helium, and
the parameter free PBE correlation functional, are probably the best known. Above the
GGA-functionals, on the next rung of Jacob’s ladder, stand the meta-GGA functionals.
They extend the GGA-functionals by taking the kinetic energy density into account
as well [16–18]. Still higher up we find the hyper-GGA functionals, that additionally
include the exact exchange energy density per electron.

ϵexactX (r⃗) = −1

2

occ∑
i

occ∑
j

ϕ∗
i (r⃗)ϕj (r⃗)

∫ ϕ∗
j

(
r⃗′
)
ϕi

(
r⃗′
)

⏐⏐⏐r⃗ − r⃗′
⏐⏐⏐ dr⃗′ (2.18)

At the top of Jacob’s ladder we finally find functionals that also include information
from unoccupied (’virtual’) orbitals. Since some of these functionals not only mix exact
exchange with DFT exchange, but also, for example, mix DFT correlation with MP2
correlation, they are often called double-hybrids (see, for example, ref. [19–21]). While
Perdew’s Jacob’s ladder arranges functionals based on a growing number of ingredients,
like density gradients, kinetic energy density and exact exchange (and supposedly also
their accuracy, but such a ranking is difficult and sometimes dubious at best), it is of
course not the only way to classify different exchange-correlation functionals. An alterna-
tive method to classify density functionals was proposed by Arbuznikov and Kaupp [22].
Here we are content with three different classes of functionals:

1. Explicit density functionals, which are only dependent on the density and the
gradient or Laplacian of the density. All LSDA and GGA functionals fall under
this category as well as meta-GGA functionals if they do not include the kinetic
energy density.

2. Density functionals which include contributions from occupied orbitals and are
therefore only implicit functionals of the density. This category contains all hyper-
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GGA functionals and every meta-GGA functional with kinetic energy density, like
TPSS, for example.

3. Non-local density functionals that also include information about unoccuied or-
bitals, like the double-hybrids.

Currently most popular among hyper-GGA functionals are the hybrid functionals. They
mix exact Hartree-Fock exchange with DFT exchange in the exchange functional. For
global hybrids the amount of exact-exchange admixture is a constant a0. The whole
expression for EXC then changes from equation 2.12 to

Ehybr
XC = a0E

exact
X + (1− a0)E

DFT
X + EDFT

C (2.19)

The main advantage of replacing parts of the DFT exchange with Hartree-Fock exchange
lies in the reduction of the self-interaction error caused by the Coulomb term J . But
simultaneously the contribution to the non-dynamical correlation, which is described by
the DFT exchange term, is reduced with growing amount of Eexact

X . A good balance
between Eexact

X and EDFT
X regarding thermochemistry and geometries, is achieved by the

popular B3LYP hybrid functional [15, 23]. Even though many other functionals have
been developed and published since its first appearance, it is still the most often used
exchange-correlation functional today. It combines exact exchange with Becke’s B88
exchange functional and the LYP correlation by Lee, Yang and Parr. Three parameters
(a,b and c) are used to scale the exact-exchange admixture and the amount of GGA
exchange and correlation admixture to the LSDA:

EB3LY P
XC = (1− a)ELSDA

X + aEexact
X + b∆EB88

X + cELY P
C + (1− c)ELSDA

C (2.20)

The values of these three parameters are a = 0.20, b = 0.72 and c = 0.81. They have been
fitted to proton affinities, atomization energies, ionization potentials and total energies
of the G2-1 test set (the first part of the larger G3 test set introduced by Curtiss
and Pople [24–26]) where they showed deviations of only 2-3 kcal/mol. It should be
noted that the three parameters a,b, and c, were actually optimized for B3PW91 [23],
as Becke originally had used PW91 [27] instead of LYP correlation. The unchanged
optimized values were then used for B3LYP as well. The further development of hybrid
functionals, for the calculation of molecules, went into two important directions over the
last 15-20 years (three directions if we include the conversion of hybrid functionals into
double hybrids). In case of the ’range-separated’ hybrids the amount of exact-exchange
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admixture is varied along the electron-electron coordinate in the system [28–30]. The
other direction are local hybrids.

2.1.3 Local Hybrid Functionals

Many studies suggest, that DFT calculations of different molecular properties need very
different amounts of exact-exchange admixture [31–35] to yield acurate results. The
hybrid functionals described in the last chapter all had a constant amount a0 of exact-
exchange admixture, which depending on the size of a0 makes them all more or less suited
for the description of different chemical properties. For example an exact-exchange ad-
mixture of 15-30% usually provides good results for thermochemical properties like at-
omization energies or energy gaps between spin-states, while a higher amount of exact
exchange like 50% normally yields much better kinetic barriers and linear response prop-
erties. However, having only one global parameter for exact exchange at hand makes
it seem quite impossible to achieve good results or at least small errors for a larger
variety of molecular properties simultaneously. This fact alone makes different hybrid
functionals a more or less favorable choice for the calculation of certain properties with
DFT. It should be noted here, that there are in fact a variety of hybrid functionals with
a high amount of exact exchange in existence, that are equally well suited for a wide
range of thermochemical properties, as they are for barriers [36, 37]. These functionals
usually also take the kinetic local energy density into account, but at the same time
are very heavily parameterized (sometimes with over 30 semi-empirical parameters at
once) and therefore very far away from pure density functionals. One solution for the
problem of having a fixed parameter a0 for the exact exchange are the local hybrid
functionals [5, 22,38].

Here the exact-exchange admixture is not a constant, but a function of coordinates in
real space, a local mixing function (LMF). This means that the constant a0 is replaced
by a LMF aσ (r⃗). This changes the common equation for global hybrids from 2.19 to

Eloc−hyb
XC =

∑
σ=α,β

∫ {
aσ (r⃗) ϵ

exact
X,σ (r⃗) + [1− aσ (r⃗)] ϵ

DFT
X,σ (r⃗)

}
dr⃗ + EDFT

C (2.21)

with
0 ≤ a (r⃗) ≤ 1 (2.22)

As the amount of exact exchange can now be different at every position in space, because
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of the LMF, local hybrids are practically by default much more flexible than global
hybrids. Of course different areas in the molecule are important for different properties,
which in turn require different amounts of exact exchange. Therefore a LMF should be
designed in a way that it always allocates the right amount of exact exchange to the
right space. The greatly improved flexibility of local hybrids also means that a suitable
LMF must find an optimal balance between the description of non-dynamic correlation
and the reduction of the self-interaction error in all areas of the molecule. Fulfilling all
these requirements in one simple function is certainly not a trivial task, but the choice of
a proper local mixing function is essential for the accuracy of a local hybrid functional,
together with the choice of the right DFT exchange and correlation functionals ϵDFT

X,σ

and EDFT
C . For the earliest local hybrids simple LSDA or Slater exchange surprisingly

turned out to provide the best results for thermochemistry and barriers [22,39] compared
to LMFs combined with GGA and meta-GGA exchange functionals. As for the choice
of a suitable mixing function, it could be shown that LMFs with only one parameter
already give better atomization energies and barriers than the most popular global hybrid
B3LYP [22, 40]. Especially the nearly constant size of the errors or deviations in the
atomization energies, when going from the small G2 to the bigger molecules of the G3 test
set, caught a lot of interest. This is because this constant behavior is very dissimilar to
B3LYP, which shows strongly increasing errors with system size for atomization energies.
Going from the very small molecules of the G2-1 subset to the bigger molecules of the G3
test set, these errors grow from a quite good 2.5 kcal/mol to a much worse 10.7 kcal/mol
in mean absolute error (MAE). Compared to this, the first local hybrids published by
Kaupp et al. only showed a range in the MAEs for the different G3 subsets of 3.3 to
4.4 kcal/mol [22] (and even the lower MAE of B3LYP for the G2-1 test set could easily
be explained by fitting, since the same test set was also used for finding the 3 B3LYP
parameters in the first place). One proposed LMF, from now on called the t-LMF [22,38],
has the following form:

aσ (r⃗) = 0.48 ∗ tσ (r⃗) (2.23)

tσ (r⃗) =
τW,σ (r⃗)

τσ (r⃗)
(2.24)

It is named after the inhomogeneity parameter tσ (r⃗), which consists of the ratio between
the local kinetic energy density τσ (r⃗) and the von-Weizsäcker kinetic energy density
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τW,σ (r⃗), with

τσ (r⃗) =
1

2

occ∑
iσ

|∇ϕiσ (r⃗)|
2 (2.25)

and

τW,σ (r⃗) =
1

8

|∇ρσ (r⃗)|2

ρσ (r⃗)
(2.26)

For better illustration of the concept, Figure 2.1 shows a cut through the spatial distri-
bution of exact-exchange admixture for a local hybrid calculation of a stacked benzene
dimer with the t-LMF. The corresponding picture for a global hybrid calculation can
naturally be skipped, as it would show the same two molecules, but with only one single
background colour, as the exact-exchange admixture in global hybrids equals a constant
throughout space [22].

Figure 2.1: 2-dimensional plot of the exact-exchange admixture for a stacked benzene
dimer, calculated with a Lh-SVWN based local hybrid using the t-LMF.
Purple color marks areas with very low amounts of exact exchange, white
color areas with high amounts.

Besides tσ (r⃗) a function of the dimensionless density gradient F [sσ (r⃗)] was also tested
as a possible inhomogeneity parameter for a second class of LMFs. These LMFs will be
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referred to as s-LMFs [22].

aσ (r⃗) = erf (0.22 ∗ s) (2.27)

sσ (r⃗) =
|∇ρσ (r⃗)|

2 (3π2)1/3 ρ
4/3
σ (r⃗)

(2.28)

The function of sσ (r⃗), in this case the error function, only has the task of mapping
sσ (r⃗) to a range of 0 ≤ aσ (r⃗) ≤ 1 on a LMF (tσ (r⃗) automatically fulfills this vi-
tal condition). Inspired by the treatment of non-dynamical correlation in Becke’s B05
exchange-correlation functional, both the t- and s-LMF were expanded by the inclusion
of different terms for the two spins. For this purpose the spin polarization ζ (r⃗)

ζ (r⃗) =
ρα (r⃗)− ρβ (r⃗)

ρα (r⃗) + ρβ (r⃗)
(2.29)

was introduced as an additional variable into the existing t- and s-LMFs. Two new
LMFs, with two semi-empirical parameters each, were created that showed significantly
lower deviations for the atomization energies of the G3 test set [40]:

aα = (0.446 + 0.0531ζ) tα

aβ = (0.446− 0.0531ζ) tβ (2.30)

aα = erf [(0.197 + 0.0423ζ) sα]

aβ = erf [(0.197− 0.0423ζ) sβ] (2.31)

Unfortunately these spin-polarized LMFs show larger errors in the calculation of kinetic
barriers than their predecessors. The t-LMF yielded good results for atomization en-
ergies and barrier heights in comparison with global hybrids and the same was also
true (although to a lesser extent) for the s-LMF. But further validation unveiled some
troubling shortcomings in those local hybrids. Before the introduction of dispersion
corrections and the use of calibration functions to reduce the so-called gauge problem
of exchange-energy densities, the main problems could be roughly divided into three
categories:

1. The semi-empirical parameter for the t-LMF limits the maximum exact-exchange
admixture to less than 50%. This simultaneously leads to a wrong asymptotic
behavior with a high self-interaction error and not enough exact exchange at the
core regions (high amounts of exact exchange at the nuclei are favorable for the
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calculation of EPR properties for example). Still, the t-LMF at least has maxima at
the nuclei, whereas the s-LMF drops to an undesirable cusp at the nuclei. While the
s-LMF eventually reaches 100% Hartree-Fock exchange in the asymptotic region,
the increase of the curve of the LMF going to the asymptotic region seems to be
too slow to give good results.

2. While local hybrids with SVWN for the DFT exchange and correlation part showed
better thermochemistry than any combination containing GGA or meta-GGA
functionals, the LSDA still has severe weaknesses in comparison to these function-
als. These drawbacks did not show up in the atomization energies and barriers,
but they immediately appeared in ionization potentials, electron affinities and the
total energies of atoms. Here the LSDA is the bottleneck for the quality of the local
hybrids and just not good enough compared to the DFT exchange and correlation
parts of most global hybrids.

3. Local hybrids showed a very repulsive behavior for weak-interaction potential
curves, which can be seen easily when we, for example, compare the potential
energy curves of rare gas dimers obtained with local hybrids to results with global
hybrids or even pure Hartree-Fock calculations. Pure LSDA actually shows an
unphysical overbinding, while pure Hartree-Fock exchange with VWN correlation
gives a clear repulsive behavior for rare gas dimers. Local hybrids, which would
be expected to lie somewhere between these two extremes, are instead much more
repulsive (see Figure 2.2).

One minor drawback of local hybrids, that was not mentioned in the list above, is the
absence of dispersion interactions. The lack of dispersion interactions does not come as
a surprise, as their description is simply not included in the mathematical form of most
density functionals. Because of this they have to be added, either intrinsically to the
functional, or externally to the total energy (see next chapter for further information).
We decided to use the easy and comparatively quick external method of Grimme’s D3
dispersion corrections [41]. They proved to be a reliable way to simulate dispersion in-
teractions, without including them directly into the local hybrids. We have optimized
the necessary D3 parameters against the S22 test set [42, 43] for weakly-bound com-
plexes, which includes systems driven mostly by dispersion, as well as electrostatic and
mixed interactions [44,45]. However, this ansatz only works if the gauge origin problem
(explained in the next section), which is responsible for most of the repulsive behavior of
the local hybrids, is reduced as well [45]. The results of this procedure were very promis-
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Figure 2.2: Potential energy curves of the argon-dimer for SVWN, HFVWN, and Lh-
LSDA with t-LMF.

ing [45] and showed, that the missing dispersion interactions in local hybrids could be
very well descibed by a DFT-D3 ansatz.

The deterioration of the good thermochemical results for local hybrids, whenever we
switched from pure LSDA to combinations of GGA- or meta-GGA exchange and corre-
lation functionals, were much harder to understand, let alone to deal with. One problem
local hybrids suffer from, that was known already at the time of their introduction, is the
gauge origin problem [46–48] of the energy densities. It is certainly responsible for some
of the shortcomings of local hybrids, but its extent and the size of the error caused by it
are hard to quantify. The gauge origin problem in short stems from the fact that energy
densities in general are never unique. This ambiguity shows itself when we integrate
the energy density ϵ(r) over real space to gain the energy E. Here we find that another
energy density ϵ̃ will give us the same energy E, if

ϵ̃ (r⃗) = ϵ (r⃗) +G (r⃗) , (2.32)

and ∫
G (r⃗) dr⃗ = 0. (2.33)

This function G (r⃗) (sometimes called a calibration function, CF) changes the gauge of
the energy density ϵ. Unlike global hybrids, local hybrids are susceptible to this change,
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because their exact-exchange admixture is not a constant but a function of space. We
can immediately understand this by looking at the exchange energy density of a local
hybrid

ϵLhX (r⃗) = aσ (r⃗) ϵ
exact
X (r⃗) + [1− aσ (r⃗)] ϵ

DFT
X (r⃗) . (2.34)

If were replace ϵDFT
X (r⃗) with ˜ϵDFT

X (r⃗) = ϵDFT
X (r⃗) +G (r⃗) and integrate this new energy

density [49], we find that

ẼLh
X =

∫
˜ϵLhX (r⃗) dr⃗

=

∫ {
aσ (r⃗) ϵ

exact
X (r⃗) + [1− aσ (r⃗)]

[
ϵDFT
X (r⃗) +G (r⃗)

]}
dr⃗

=

∫
ϵLhX (r⃗) dr⃗ +

∫
[1− aσ (r⃗)]G (r⃗) dr⃗

= ELh
X −

∫
aσ (r⃗)G (r⃗) dr⃗ (2.35)

and therefore ẼLh
X will differ from ELh

X , which introduces the gauge origin problem. This
means, that the difference between the energies depends on the individual LMF as well
as the CF and would also appear (with a change in sign), if the exact exchange energy
density had been calibrated instead. There are ideas put forth by Burke et al. [46,47], on
how to create unambiguous energy densities to solve this problem. However, they require
using the optimized effective potential and its gradient, which makes them difficult to
implement. The problem of the non-uniqueness of energy densities has been known
for many years and a way to tackle this gauge origin problem is the inclusion of a CF
in the local hybrid functional itself. Naturally the CF must fulfill the condition from
equation 2.33, but it should also meet eight further constraints to avoid artifacts in
the exact exchange energy density, when used in a product with the LMF. A complete
list and discussion of the constraints for the CF can be found in ref. [49]. In the 2014
work of Arbuznikov et al. [49] the CF was created using only semi-local ingredients
like the electron density and its derivatives (mainly to avoid having the exact exchange
energy density in the CF itself, which would make the implementation very difficult [48]).
Equation 2.36 gives the final form of the CF, with the position vector omitted for clarity.

Gσ = ρ−1/3
σ

{
f ′(sσ)sσ

[
∇ρσ · ∇ |∇ρσ|
|∇ρσ|

− 4

3

|∇ρσ|2

ρσ

]
+ f(sσ)

[
−1

3

|∇ρσ|2

ρσ
+∇2ρσ

]}
(2.36)

The index σ denotes the spin, sσ is the dimensionless density gradient and f(sσ) is a
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cut-off function of the following form:

f [sσ(r)] = exp
[
−ηs2σ(r)

]
(2.37)

The cut-off function was chosen for its simplicity and there are many other possible
candidates. Some of them can be derived directly from enhancement factors of GGA
exchange functionals [50]. Arbuznikov et al. have used the aforementioned CF and
cut-off function in combination with the t-LMF. In general the CF must be tailored to
a specific LMF, since the total energy of a system is directly connected to the product
of CF and LMF (see equation 2.35). The final local hybrid had the form

ELh−GGAxGGAc−CG
XC =∑

σ=α,β

∫ {
aσ (r⃗) ϵ

exact
Xσ (r⃗) + [1− aσ (r⃗)]

[
ϵLSDA
Xσ (r⃗) + aX∆ϵGGAx

Xσ (r⃗) + cGσ (r⃗)
]}

dr⃗

+ ELSDA
C + aC∆ϵGGAc

C (r⃗) (2.38)

and also employed GGA exchange and correlation functionals instead of only LSDA,
as had been the case in the original local hybrid with the t-LMF (Lh-LSDA, t-LMF).
The number of semi-empirical parameters in the local hybrid that have to be fitted
also went up from one in Lh-LSDA, t-LMF, to five, which is still a reasonable number.
Implementing the CF to improve the local hybrids already turned out to be of great
help for dealing with two of the main problems of the local hybrids at once:

Firstly it greatly reduces the repulsive behavior, that has been observed previously in the
potential energy curves of rare-gas dimers [51](see Figure 2.3 on the effect of using a CF
in local hybrids). The extent of the repulsion in local hybrids without a CF far exceeded
what would normally be expected from any combination of exact exchange and LSDA.
For example chemical intuition tells us, that the Lh-LSDA, t-LMF should produce a
potential energy curve for rare-gas dimers, that lies somewhere between the curve of
pure LSDA calculations and the curve from a global hybrid with 48% exact exchange
and LSDA exchange and correlation (marking the lower and upper limits, respectively,
for the exact exchange in this local hybrid with a LMF-prefactor of 0.48). However, the
real curve of the local hybrid (without calibration function) turned out be more repulsive
than even a global hybrid with 100% exact exchange and LSDA correlation (see Figure
2.2). This over-repulsion indeed turned out to be a consequence of the gauge origin
problem [49], as further tests revealed. Even small modulations of a fixed exact-exchange
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admixture by a LMF, for example a very rigid t-LMF aσ (r⃗) = 0.5 + 0.1 ∗ tσ (r⃗) with
50-60% exact exchange everywhere in space, immediately led to much more repulsive
curves [49] (in this example more repulsive than global hybrids with 50 or 60% exact-
exchange admixture). Using the CF from equation 2.37 improves upon the problem
and indeed creates reasonable potential energy curves for rare-gas dimers [49], that even
show remnants of the unphysical, slightly attractive behavior due to overbinding, that
is common for the LSDA.

Secondly the reduced gauge origin problem enables the use of non-local GGA exchange
and correlation parts in the local hybrids, without causing a massive increase in the errors
for thermochemistry in comparison to purely LSDA based local hybrids. A deterioration
when switching from LSDA to GGA had previously been observed for atomization ener-
gies [22], which does not longer occur if a CF is used in the local hybrid [49]. Thereby the
more sophisticated GGA functionals can be used in local hybrids, without compromising
the latter’s good performance for thermochemistry. The benefits of using B88 and LYP
or PBE in the DFT exchange and correlation parts of the modified t-LMF (see equation
2.38) immediately became apparent in great improvements for ionization potentials and
electron affinities. These quantities heavily rely on the quality of the correlation func-
tional for a good description, which is the major reason why the older LSDA based local
hybrids consistently show worse results than global hybrids for these properties [51].
For the total energies of atoms, another property that particularly suffers from the bad
performance of LSDA in local hybrids [51], the results for the local hybrids with CF are
so far mixed [49]. The use of PBE greatly reduced the errors for total energies (although
still far away from the good results of its PBE0 global hybrid counterpart), while on
the other hand calibrations of the local hybrid for BLYP still produced unacceptably
large deviations. Recent unpublished research indicates that an overly large damping
exponent in the CF for BLYP might be responsibe for the observed errors.

So the most important flaw in local hybrids proved to be the apparently poor match
between relative calibrations of DFT and exact-exchange energy densities, when they
are mixed locally. The gauge origin problem lead to the unphysical repulsive behavior of
the local hybrids and created an obstacle for systematically improving them with better
non-local DFT exchange and correlation parts. Different attempts to further advance
local hybrids have been tried and proposed before the introduction of the CF [52]. In
the case of Kaupp et al., these attempts included the use of a common LMF for different
spins, a range-separation approach to the LSDA correlation functional, and the reduction
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Figure 2.3: Potential energy curves of the argon-dimer for Lh-PBE (b=0.5) with and
without calibration fucntion (CF). PBE (0% exact exchange) and PBE50
(global hybrid with 50% exact exchange) energy curves are shown for com-
parison.

of the self-interaction error (SIE) in LSDA based local hybrids [52] (see ref. [53–57] for
interesting attempts towards new local hybrids by other groups). The original t-LMF
and its spin-polarized variant used separate expressions for the two spin channels, but
work with LMFs based around the adiabatic connection formula [58] showed that a
common LMF for both spins can be formulated [52]. Transferring this finding from first
principles LMFs to the semi-empirical local hybrids means reformulating equation 2.21
to

Eloc−hyb
XC =

∫ {
a (r⃗)

∑
σ=α,β

ϵexactX,σ (r⃗) + [1− a (r⃗)]
∑
σ=α,β

ϵDFT
X,σ (r⃗)

}
dr⃗ + EDFT

C (2.39)

with
0 ≤ a (r⃗) ≤ 1. (2.40)

It should be mentioned that while creating LMFs based on first principles, using the
adiabatic connection formalism, sounds appealing from a philosophical point of view,
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the results showed large errors for thermochemistry and other properties [58]. Changing
the original t-LMF into a common LMF gives the following subtle changes:

a (r⃗) = b ∗ t (r⃗) , 0 ≤ b (r⃗) ≤ 1 (2.41)

and

τW (r⃗) =
1

8

|∇ρ (r⃗)|2

ρ (r⃗)
, ρ (r⃗) = ρα (r⃗) + ρβ (r⃗) (2.42)

τ (r⃗) =
1

2

occ∑
i

|∇ϕi (r⃗)|2 = τα (r⃗) + τβ (r⃗) . (2.43)

Although the common LMF seems very similar to the t-LMF, with the spin label σ just
being absent from a (r⃗), using the same value for the semi-empirical parameter b in both
LMF yields different outcomes for the exact-exchange admixture in open shell systems.
Thus the common LMF presents us with another way to include the desired alpha-beta
spin cross-terms in our functional, besides using a LMF with explicit dependence on spin
polarization. It could also be considered a more straightforward approach, since we now
have the total quantity of the exchange part, with the spin cross terms built in. This is
in contrast to the former splitting into two different spin channels (see equation 2.21).

Range-separation is most commonly done to the exchange functional in global hybrids
(see ref. [29, 30, 59–61] for more information about some of the most popular range-
separated functionals). However, for a small selection of LSDA based local hybrids
validated in this work [52], the range separation was done to their correlation functional.

The repulsion energy of a pair of electrons can be decomposed into its long-range (LR)
and short-range (SR) components [52]:

vee (r12) =
1

r12
= vLRee (r12) + vSRee (r12) (2.44)

It should be noted that range-separation alone does not change the LSDA correlation,
as the overall correlation contributions of the LSDA remain the same. Changes to the
correlation functional were made by the inclusion of self-interaction reduction in the SR
part. The reason for this will be explained later. Two separation functions were used in
ref. [52]; the Gaussian error function ’erf’

erf(x) =
(
2/
√
π
) ∫ x

0

exp
(
−t2
)
dt (2.45)
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which is the most widespread ansatz for range-separation, and the sharper ’erfgau’ func-
tion [62]. The LR repulsion energy now reads as

vLRee (r12) =
erf (µr12)

r12
− 2µ√

π
exp

(
−µ2r212/3

)
(2.46)

while the SR interaction becomes

vSRee (r12) =
1

r12
− vLRee (r12) . (2.47)

µ is a numerical fitting parameter and its reciprocal value decides in which region the
switch from SR to LR happens. The final SR-LDA correlation energy, as derived from
ref. [62], is

ESR−LSDA
c =

∫
ρ (r⃗) eSR−LSDA

c [rs (r⃗) , ζ (r⃗)] d (r⃗) (2.48)

with the Seitz radius rs, the spin-polarization ζ and the short-range LSDA correlation
energy density per electron eSR−LSDA

c .

The motivation for the range separation of the correlation energy comes from the well
known error cancellation between LSDA exchange and its correlation counterpart. Re-
gions with a dominant local DFT exchange contribution (where the LMF has a low
value) are better described by the LSDA than regions with high exact-exchange admix-
ture, where the error cancellation does not work anymore. This implies that only the SR
LSDA needs to be modified, while the LR part can be left in its original state, as it does
not operate in regions with high LMF values. This is the reason for range-separating the
LSDA correlation functional. The ESR−LSDA

c was improved by partially eliminating the
self-interaction error, creating a self-interaction reduced (SIR) SR-LSDA correlation:

ESIR−SR−LSDA
c:µ,λ =

∫ {
ρeSR−LSDA

c,µ [ρα, ρβ]

− λ

(
τW,α

τα

)
ραe

SR−LSDA
c,µ [ρα, 0]

−λ
(
τW,β

τβ

)
ρβe

SR−LSDA
c,µ [0, ρβ]

}
d (r⃗) ,

0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 (2.49)

As denoted above, the correlation energy density per electron eSR−LSDA
c,µ for the SR part

is now µ dependent. It changes the SR version of LSDA to full LSDA for µ −→ 0 and the
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LR part to full LSDA for µ −→∞, respectively. The parameter λ controls the extent of
the self-interaction reduction, and although a complete SIE-free LSDA correlation with
λ = 1 looks very appealing at first glance, an only partial reduction of the SIE also seems
to have its merits. The reason for using a λ value smaller than 1, lies in the fact that the
maximum amount of exact-exchange admixture is below 100% for all LMFs presented
in this chapter. This means there will always be some LSDA exchange at every point in
space, and this LSDA exchange in turn would likely benefit from the error cancellation
with the SIE inside the LSDA correlation. One plausible and easy solution was to set
λ equal to the main LMF parameter b, so that the SIE reduction is highest, where
the inhomogeneity parameter of the LMF reaches 1. The resulting range-separated
and SIE reduced local hybrids were all based on the simple common LMF, as are the
later developed Lh-GGAxGGAc-CG local hybrids with calibration functions. Since B88
exchange and LYP correlation were used for one GGA dependent local hybrid, and PBE
exchange and correlation for the other, they are simply abreviated as Lh-BLYP-CF and
Lh-PBE-CF in this work and in the latest publications.

2.1.4 D3 Dispersion Corrections

Van-der-Waals interactions are an exclusively quantum mechanical phenomenon, caused
by electron correlation. The electron densities of two non-interacting systems usually
repel each other due to both of them carrying the same negative charge, but at a cer-
tain distance the movements of the electrons of one system induce a perturbation in the
electron density of the other system. This correlation effect firstly leads to a tempo-
rary, then to an induced, dipole moment, which creates a weak attractive interaction
between the two systems. That rare gases like argon or xenon can be liquefied at all,
is only possible because of the small van-der-Waals interaction. Besides the attrac-
tive interaction between two induced dipoles, that decreases with r−6, dispersion also
includes additional terms like induced dipole-quadrupole or quadrupole-quadrupole in-
teractions, which decrease with r−8, r−10 and so forth. Common density functionals
cannot describe dispersion or van-der-Waals interactions, because they only include the
exchange-correlation energy of one local molecular electron density, which cannot be
influenced by another electron density it does not overlap with. So a semi-local density
functional by definition cannot describe a non-local correlation effect like dispersion in a
physically sound way. Nevertheless DFT calculations of van-der-Waals dimers like Ne2,
Ar2 or Kr2 sometimes show minima on their potential energy hypersurface. However,
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these minima are often at the wrong distance and the binding energy of the dimers is
usually too low. LDA functionals in particular show an unphysical attractive behavior,
while the results for GGA functionals can fall anywhere between a good description of
dispersion (still for the wrong reason though) and a purely repulsive behavior.

Different attempts for the approximation of dispersion effects have been made, like the
van-der-Waals functional vdW-DF of Lundqvist [63] or the later Becke-Johnson vdW-
functional [64] and the highly parameterized variations of meta-hybrid functionals [65],
that have been proposed to tackle this problem. But the most popular method to
include dispersion corrections into DFT calculations is the D3 method of Grimme [41],
which essentially boils down to a sum over C6R

−6 potentials of atom pairs. Of course
this DFT-D3 ansatz does not reach the high accuracy of coupled-cluster calculations
with perturbative triples corrections (CCSD(T)), combined with a complete basis set
extrapolation scheme (CBS), which currently is the ’gold standard’ to decide on the
relative energies of conformers. In fact, the DFT-D3 term for dispersion corrections
to the total energy of the system only takes the positions of atoms and their chemical
element into account. It completely neglects the rest of the electronic structure of the
system. The total energy of a system with DFT-D3 corrections is:

EDFT−D3 = EKS−DFT + Edisp (2.50)

EKS−DFT is the normal Kohn-Sham energy, that was obtained from the chosen density
functional. Edisp is the energy of the dispersion correction, consisting of the sum of two-
and three-body terms

Edisp = E2 + E3, (2.51)

of which the two-body term is the most important one, and the only one used in this
work:

E2 =
∑
AB

∑
n=6,8

sn
CAB

n

rnAB

fd,n (rAB) (2.52)

The first sum runs over all atom pairs of the system. CAB
n are the dispersion coefficients

of nth-order, for the atom pair AB with the interatomic distances rAB. The dispersion
coefficents are affected by the coordination numbers and are therefore system dependent.
In contrast to older versions of Grimme’s DFT-D [66, 67], the scaling factor s6 is set to
1 for most functionals in the DFT-D3 ansatz, to get the right asymptotic behavior
for exact CAB

6 values. The scaling parameter s8 on the other hand is the first of two
semi-empirical parameters that has to be customized to each used density functional
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individually. The damping-function proposed by Chai and Head-Gordon [68]

fd,n (rAB) =
1

1 + 6 (rAB/ (sr,nRAB
0 ))

−αn
(2.53)

restricts the range of the dispersion corrections. This damping function is needed to
prevent singularities and double counts of correlation effects for small rAB distances. It
includes the second semi-empirical parameter sr,6 of the DFT-D3 method, which scales
the cut-off radii RAB

0 . The dispersion coefficients CAB
n and the cut-off radii RAB

0 of the
separate atom pairs are hard-wired as fixed parameters into the DFT-D3 stand alone
program and usually should not be changed at all. The parameter αn decides how drastic
the effect of the damping function will be and is set to 14 for n = 6 and to αn+2 = αn+2

for other values of n. The exact form of the damping function is not predefined and
other damping functions have been proposed [67,69,70] which lead to similar results (see
ref. [71] for a general discussion on damping functions). Another form of damping used
in this work was proposed by Becke and Johnson (BJ) [64, 72, 73]. Here the dispersion
energy is

E
D3(BJ)
disp = −1

2

∑
A ̸=B

s6
CAB

6

r6AB + [f (RAB
0 )]

6 + s8
CAB

8

r8AB + [f (RAB
0 )]

8 (2.54)

with
f
(
RAB

0

)
= a1R

AB
0 + a2 (2.55)

The cut-off radii RAB
0 in BJ-damping are slightly different from the ones used in the

original D3 dispersion correction [74]. Thus in DFT-D3(BJ) a set of three semi-empirical
parameters (s8, a1 and a2) has to be optimized for every density functional instead of
two in DFT-D3 (sr,6 and s8). Although BJ-damping shows a more physically sound
behavior at short distances [74], the different damping schemes lead to very similar
results [74]. Recently Schwabe et al. have reduced the D3(BJ) ansatz to a C6-only
dispersion correction (D3(CSO)), that only uses one fit parameter without significant
loss of accuracy compared to the D3(BJ) corrections [75].
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2.2 Calculation of Mössbauer parameters with DFT

The resonance absorption of γ-radiation in immobilized nuclei was named Mössbauer
effect after its first discoverer Rudolf Mössbauer in 1957 (Nobel prize in physics, together
with Robert Hofstadter, in 1961) [76]. The spectroscopy method carrying the same name,
uses this Mössbauer effect, in combination with the Doppler effect, to create a substance
specific spectrum of solid-state compounds. Even though there are dozens of chemical
elements, that have at least one isotope exhibiting the Mössbauer effect, only 57Fe is of
interest for this work, due to its abundance in active centers of enzymes and its role as
central metal in non-heme iron-oxo and nitrido complexes with high oxidation states,
which are the focus of Chapter 3. These complexes often show promising capabilities
as homogeneous catalysts, for example in C-H activation reactions, and are therefore of
great interest for science and industry. Mössbauer spectroscopy is most famously used
to distinguish between the oxidation states of iron compounds, but it is also heavily
employed in geology to search and analyze minerals. Such useful applications even led to
a Mössbauer spectrometer being sent to Mars (MIMOSII on NASA’s Mars Exploration
Rover mission). The present work will concentrate on the theoretical calculation of
Mössbauer parameters of different organometallic iron complexes. As a short reminder,
Figure 2.4 shows the classical arrangement for a Mössbauer spectrometer: a radioactive
57Co source decays into 57Fe and sends γ-radiation through a collimator into the 57Fe
containing sample. The transmitting γ-radiation is then caught by a detector. Energy
differences in the radiation, needed to measure a whole spectrum, are achieved by moving
the 57Co source with a linear motor, the Mössbauer drive. Thanks to the Doppler effect
this movement introduces an energy change to the γ-radiation and allows scanning over
a narrow energy range to obtain a full spectrum. This procedure also explains the use of
mm/s as most common energy unit in Mössbauer spectroscopy, as it simply translates
to the speed of the motor moving the radioactive source, with the sign referrering to the
direction of the motion (towards or away from the sample).

Below the figure of the spectrometer are depictions of the two most important nuclear
(or nuclear-electron) interactions, that are of interest for chemists, and are usually given,
when results of Mössbauer experiments are presented and compared: the isomer shift δ

and the quadrupole splitting ∆EQ. Those are also the two parameters calculated in this
work and the ones most often reproduced by DFT in the literature. The next step of
possible interactions in a Mössbauer spectrum, the hyperfine splitting, that is caused by
the interaction of the nucleus with a surrounding magnetic field, is omitted in the figure
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Figure 2.4: Scetch of the typical arrangement for 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy and a
short overview of the important energy transitions for the calculated param-
eters: the isomer shift and the quadrupole splitting.

as it was not part of this work and is therefore not of interest here. It should be briefly
mentioned, however, that the hyperfine splitting adds another layer of complexity to the
line pattern of the spectrum, that in turn can be used to differentiate between similar
species, since the line width in Mössbauer spectroscopy is narrow enough for a proper
resolution of the hyperfine structure. We now describe how to calculate isomer shifts
and quadrupole splittings in the DFT framework.

Isomer Shift. A simple linear equation is used, that treats δ as directly proportional
to the electron density at the iron nucleus. Two semi-empirical parameters a and b

connect the electron density to δ. They are chosen by fitting calculated electron densities,
obtained by a certain combination of density functional and basis set, to experimental
values of δ from a number of molecules in a given data set.

δ = a · ρ (0) + b (2.56)

Such an approach might appear strange and very different from other property calcula-
tions with DFT, but indeed the quantum theory behind the Mössbauer isomer shifts is
well understood [77,78] and together with many DFT studies (see, for example, [79–81],
and references therein) fully supports the use of this method, to obtain the right results
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for the right reason. The complete neglect of relativistic effects in the simple treatment
of isomer shifts by standard DFT methods might be surprising, as the fully relativistic
Dirac-Fock calculation for a d5 57Fe atom gave an electron density of ∼15700 au-3 [82],
while the non-relativistic Hartree-Fock limit is around 3200 au-3 lower [79]. Fortunately
these large differences do not seem to matter, as the relativistic effects on iron show a
remarkably constant behavior for different atomic configurations and can therefore be
neglected altogether within the mentioned scaling procedure, without introducing fur-
ther approximations or compromising the results. The linear regression should have been
done for exactly the computational methodology one intends to use for the compound
of interest, leading to optimum error cancellation.

Quadrupole Splitting. The interaction between the nuclear quadrupole moment and
the electric field gradient (created by the surrounding nuclei and electrons) at the excited
57Fe nucleus, leads to a splitting of the energy level of the nuclear excited state I = 3/2

into energetic substates with IZ = ±1/2 and IZ = ±3/2.

EI,IZ =
1

6

∑
α,β

Qα,β (I, IZ)Vα,β (2.57)

α and β are Cartesian coordinates, while Qα,β (I, IZ) are the nuclear quadrupole tensor
components. Finally Vα,β are the derivatives of the electric field potential with respect
to the Cartesian coordinates. After substituting the quadrupole moment expression
and using the difference of the states, with their respective correct quantum numbers,
we reach the equation for the calculation of the quadrupole splitting, that is used in
quantum chemistry:

∆EQ =
1

2
eQV3

[
1 +

(V1 − V2)
2

3V 2
3

]1/2

(2.58)

Here Q is the nuclear electric quadrupole moment for the I = 3/2 state, usually set to
a fixed number [83], e is the electron charge, and V1−3 are the eigenvalues of the Vα,β

tensor, with the highest absolute value assigned to V3 by convention. Although this
formula looks rather straightforward and does not cause any mathematical problems,
calculations of ∆EQ often yield larger errors than the calculations of isomer shifts, using
a simple semi-empirical linear equation. Below is a short summary of some of the
most common problems encountered, when calculating both Mössbauer parameters with
DFT (we note in passing, that most of these problems are also present in wave-function
methods, but the latter are not the focus of this work):
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(a) Sometimes DFT simply fails completely to agree with experiment for ∆EQ, because
of the single-reference limitation of the theoretical method [84,85]. Unfortunately, strong
multi-reference character in iron complexes is not exactly exotic or rare. The situation
is furthermore complicated, as the behavior of the multi-reference character, and the
DFT errors resulting from it, appear not to be systematic at all. Which amount of
multi-reference character leads to a completely wrong result, and which amount does
not affect the results at all, is difficult to diagnose reliably by pure multi-reference
diagnostics alone.

(b) The sign of ∆EQ has a clear physical meaning. It defines the relative positions of the
IZ = ±1/2 and IZ = ±3/2 states. Yet the sign is very often not given in experimental
studies (instead the absolute value is used), and if it is given, it may very well come out
opposite in the DFT calculations. For other properties this would be very troubling if
not desastrous, but for ∆EQ the problem is usually ignored, because it is understood
that, depending on the situation, a sign change of ∆EQ might only indicate minor
inaccuracies. The reason for the sign change can be found in equation 2.58: Since e, Q
and the expression in brackets are always positive, the sign can only be determined by
V3. Since the electric field gradient follows Laplace’s equation, we get V1 + V2 + V3 = 0

for the eigenvalues. Since the highest absolute value is used for V3, a molecule with a
very small V1 leads to a ∼ V2 = −V3 situation. Now a very minor effect can cause V2 to
have a higher absolute value than V3, thereby becoming the new V3 and changing the
sign of ∆EQ, without really changing its absolute value.

(c) Mössbauer spectra are typically very temperature dependent, and they often are so
in a nontrivial manner [86], which renders simple extrapolation schemes to ∼4 K [87]
ununsable in many circumstances. The current gold standard are liquid helium cooled
measurements at about 4 K, but those are not always available (certainly not in older
data in the literature). DFT calculations on the other hand are usually carried out at
0 K, and DFT as a ground-state method cannot account for the different population of
low-lying excited states at different temperatures (also important for the isomer shift).
Different studies have also found, that the absolute errors for large quadrupole splittings
(>2 mm/s) tend to be much larger, than the errors for smaller ones (see [88] for example).
As the coordinates of the compound explicitly enter into the calculation of ∆EQ, small
differences between theoretical and experimental structures can lead to large deviations
from the experimental reference values. These are often not inaccuracies in DFT, which
reproduces gas phase structures quite well, but are more frequently due to the fact that
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solid state samples have to be used for the spectra, which might have a highly distorted
structure. The structure can also be affected by counterions, which are often left out of
the calculation.
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2.3 COSMO and D-COSMO-RS

Typical quantum-chemical calculations usually involve somewhere between one and ten
molecules in the gas phase at 0 K and do not take temperature effects into account.
While this is often sufficient, many chemical reactions are carried out in solution and
are strongly influenced by their solvent environment. Many molecules show very dif-
ferent stabilities and structures in different solvents. These minor and major solvent-
dependencies can influence all sorts of interesting parameters investigated by scientists,
from reaction energies, kinetic barriers and minimum structures, to charge distributions,
excitation energies and electron transfer parameters. This list is nowhere complete, but
already shows, that the solvent environment cannot simply be neglected in quantum
chemistry, if we really wish for a broad range of applicability of our methods, especially
in order to investigate experimental results, that are very often only available in solu-
tion. In some cases, the solvent environment is practically the entire driving force behind
an experimentally observed phenomenon and sometimes it is also the most interesting
aspect about it. Of all the possible ways to simulate a solvent environment, explicit ad-
dition of solvent molecules to a system of interest is of course the most straighforward,
but it is often not feasible even for relatively small systems due to the sheer number of
molecules needed in order to mimic a solvent.

Such static calculations also lack information about the dynamic interaction of the sol-
vent with the system, that can only be extracted from an even more expensive molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation, which in turn often allows only a very poor and inaccurate
quantum-chemical treatment of the system of interest (thereby making the whole ex-
ercise useless for many investigations). Another way to handle thousands of solvent
molecules in static calculations, is to treat them as classical mechanical bodies in a
cheap force-field model, while the system of interest is still treated with more accurate
quantum-mechanical methods. This combined QM/MM approach is popular and eas-
ier to handle than full ab-initio MD, but it is still very computationally expensive. A
step between QM/MM and MD is the force-field based RISM (reference interaction site
model) method [89,90].

Cheaper options for the treatment of solvent effects, that keep the high quality of the
quantum chemical treatment of the system intact, are the polarizable continuum mod-
els (PCM). From the variety of PCMs available, the conductor-like screening model
(COSMO) [91] was chosen and used in this work. The reason for this is the high effi-
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ciency and stability of COSMO and, more importantly, the option to use the COSMO-RS
ansatz [92] (COSMO for real solvents) by Klamt. COSMO-RS uses surface charge den-
sities as input for a statistical thermodynamics ansatz, which elevates the method from
the restrictions of a mere PCM, especially when it comes to the treatment of hydrogen-
bonds and solvent mixtures. In its D-COSMO-RS implementation [93], it can be used
for fully self-consistent calculations and structure optimizations.

2.3.1 COSMO

The conductor-like screening model (COSMO) has been developed and established more
than 20 years ago [94]. It has since been implemented into several quantum chemistry
program packages and has been used extensively in combination with DFT. COSMO
starts from a perfect conductor, which makes some mathematical formulations easier in
comparison to other PCMs. Since no changes have been made by the author, to either
the COSMO or the D-COSMO-RS implementation, for any calculation in this work, we
only give a short qualitative overview of the solvation models and refer readers, that
are interested in more specific mathematical details, to the multitude of textbooks on
solvation models in quantum chemistry. COSMO runs together with a normal SCF
calculation by following this routine:

1. A cavity consisting of several surface segments is formed around the solute system
to separate it from the dielectric continuum, that is used to simulate its solvent
environment.

2. Each segment of the cavity gets its own surface charge q assigned, which is found
by solving this set of linear equations: Âq + B̂Q = 0. This boundary condition
follows that of a vanishing electrostatic potential for a conductor. Â and B̂ are
linear operators and Q is the charge distribution of the solute system (based on its
nuclear charges and electron density). Operator Â sets up a matrix to generate the
electric potential, caused by the polarization charges, on every segment, while B̂

practically acts as a counterpart and generates the electric potential of the solute
on the surface segments, times a scaling factor f(ϵ).

f(ϵ) =
ϵ− 1

ϵ+ 0.5
(2.59)

Here ϵ is the permittivity of the solvent and the only solvent specific information
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present in the model.

3. The total energy gain of the system due to the polarization of the continuum is
calculated and the surface charges q resubstituted into the next SCF step as exter-
nal charges, changing the SCF into an SCRF procedure (self-consistent reaction
field).

4. Starting again from step 2, new external charges are created for the new electron
density of the solute system and fed into the SCF, until electron density, energy
and external charges have converged.

5. A new step in a structure optimization requires a return to step 1 to create a new
cavity for the new coordinates of the system.

A visual depiction of a cavity construction out of different surface segments can be found
in Figure 2.5, together with the final converged surface charge density map for the same
system.

Figure 2.5: Left: surface segments for each atom forming the cavity of AuCl-4. The colors
depict surface segments constructed around the same atom. Right: surface
charge density map for AuCl-4. The colors for the surface charges go from
blue (negative) to red (positive).

2.3.2 D-COSMO-RS

The COSMO ansatz works well for apolar non-protic solvents and has significant ad-
vantages over other PCMs, especially regarding the topic of outlying charge corrections
(errors caused by small parts of the electron density reaching outside the cavity). The
errors caused by this have been quite problematic for some other PCMs, as they can
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easily amount to 20% of the solvation energy for neutral solutes, while for anions the
error might be larger than the whole solvation energy. Using the boundary condition for
a conductor, rather than for a dielectric continuum, improves the errors by about one
order of magnitude, making the method much more robust and reliable [95]. Still PCMs
in general have a lot of shortcomings, most notably the absence of hydrogen bonding,
but also the restriction to the single parameter ϵ, which makes it nearly impossible to
differentiate cyclohexane from benzene or acetonitrile from methanol, even though they
otherwise have quite different solvent properties. An improvement on this situation was
achieved by the COSMO-RS method, which kept the COSMO cavity, but replaced the
pure PCM by a statistical thermodynamics ansatz for an ensemble of pairwise interacting
surface segments.

In the COSMO reference state of a perfectly conducting medium, the solutes are nonin-
teracting, as long as they are not too close to each other, and they have their individual
surface screening charge densities σ and COSMO energies. The COSMO-RS ansatz
now introduces energetic corrections to this reference state by adding terms for van der
Waals interactions of the conductor with the solutes and energy changes for the close
contact of the solutes surface segments to each other (σ to σ′ interaction) [92]. Here two
contributions are important: (a) the local misfit interaction between the polarization
charge densities, that occurs whenever σ ̸= σ′, and (b) terms that describe hydrogen-
bonding [92, 93]. Especially the latter is a radical improvement for modeling aqueous
solutions, as strong hydrogen-bonding can severly alter structures and impact barrier
heights. The effects of going from COSMO to COSMO-RS (in the form of D-COSMO-
RS) are shown for Diels-Alder reactions and gold halides in later chapters. The misfit
interaction for σ + σ′ is

∆Emisfit = acontactcmisfit (σ + σ′) (2.60)

and the hydrogen-bonding term looks like

∆EHB = acontactcHBmin
(
0, σσ′ − σ2

HB

)
(2.61)

with the surface contact term acontact and a parameter c. The σ2
HB parameter acts as

a threshold, so that only sufficiently polar surface segments of opposite polarity take
part in hydrogen-bonding, and the energy correction increases with higher polarities of
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hydrogen-bond donor and acceptors. The entire change to the COSMO energy amounts
to a calculation of a sum over all surface contacts k of all molecules of our ensemble S.
This seems easy enough, but in fact we do not know all the contact terms, nor do we know
all the polarization charge densities for a single point in time. This gets furthermore
complicated as all these contacts are of course constantly changing in a liquid. Instead of
finding exact solvation energies for a specific configuration, COSMO-RS uses statistical
thermodynamics to calculate the correct average of the total energy of a liquid. This
amounts to finding the σ-potential µ (σ) for a specific solvent molecule

µS (σ) = −
kT

aeff
· ln
{∫

dσ′pS (σ
′) · exp

[
−aeff (eint (σ, σ′) + µS (σ

′))

kT

]}
(2.62)

aeff is the area of the effective surface segment with polarity σ and pS is the histogram
of all the surface segments of the ensemble with respect to σ. In pS the mole fractions
xi of the different solvent species of the ensemble with their individual σ-histograms and
their molecular surface areas AX are taken into account as well.

pS (σ) =
∑
i

xip
Xi(σ)

xiAXi
(2.63)

Figure 2.6: σ-profile of water (left) and hexane (right).

This allows the use of solvent mixtures in COSMO-RS, just by weighing in the different
solvents by their mole fractions. The molecular σ-histograms pX (σ) of the compo-
nents are called σ-profiles and a more chemically intuitive understanding of the differ-
ences between water and hexane can be gained be looking at their σ-profiles in Figure
2.6. Here we see, that the vast majority of surface segments for hexane cluster around
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±0.5σ/Å2. This is of course in perfect accordance to the weakly charged C-H sections of
the molecule, not really being different from each other. Water on the other hand does
not only show much less surface segments (notice the different scaling on the y-axis for
water and hexane in Figure 2.6), due to its smaller size, but it also gives two distinctive
peaks in high surface charge areas. These peaks clearly indicate the hydrogen-donor and
hydrogen-acceptor regions of the solvent molecule. Their final σ-potentials are shown in
Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: σ-potentials of water (left) and hexane (right).

This is the COSMO-RS method, which has been very popular and successful, especially
in the field of chemical engineering, as it can be used to predict all kinds of thermody-
namical properties of molecules in solution, from phase-equilibrium predictions to ionic
liquids. Its most important applications in the industry are the calculation of solubilities
and of mixing coefficients of liquids. An important step for its further use in quantum
chemistry, especially for the calculation of structures and spectroscopic parameters, was
the change of the COSMO-RS free energy of solvation expression into a Fock-matrix
contribution. This made it possible to replace the dielectric solvent response by the
COSMO-RS σ-potential as a new form of response, that also includes the terms for
hydrogen-bonding. With this direct COSMO-RS (D-COSMO-RS) approach, fully self-
consistent structure optimizations and response property calculations are possible, for a
computational price comparable to a normal PCM. This method is relatively new and
has not undergone many tests in quantum chemical applications, but its results are very
promising and provide results on the level of high-end extensive molecular dynamics sim-
ulations with practically no additional costs to a normal DFT calculation [93,96,97](see
Chapter 4).
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3 High-Valent Non-Heme Iron-Oxo
Complexes

3.1 Overview

Systematic in vitro modelling of heme-based catalytic oxidation was initiated 30 years
ago, when Groves and co-workers first described oxoiron(IV) porphyrin-radical com-
plexes as excellent oxygen-atom transfer (OAT) agents toward olefins and hydrocar-
bons [98]. In vitro modeling of non-heme enzyme function via mononuclear iron(IV)-
oxo complexes was first reported by the Wieghardt group in 2000 [99]. Since then, the
spectroscopic evidence (UV/Vis; Mössbauer; EXAFS) of the existence and nature of
iron(IV)-oxo species has been corroborated by solid-state structures of several mononu-
clear iron(IV) complexes, which unambiguously prove their chemical constitution. Nowa-
days, high-valent iron-oxo species are frequently proposed as intermediates of dioxygen
metabolism [100,101]. They are vital for the function of iron-containing metalloenzymes
in general, thus also in non-heme iron-based enzymes. A number of review articles sum-
marize progress in this field [102–106]. Besides OAT, heme and non-heme model com-
plexes support a broad spectrum of oxidation chemistry, such as electron transfer (ET)
and hydrogen-atom abstraction (HAT). This of course makes them highly interesting for
the use in homogenous catalysis.

In this chapter, different aspects of the electronic structure and reactivity of non-heme
iron(IV)-oxo complexes are investigated. The first part concentrated mainly on the cor-
rect description of the electronic ground state by DFT, especially the question whether
formal iron-oxo complexes should rather be described as iron-oxyl radicals instead, which
is studied for a selection of ten relevant formal iron(IV)- and iron(V)-oxo complexes. The
motivation behind this was originally based on the discovery of large amounts of spin den-
sity on the oxo ligands in the transition states in different catalytic processes [107,108].
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Early work on small iron(IV)-oxo model complexes, within the framework of a UniCat
project, quickly revealed that substantial spin on the oxygen atom can already be found
in the ground state (see Tables S1 and S2 in Appendix I), which led us to consider the
iron-oxo vs iron-oxyl question. The second and third part of this chapter present a set
of iron(II) and iron(IV)-oxo complexes with new N5 pentadentate chelate ligands, syn-
thesized by Grohmann et al. [109, 110]. These ligands were used to probe the effects of
structural distortions on spin state energetics and reactivity, as a new means to hopefully
be able to tune future iron catalysts. Distorting the tetragonal towards trigonal symme-
try in the coordination sphere of the iron(II) complexes resulted in a narrowing of the
triplet-quintet spin state energy gap and a steep increase in reactivity. In the last part
of this chapter, a problem case is shown that highlights the importance of spin contam-
ination, broken-symmetry solutions, and the correct choice of functional, when dealing
with high-valent iron complexes. Typically reliable hybrid functionals like B3LYP were
found to give very wrong IR-frequencies for the iron-nitrido stretching vibration of an
iron(V)-nitrido complex. We found this to be due to unusually large problems with spin
contamination. Choosing a functional with low amounts of exact exchange greatly re-
duces the problem, as do restricted open-shell Kohn-Sham DFT calculations that prevent
broken-symmetry solutions.

3.2 The Question of Iron(IV)-Oxo vs Iron(III)-Oxyl

Character

3.2.1 Introduction

Synthetic model complexes, with a prominent high-valent Fe-O group as their active
site, that were designed to mimic the active centers of non-heme iron enzymes, are usu-
ally described as iron(IV)-oxo species. The assignment of this formal oxidation state is
normally justified with the short Fe-O bond lengths of 1.60-1.70 Å in those complexes,
which supposedly point to the existence of Fe-O double bonds, and their Mössbauer
isomer shifts, that fall between +0.30 and -0.20 mm s-1 [104], and are therefore in a
lower range than typical iron(III) compounds. While this classification of highly re-
active iron-oxygen intermediates in non-heme iron enzymes, and their synthetic coun-
terparts, is quick and convenient, it might also convey a wrong picture of their actual
electronic structure. Different studies have pointed out, that during the transition states
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of H-abstraction, OAT, and related reactions, formal high-valent oxo species of different
transition metals often show a high amount of spin density at the oxygen ligand (see, for
example, ref. [107,108]). Since a true iron-oxo compound ideally should not show much
spin density at the oxygen at all, these reactive species seem to be much closer to oxyl
radicals at the transition state. This would mean, that a lowering of the oxidation state
by one must take place on the iron center, combined with the reorganization of spin in
the molecule, which would certainly have an energetic effect on the barrier height.

Since there is a profound interest in highly reactive iron(IV)-oxo complexes as catalysts
for various applications, the question whether we really have a formation of iron(III)-
oxyl radicals at the transition state, is of great importance for the design of catalysts.
Of course this is only true, if the description of the ground state as iron-oxo complexes
is indeed correct. However, preliminary DFT calculations on small iron(IV)-oxo model
complexes revealed substantial amounts of spin on the oxygen, even in their ground
state (see Tables S1 and S2 in Appendix I). This could mean that the very assumption
of iron(IV)-oxo complexes transforming into iron(III)-oxyl radicals could be wrong, and
that we should really treat our formal iron-oxo complexes as iron-oxyl radicals instead.
To gain insight into this problem, the electronic structures of ten important representa-
tive complexes of synthetic high-valent iron-oxo compounds have been investigated by
DFT calculations, to find out whether they should be described as iron-oxo complexes
or iron-oxyl radicals. To this end, comparisons to experimental structures and differ-
ent molecular properties like zero-field splittings and Mössbauer parameters have been
made.

3.2.2 Computational Details

All DFT calculations were performed using TURBOMOLE6.3 and a locally modified
version of the TURBOMOLE6.4 package [111–113]. The latter allows variation of the
amount of exact exchange in global hybrid functionals. def2-SVP, def2-TZVP and def2-
QZVP basis sets [114] were used. Functionals used in this work were BLYP [12, 15],
PBE [14,31], TPSS [115], B97D [116], B3LYP [15,23], PBE0 [14,31,117], TPSSh [115],
BHLYP [118], and BP86 [12,13]. The resolution-of-the-identity approximation was used
for the latter (RI-BP86). Customized BLYP-based global hybrid functionals of the form
Ehybr

XC = a0E
exact
X + (1− a0)E

B88
X + ELY P

C were used as well.

The SCF energies were converged to 10-8 Hartree and a fine m5 integration grid was
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chosen for the exchange-correlation potential. Dispersion contributions were evaluated
using Grimme’s DFT-D3 atom-pairwise dispersion corrections [41]. Transition states
have been verified by harmonic vibrational frequency analyses. It was verified that the
imaginary frequency of a given transition state pertains to the reaction at hand.

For the calculation of Mössbauer parameters, an uncontracted def2-QZVPP basis set
was used for iron and def2-TZVP for all other atoms. The structures underlying the
Mössbauer calculations were optimized at B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP level. The in-house
MAG program [119] was used to calculate the electron density ρ at the iron nucleus
and the quadrupole splitting. For the isomer shifts the linear equation used is δ[mm s-1]
= -0.3594*(ρ(DFT)-11800) + 10.521. This equation was fitted to the isomer-shift test
set of Neese [79]. Other linear equations, based on different optimization procedures
and different fit sets, were investigated as well. The inhouse MAG program was also
used for the calculation of zero-field splittings and g-tensors, taking all integrals for the
calculation of Breit-Pauli spin-orbit effects into account. A 9s7p4d all-electron basis set
designed for hyperfine calculations was used for iron [120] and IGLO-II [121] for all other
atoms.

3.2.3 Results and Discussion

3.2.3.1 A Selection of Non-Heme Iron-Oxo Complexes

A selection of ten iron-oxo complexes has been investigated by DFT, to find out whether
they should really be treated as iron-oxo or rather as iron-oxyl complexes. Eight of them
are normally categorized as iron(IV)-oxo complexes, half of them with a quintet ground
state (S = 2), the other half with a triplet ground state (S = 1). The last two complexes
are usually described as iron(V)-oxo complexes with a doublet ground state (S = 1/2).
To cover a wide range of non-heme iron-oxo species, the selected compounds are a
mixture of anionic and cationic complexes with fairly different ligands and coordination
polyhedra. For the sake of simplicity, we will refer to all these iron species as iron-oxo
complexes throughout this chapter, even though this classification is debatable at best
(see below). Of the four complexes with quintet ground states, three have a trigonal
bipyramidally coordinated iron center and one has an octahedrally coordinated one (see
Figure 3.1). The pentaaqua iron-oxo complex is currently the only known example of
a non-heme octahedral iron-oxo complex with a S = 2 ground state. It is perhaps the
simplest but also most peculiar iron-oxo species of the ten complexes discussed here (if
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not in general). The other three S = 2 complexes have N4 tetradentate ligands with
short chains connected to the nitrogen trans to the oxo. For the iron(IV)-oxo species
with triplet ground states (see Figure 3.2), we only find octahedral coordination.

Figure 3.1: Optimized structures (B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP) of four selected iron(IV)-oxo
complexes with S = 2 ground state.

All selected S=1 iron-oxo complexes are cationic, and we note in passing that anionic
non-heme iron-oxo complexes with triplet ground states are extremely rare
([Fe(O)(TAML)]2-, the iron(IV) pendant to our chosen iron(V)-oxo complexes is one
possible example). [Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ with its macrocyclic ligand was the first
successfully crystallized complex with an iron(IV)-oxo unit [122]. It also raised interest
because of its ability for quick ligand exchange of acetonitrile with anionic donors. This
allowed probing ligand effects trans to the oxo group [123–125] for the first time (but
all the newly formed iron-oxo complexes with anionic donors were too reactive to crys-
tallize). Replacing a methyl group of TMC with an alkyl arm changed the macrocycle
into a more stable pentadentate ligand. The most important representative of this class
of iron-oxo compounds is [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ from our selection [126], as it is the only
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Figure 3.2: Optimized structures (B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP) of four selected iron(IV)-oxo
complexes with S = 1 ground state.

synthetic structural mimic to the RS-Fe(IV)=O unit in the high-valent intermediates of
cytochrome P450 [127,128].

In contrast, [Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ [129,130] and [Fe(O)(Bn-TPEN)]2+ [131], the two remain-
ing S = 1 iron-oxo complexes in the selection, have pentadentate N5 ligands and lost
the macrocycle motif of the TMC ligand. Like the tetradentate ligands for the S = 2
trigonal bipyramidal complexes, N4Py and Bn-TPEN have a tertiary amine donor trans
to the oxo group [129,132,133]. In [Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ we have four pyridine donors cis to
the oxo group, connected to the amine nitrogen via short alkyl chains (see Figure 3.2).
This creates one of the most stable non-heme iron(IV)-oxo complexes discovered so far.
It has been thoroughly investigated and even crystallized [129,130]. This is indeed worth
mentioning, because successfully obtaining a proper crystal structure is still very rare for
non-heme iron(IV)-oxo complexes. In the 2013 review of McDonald and Que [104] we
only count seven non-heme oxo-iron species with crystal structures out of a list of over
forty different compounds. About half of all the listed non-heme iron(IV)-oxo species
do not even have EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption fine structure) data. Our selec-
tion includes four of the complexes with known crystal structures (see Table 3.1) and
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four with available EXAFS data. The Bn-TPEN ligand on the other hand represents
a combination of amine and pyridine donors [132, 133]. It has close structural similari-
ties to a new pair of pentadentate cyclic ligands synthesized by Grohmann et al. [134],
which will be closely investigated in subsequent chapters for its ligand distortion and
the consequences for structure, conformation, and spin-state preferences that come with
it.

Figure 3.3: Optimized structures (B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP) of two selected iron(V)-oxo
complexes with S = 1/2 ground state.

Even rarer than well characterized non-heme iron(IV)-oxo complexes are synthetic iron(V)-
oxo species. The first one, [Fe(O)(TAML)]-, was published in 2007 by Collins et al. [135]
and is part of our selection, together with its close relative [Fe(O)(bTAML)]-, the final
and most recent addition [136] (the ’b’ stands for biuret, the replacement of the CMe2

unit with a NMe group in the ligand), published in 2014 (see Figure 3.3). There is strong
evidence that iron(V)-oxo species are involved in iron-catalyzed oxidations, like in the
Rieske dioxygenases [137–139], a group of enzymes responsible for the biodegradation
of aromatics in the soil by catalyzing the dehydroxylation of arenes. The tetraanionic
tetraamido macrocyclic TAML ligands force the oxo group into a slightly distorted square
pyramidal coordination and favor a doublet ground state. Both iron(V)-oxo species show
a very different g-tensor from other high-valent iron species that were suggested as ox-
idants, like [Fe(BPMEN)] or [Fe(TPA)] [140, 141]. This experimental g-tensor seems to
provide a challenge for DFT [142].
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3.2.3.2 Spin States and the Iron-Oxo Character

A closer look at the spin populations and spin state energy differences of supposed
iron(IV)-oxo complexes can help us to shed light on whether or not some of these com-
pounds should rather be considered iron(III)-oxyl complexes instead. Iron(IV) complexes
have a formal d4 configuration, so for an iron(IV)-oxo species with quintet ground state,
four unpaired electrons on the iron atom are expected, just as we would expect two
paired and two unpaired electrons for a triplet ground state. Table 3.1 shows the spin
populations on iron and oxygen for the S = 2 iron-oxo complexes of our selection and
we see immediately that this ideal picture is not fulfilled for any of the four molecules.
Depending on functional and population analysis method, the number of unpaired elec-
trons on iron varies between 2.92-3.40. This is a remarkably consistent result, considering
we compare a pure GGA functional (RIBP86) to two popular global hybrids (B3LYP
with 20% exact exchange and PBE0 with 25% exact exchange). Of course the more
delocalized character of the spin population for a GGA functional, in comparison to a
hybrid functional, is not surprising (for example iron spin population 2.97 for RIBP86
on [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- vs 3.14 for B3LYP), but the fact that there are no qualitative differ-
ences for the results based on the functional alone is quite interesting. Nowhere do we
even come close to spin populations of four on the iron, as we would normally expect.
On the oxo ligand we find spin populations between 0.53-0.69 for [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- and
[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+. Lower values between 0.33-0.47 are found for [Fe(O)(H3buea)]-.
The rest of the spin density is mostly delocalized onto the nitrogen ligands. While the
spin population on the oxygen ligands of the S = 2 species might be considered too
low for oxyl radicals, the fact remains that there is not enough spin density on the iron
centers to be considered iron(IV) complexes.

Indeed the largest deviation from four unpaired electrons on the iron center is found for
[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ with RIBP86-D3: spin populations give 1.06 unpaired electrons
outside iron. Of those 0.61 are localized at the oxygen and 0.45 are spread over the rest
of the molecule, mostly onto the four neighboring nitrogen donors. This is evidence that
we do not only have strong delocalization of unpaired electrons away from an ideal d4

configuration on the iron, but might have an iron(III)-oxyl radical character. Of course
hybrid functionals give a more localized picture (growing more localized with increased
exact-exchange admixture), but even they clearly put far more spin density onto the
oxygen atom, than would be reasonably expected for an ideal iron(IV)-oxo system. On
the octahedral pentaaqua iron(IV)-oxo complex, we find a higher spin population on
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the iron than in any of the three trigonal bipyramidal species of our selection, but we
also find a high spin population on the oxo ligand, well in line with the picture in
[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- and [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+. The reason for the higher spin population
on iron in [Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+ could be the lack of suitable ligands for delocalization of spin
density, compared to the other S = 2 complexes.

The spin populations for the iron(IV)-oxo complexes with triplet ground state (see Table
3.2) are even further away from what we would expect in a d4 system. Here the numbers
of unpaired electrons on iron fall between 1.19-1.48 for the four different species (again
taking all three functionals and both population analysis methods into account). The
spin population on oxygen is between 0.61-0.87, which is more on average than we find for
the oxo complexes with quintet ground state (see Table 3.1). Also the spin populations
on iron and oxygen are less affected by the choice of functional, compared to the S = 2
iron(IV)-oxo complexes. In the S = 2 complexes, spin population on the iron increases
by up to 0.3 unpaired electrons going from RIBP86 to PBE0, while they change less
than 0.1 in the S = 1 complexes. Small amounts of spin population are found on the
nitrogen ligands for the S = 2 iron(IV)-oxo complexes (for example a total between
0.2-0.4 unpaired electrons on the nitrogen atoms for B3LYP-D3; also see Figure S2 in
Appendix I for spin-density plots). In contrast, nearly all of the spin population is purely
concentrated on the Fe-O unit in the S = 1 complexes (see Figure S3 in Appendix I),
with only very small bits of negative spin population on the nitrogen donors.

These findings heavily speak against simply classifying the previously discussed eight
complexes (see Table 3.1 and 3.2) from our selection as iron(IV)-oxo species. Instead
they could rather be described as iron(III)-oxyl radicals. The oxyl radical character is
clearer for the iron complexes with triplet ground states, for which we found oxygen spin
populations of more than 0.7 a.u. for three of the four compounds. But even for the
complexes with quintet ground states, the spin populations on iron were generally too
low to just treat them as iron(IV)-oxo compounds, while the spin populations on the
oxo ligands were higher than one would normally expect. The last two complexes of our
selection, [Fe(O)(TAML)]- and [Fe(O)(bTAML)]-, are formally iron(V)-oxo complexes
with a doublet ground state. Table 3.3 shows spin populations of 0.70-0.89 on the iron
and 0.14-0.30 on the oxygen for them. This means that for the iron(V)-oxo complexes,
the results point much more to a d3 iron complex with a doublet state, with relatively
little spin density delocalized onto the oxo ligand rather than to an iron(IV)-oxyl radical.
Going from RIBP86 to B3LYP leads to a stronger localization of spin density at iron
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Table 3.1: Important distances, as well as NPA and Mulliken (in brackets) spin
populations for four iron(IV)-oxo complexes with S = 2 ground state,
calculated for different functionals. A def2-TZVP basis set was used for
all atoms. Experimental values are in bold.

distances spin population ∆E
Functional in Å NPA [Mulliken] (S=2 - S=1)

Fe-O Fe-Na Fe-Nb <S2> Fe O in kJ mol-1

[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- 1.62c

RIBP86 1.642 2.132 2.027 6.029 2.97 [2.95] 0.62 [0.68] -54.2
RIBP86-D3 1.642 2.136 2.003 6.028 2.95 [2.93] 0.62 [0.69] -40.7
B3LYP 1.620 2.150 2.033 6.055 3.14 [3.06] 0.57 [0.64] -73.6
B3LYP-D3 1.619 2.150 2.015 6.053 3.12 [3.05] 0.58 [0.64] -72.9
PBE0 1.605 2.123 2.013 6.067 3.22 [3.16] 0.53 [0.60] -72.7
PBE0-D3 1.605 2.124 2.001 6.066 3.21 [3.15] 0.54 [0.60] -71.8
[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ 1.661d, 2.112d, 2.005d,

1.65e 1.99e 1.99e

RIBP86 1.647 2.130 2.038 6.031 2.96 [2.93] 0.61 [0.69] -62.9
RIBP86-D3 1.650 2.125 2.005 6.029 2.94 [2.92] 0.61 [0.68] -60.9
B3LYP 1.625 2.140 2.050 6.056 3.14 [3.08] 0.57 [0.64] -88.6
B3LYP-D3 1.626 2.136 2.022 6.054 3.13 [3.06] 0.57 [0.64] -86.6
PBE0 1.611 2.120 2.024 6.068 3.22 [3.17] 0.53 [0.60] -96.4
PBE0-D3 1.612 2.116 2.007 6.066 3.21 [3.16] 0.53 [0.60] -95.1
[Fe(O)(H3buea)]- 1.680f 2.064f 1.983f

RIBP86 1.680 2.164 2.005 6.035 2.99 [2.98] 0.43 [0.46] -42.4
RIBP86-D3 1.681 2.108 2.002 6.034 2.97 [2.97] 0.44 [0.47] -21.2
B3LYP 1.654 2.173 2.012 6.064 3.20 [3.15] 0.38 [0.41] -74.4
B3LYP-D3 1.654 2.132 2.007 6.061 3.18 [3.14] 0.39 [0.42] -57.2
PBE0 1.643 2.142 1.989 6.077 3.29 [3.27] 0.33 [0.35] -83.2
PBE0-D3 1.643 2.109 1.986 6.074 3.27 [3.26] 0.34 [0.36] -70.9
[Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+

RIBP86 1.611 2.072 2.090 6.033 3.10 [3.05] 0.63 [0.73] -24.5
RIBP86-D3 1.611 2.085 2.068 6.033 3.10 [3.05] 0.63 [0.73] -24.6
B3LYP 1.593 2.084 2.087 6.084 3.26 [3.19] 0.52 [0.63] -52.9
B3LYP-D3 1.593 2.083 2.079 6.083 3.26 [3.19] 0.52 [0.63] -52.8
PBE0 1.582 2.096 2.074 6.127 3.40 [3.35] 0.40 [0.50] -38.6
PBE0-D3 1.581 2.091 2.072 6.126 3.40 [3.35] 0.40 [0.51] -38.1

aTrans to the oxo ligand. bAverage distance for nitrogens cis to the oxo ligand. cRef. [143]. dRef. [144].
eRef. [145]. fRef. [146]
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Table 3.2: Important distances, as well as NPA and Mulliken (in brackets) spin popu-
lations for four iron(IV)-oxo complexes with S = 1 ground state, calculated
for different functionals. A def2-TZVP basis set was used for all atoms.
Experimental values are in bold.

distances spin population ∆E
Functional in Å NPA [Mulliken] (S=2 - S=1)

Fe-O Fe-Na Fe-Nb <S2> Fe O in kJ mol-1

[Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ 1.646c,d 2.058c,d 2.09c,d

RIBP86 1.640 2.066 2.134 2.020 1.32 [1.34] 0.70 [0.77] +55.5
RIBP86-D3 1.641 2.042 2.118 2.019 1.31 [1.33] 0.70 [0.77] +46.7
B3LYP 1.616 2.132 2.135 2.032 1.38 [1.36] 0.70 [0.78] +16.2
B3LYP-D3 1.617 2.109 2.120 2.030 1.36 [1.35] 0.70 [0.78] +8.1
PBE0 1.602 2.101 2.101 2.036 1.40 [1.39] 0.67 [0.76] +5.7
PBE0-D3 1.603 2.087 2.094 2.035 1.40 [1.38] 0.68 [0.76] +1.1
[Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ 1.70c 2.33c 2.09c

RIBP86 1.689 2.327 2.132 2.023 1.39 [1.35] 0.61 [0.70] -32.1
RIBP86-D3 1.690 2.319 2.119 2.022 1.38 [1.35] 0.61 [0.70] -23.5
B3LYP 1.662 2.355 2.141 2.038 1.46 [1.40] 0.64 [0.72] -9.0
B3LYP-D3 1.662 2.348 2.129 2.037 1.45 [1.39] 0.63 [0.72] -17.0
PBE0 1.646 2.327 2.106 2.042 1.48 [1.44] 0.61 [0.70] -18.5
PBE0-D3 1.646 2.324 2.099 2.041 1.48 [1.44] 0.61 [0.70] -23.4
[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ 1.639e 2.033e 1.956e

RIBP86 1.644 2.084 1.982 2.016 1.29 [1.24] 0.74 [0.86] +82.1
RIBP86-D3 1.645 2.082 1.969 2.016 1.29 [1.24] 0.73 [0.86] +92.2
B3LYP 1.623 2.097 2.004 2.020 1.29 [1.19] 0.74 [0.87] +30.7
B3LYP-D3 1.623 2.096 1.991 2.020 1.28 [1.20] 0.73 [0.87] +38.9
PBE0 1.608 2.072 1.977 2.022 1.30 [1.21] 0.72 [0.86] +23.1
PBE0-D3 1.608 2.072 1.970 2.022 1.30 [1.21] 0.72 [0.86] +28.1
[Fe(O)(Bn-TPEN)]2+ 1.67f

RIBP86 1.647 2.124 2.018 2.016 1.30 [1.27] 0.74 [0.84] +67.7
RIBP86-D3 1.648 2.115 2.001 2.016 1.30 [1.27] 0.74 [0.84] +67.2
B3LYP 1.625 2.139 2.036 2.021 1.30 [1.23] 0.73 [0.85] +22.0
B3LYP-D3 1.625 2.132 2.019 2.021 1.30 [1.23] 0.73 [0.85] +21.2
PBE0 1.610 2.111 2.005 2.024 1.32 [1.25] 0.72 [0.85] +14.2
PBE0-D3 1.610 2.107 1.997 2.024 1.32 [1.25] 0.71 [0.84] +20.3

aTrans to the oxo ligand. bAverage distance for nitrogens cis to the oxo ligand. cRef. [126]. dRef. [122]. eRef.
[129,130]. fRef. [131]
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Table 3.3: Important distances, as well as NPA and Mulliken (in brack-
ets) spin populations for two iron(V)-oxo complexes with S
= 1/2 ground state, calculated for different functionals. A
def2-TZVP basis set was used for all atoms. Experimental
values are in bold.

distances spin population ∆E
Functional in Å NPA [Mulliken] (S=3/2 - S=1/2)

Fe-O Fe-Na <S2> Fe O in kJ mol-1

[Fe(O)(TAML)]- 1.58a 1.87b

RIBP86 1.603 1.891 0.763 0.76 [0.71] 0.23 [0.29] +58.8
RIBP86-D3 1.602 1.887 0.763 0.76 [0.71] 0.23 [0.29] +59.4
B3LYP 1.577 1.887 0.771 0.85 [0.80] 0.18 [0.23] +37.9
B3LYP-D3 1.577 1.883 0.771 0.85 [0.80] 0.18 [0.23] +38.9
PBE0 1.559 1.867 0.775 0.89 [0.85] 0.14 [0.18] +28.7
PBE0-D3 1.559 1.865 0.775 0.88 [0.85] 0.14 [0.19] +29.4
[Fe(O)(bTAML)]-

RIBP86 1.603 1.882 0.762 0.76 [0.70] 0.23 [0.30] +63.3
RIBP86-D3 1.602 1.879 0.762 0.76 [0.70] 0.23 [0.30] +63.5
B3LYP 1.577 1.878 0.769 0.84 [0.79] 0.18 [0.23] +44.6
B3LYP-D3 1.576 1.876 0.769 0.84 [0.79] 0.18 [0.23] +45.1
PBE0 1.558 1.859 0.773 0.87 [0.84] 0.15 [0.19] +36.0
PBE0-D3 1.558 1.857 0.773 0.87 [0.84] 0.15 [0.19] +36.3

aAverage distance for nitrogens cis to the oxo ligand. bRef. [135].

(increasing the spin population by nearly 0.1 unpaired electrons), further supporting a
d3 iron(V) configuration.

The shape of the spin density at the oxo-group of the iron(V)-oxo complexes is also
quite different from what we find for the formal iron(IV)-oxo species from our selection.
Figure 3.4 shows an isosurface plot of the spin density of [Fe(O)(TAML)]-, together with
the respective plots of [Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ and [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+, which are
shown as representatives of either iron(IV)-oxo compounds or iron(III)-oxyl radicals with
triplet and quintet ground states, respectively. The isosurface plots of the spin density
of the seven other complexes in their ground states look very similar to the ones shown
in Figure 3.4 (see Figures S2, S3, and S4 in Appendix I).

For the formal iron(IV)-oxo complexes, the spin density at oxygen is distributed uni-
formly in a ring around it. Together with the information from the spin population
analysis, the isosurface plots strongly suggest one unpaired electron at oxygen, which
can move freely in the xy plane. Such a picture is appropriate for an oxyl radical. While
we see almost exclusively positive spin density on [Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ (S = 1),
small amounts of negative spin density can be found above and below the ring around
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Figure 3.4: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of [Fe(O)(TAML)]- (S =
1/2), [Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ (S = 1) and [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ (S = 2).
B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP optimized structures.

oxygen on [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ (S = 2) and on the axial nitrogen ligand. As already
mentioned before, the spin density of [Fe(O)(TAML)]- (S = 1/2) presents a very dif-
ferent picture compared to the formal iron(IV) species in Figure 3.4. Here the single
unpaired electron seems to be mainly localized in a dxz(Fe)-px(O) orbital and, as we
know from spin population analyses, is mainly localized at iron. In fact, the spin density
of [Fe(O)(TAML)]- agrees well with the expected situation for an iron(V) complex, with
low-spin d3 configuration, based on a ligand-field diagram (C4v symmetry). Altogether
the isosurface plots of the spin densities support significant iron(III)-oxyl character for
the formal iron(IV)-oxo complexes, in particular for an S = 1 ground state. For the
iron(V)-oxo complexes on the other hand much less oxyl character is found. The spin
populations calculated by NPA and Mulliken population analysis show noteworthy dif-
ferences between each other. These differences are nearly independent from the choice of
functional. In general Mulliken population analysis gives a stronger oxyl radical charac-
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ter than NPA (see Tables 3.1 and 3.2), but overall the differences between the methods
are too small to lead to different interpretations of the results.

Since a lot of our argument, whether our selected iron(IV)-oxo complexes should rather
be described as iron(III)-oxyl radicals, is based on spin populations, the possibility of
spin contamination and broken-symmetry solutions must be taken into account as well.
A broken-symmetry DFT solution could lead to significant changes in energy and spin
population, compared to the true electronic ground state, and it could in principle
present a wrong picture of the electronic structure, leading to a wrong interpretation
(for more information about broken-symmetry DFT, see, for example, ref. [147–149]).
The ideal <S2> value of an S = 2 system is 6, and the first thing we can see is that
the <S2> expectation values for the iron(IV)-oxo complexes with quintet ground state
fall between 6.029 and 6.084 for RIBP86, B3LYP and PBE0 (see Table 3.1). The single
exception is [Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+ with PBE0, where <S2> values up to 6.127 are reached.
This can probably be attributed to the small ligand-field splitting in [Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+,
which favors mixing in of spin contaminating excited states.

As expected, all complexes studied here show an increase in the <S2> value with growing
amounts of exact-exchange admixture (0% for RIBP86, 20% for B3LYP, and 25% for
PBE0), but the changes are significantly smaller for the S = 1 species and the iron(V)-
oxo complexes, than for the S = 2 complexes. Given an ideal <S2> value of 2, the results
for S = 1 complexes only range from 2.016 to 2.042 (see Table 3.2), and the <S2> values
for the two iron(V) molecules only range from 0.763 to 0.775 (compared to ideal 0.75
for a doublet; see Table 3.3). The spin populations of the iron-oxo compounds do not
show any signs for significant broken-symmetry character. Weakly antiferromagnetically
coupled pairs are absent, for which a significant raise in the <S2> value would be
expected. Overall, the amount of negative spin population on the non-heme iron-oxo
complexes is small and mainly concentrated on the nitrogen donor atoms. This is true
for the complexes in their ground states, but it is not generally true for excited states.
For example, while nine out of the ten molecules studied have excited states that look
very similar in spin population and density to their ground-state counterparts (e.g., the
results for the spin populations of [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ in its excited triplet state is very
similar to that of [Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ in its triplet ground state), [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- instead
gives a broken-symmetry solution with a spin population of 2.45 at iron and -0.62 at
oxygen for B3LYP. This broken-symmetry solution is well reflected in the spin density
of [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- (see Figure S2 in Appendix I), compared to the other three S = 2
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complexes in their excited triplet state. Unsurprisingly no broken-symmetry solutions
are created with RIBP86.

Thus, neither spin contamination nor broken-symmetry solutions are serious problems
for the correct description of the electronic structure of the present iron-oxo complexes,
but the question remains whether the functionals we used yield the correct electronic
structure. Do we get the right energetic order of spin states for the molecules studied? In
nine out of ten cases the answer is yes. The exception is [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+, a complex with
an experimentally assigned triplet ground state [126], for which the quintet state is found
lower in energy for all three functionals (see Table 3.2). This makes [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ a
peculiar example for an iron(IV)-oxo complex, which was another reason to include it in
our selection (the main reason being its axial sulfur ligand, see Chapter 3.2.3.1), as the
choice of functional yields very counterintuitive results. While RIBP86 is known to bias
towards lower spin states in transition metal complexes (see, for example, refs. [150,151]),
it mostly gets the right order of spin states for the complexes in our selection, with the
sole exception of [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ (see Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3). The closest result
to a correct ground state for [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ is actually gained for B3LYP. Larger
exact-exchange admixture does not seem to solve the problem, as PBE0 shows more
pronounced deviations from the correct triplet ground state than B3LYP (D3 dispersion
corrections also worsen the results for hybrid functionals, but not for RIBP86). The
fact that DFT calculations give a different order of spin states for [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+

than experiment has been reported by other groups as well [152,153]. A computational
study by de Visser found that the molecule only reacts via single-state reactivity on
a quintet spin state surface [152], which is in contrast to the experimentally assigned
triplet ground state found by Que et al. [126]. A very small energy gap between the
π∗
xy and σ∗

x2−y2 molecular orbitals was suggested as a possible reason why the quintet
spin state dropped below the triplet state [153]. The same reason is usually given
for the high-spin ground state of five-coordinated non-heme iron(IV)-oxo complexes,
including enzymes [154]. While DFT calculations energetically favor the quintet spin
state, comparisons of computed and experimental Mössbauer parameters and zero-field
splittings (see Chapter 3.2.3.3) nearly exclude the possibility of an S = 2 ground state
for [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+.

Besides the above-mentioned exception, RIBP86 generally stabilizes the triplet state of
the studied complexes, while the hybrid functionals B3LYP and PBE0 favor the higher
quintet spin state. The effect of D3 dispersion corrections on ∆E is only around 1-
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2 kJ mol-1 for [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- (with the exception of RIBP86), [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+

and [Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+, but has a stronger influence on [Fe(O)(H3buea)]-, where it lowers
the energy gap by 12-21 kJ mol-1. While the ∆E values of the S = 2 complexes are
sensitive to the choice of functional, no clear trend could be seen for the amount of
exact-exchange admixture used (for example, the ∆E values for [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- are very
similar for B3LYP and PBE0, but go into opposite directions for [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+

and [Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+). For the three complexes with correctly predicted triplet ground
state, we see a clear pattern of increased exact-exchange admixture stabilizing the quintet
state, thereby lowering the ∆E values.

Here we also see that PBE0 might already have too much exact-exchange admixture for
the correct description of S = 1 iron-oxo complexes. The smaller energy gaps for the S =
1 complexes (compared to the S = 2 complexes) are no problem for [Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ and
[Fe(O)(Bn-TPEN)]2+ (see Table 3.2), but for [Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ the spin states
nearly become degenerate with PBE0 (+6 kJ mol-1 or +1 kJ mol-1 with D3 dispersion
corrections). Even if we assume that the errors for the relative energies are very small
for our chosen functional, achieving accuracy of more than 2 kJ mol-1 for ∆E seems very
unlikely. Indeed, such small errors may already be caused by insufficient basis set size
alone, which otherwise was not found to be a problem for the iron-oxo compounds (see
Table S3 in Appendix I for basis set comparisons).

In order to get a better picture of the influence of different amounts of exact-exchange
admixture on the spin populations and relative spin-state energies of non-heme iron(IV)-
oxo compounds, a quick scan over the exact-exchange admixture was done for two
molecules. One complex with a triplet and another complex with a quintet ground
state were chosen ([Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ and [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+, respectively) and the
following BLYP based global hybrid was used:

EBXXLY P
XC = a0E

exact
X + (1− a0)E

B88
X + ELY P

C (3.1)

The parameter a0 controls the amount of exact-exchange admixture. Table 3.4 sums
up the results and shows that an exact-exchange admixture of up to 30% still leads to
the correct ground states for both complexes, without increasing the spin contamination
too much. Since ∆E for [Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ decreases by about 20 kJ mol-1 for every ten
percent step from 10 to 50% exact exchange, a lower value of 20% might be better for
complexes with smaller spin-state gaps, like [Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+.
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For trigonal-bipyramidal complexes like [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+, the amount of exact ex-
change is not important for getting the correct ground state, due to the extremely large
preference for the quintet state. Even GGA functionals (BLYP with 0% exact exchange)
give qualitatively the right answer. However, exact-exchange admixtures above 30% can-
not can be recommended, since the spin contamination drastically increases with higher
values. With increased exact-exchange admixture, the spin populations on iron and oxy-
gen move into opposite directions for the triplet and quintet states. For the triplet state,
the oxyl radical character gets even more pronounced, as the spin populations change to
one unpaired electron on iron and oxygen each. In contrast, the quintet state shows a
fast increase in the spin population for iron and a decline for oxygen, gradually moving
towards a true iron(IV)-oxo situation with four unpaired electrons on iron. However,
at the same time, the spin contamination drastically increases and at exact-exchange
admixtures of 50% and more, we find broken-symmetry solutions with negative spin
populations at oxygen. In conclusion, exact-exchange admixtures below 30% do not
affect our prediction for the iron-oxo vs iron-oxyl radical question. We note that a lower
spin population at oxygen in the quintet state, compared to the spin population in the
triplet state, seems to be a general rule for formal non-heme iron(IV)-oxo complexes.

3.2.3.3 Verification of the Correct Electronic Structure

In the last chapter we have established that our choice of functionals generally yields the
correct ground states for the iron-oxo complexes (with the exception of [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+)
and that our results do not suffer from spin contamination or broken-symmetry solutions,
which could all potentially explain the surprising results for the spin populations. Still we
must also make sure that the electronic structures of our chosen complexes are correctly
described in our calculations. That way we can hopefully exclude the possibility that the
spin populations pointing to iron(III)-oxyl radicals are really just caused by erroneous
electronic structures.

This can only be done by comparison of our DFT results to different experimental
data. As already mentioned in previous chapters, structural data for non-heme iron-
oxo complexes are quite sparse. Within our selection, four compounds have known
structures from X-ray diffraction measurements and four at least have EXAFS data.
No interatomic distances are known for the highly unstable pentaaqua iron-oxo complex
and for the iron(V)-oxo complex [Fe(O)(bTAML)]-.
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Table 3.4: Scan over the amount of exact-exchange admixture (EXX) for
[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ (S = 1 ground state) and [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ (S =
2 ground state). BXXLYP/def2-TZVP single-points at B3LYP/def2-TZVP
structures. Spin-state energy differences ∆E are in kJ mol-1. Results for
NPA and Mulliken spin population analysis (the latter in brackets) are given
as well.

[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+

S = 1 S = 2
∆E spin population spin population

EXX (S=2 - S=1) NPA [Mulliken] NPA [Mulliken]
in % in kJ mol-1 <S2> Fe O <S2> Fe O

0 +71.6 2.015 1.29 [1.23] 0.72 [0.85] 6.026 3.01 [2.96] 0.61 [0.71]
10 +48.9 2.017 1.30 [1.21] 0.73 [0.86] 6.038 3.09 [3.02] 0.57 [0.69]
20 +28.2 2.020 1.28 [1.19] 0.74 [0.87] 6.059 3.18 [3.10] 0.52 [0.64]
30 +8.6 2.024 1.26 [1.15] 0.76 [0.90] 6.100 3.31 [3.22] 0.42 [0.54]
40 -12.2 2.025 1.17 [1.05] 0.85 [0.99] 6.281 3.66 [3.61] 0.05 [0.12]
50 -35.7 2.026 1.08 [0.97] 0.95 [1.06] 6.504 4.03 [3.95] -0.34 [-0.24]
60 -61.0 2.029 1.04 [0.94] 0.99 [1.09] 6.624 4.19 [4.12] -0.49 [-0.41]

[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+

S = 1 S = 2
∆E spin population spin population

EXX (S=2 - S=1) NPA [Mulliken] NPA [Mulliken]
in % in kJ mol-1 <S2> Fe O <S2> Fe O

0 -62.0 2.779 1.36 [1.35] 0.63 [0.72] 6.027 2.93 [2.88] 0.61 [0.69]
10 -75.0 2.843 1.34 [1.31] 0.68 [0.77] 6.039 3.04 [2.98] 0.60 [0.67]
20 -87.4 2.889 1.29 [1.25] 0.72 [0.82] 6.057 3.14 [3.07] 0.57 [0.64]
30 -99.1 2.923 1.23 [1.16] 0.77 [0.88] 6.086 3.26 [3.19] 0.50 [0.57]
40 -109.4 2.940 1.10 [1.00] 0.89 [1.00] 6.177 3.49 [3.45] 0.29 [0.33]
50 -118.1 2.941 1.01 [0.92] 0.97 [1.07] 6.438 3.90 [3.90] -0.19 [-0.18]
60 -133.0 2.942 0.97 [0.90] 1.01 [1.09] 6.587 4.12 [4.10] -0.41 [-0.40]

Compared to the available experimental data, the most accurate Fe-O bond lengths, with
a mean absolute error (MAE) of only 1.3 pm, are obtained from BP86 calculations (see
Table S4 in Appendix I). The deviations appear to be statistical, with no noticeable trend
(the mean signed error for BP86 is less than -0.1 pm). In contrast, B3LYP and PBE0
both give Fe-O bond lengths which are systematically too short for all eight complexes,
with MAEs of 2.4 and 3.9 pm, respectively. The Fe-N distances for the nitrogen atoms
cis to the oxo ligand are overestimated by all three considered functionals, with the
only exception of the iron(V)-oxo complex [Fe(O)(TAML)]- with PBE0. Calculated
Fe-N distances for the nitrogen atom trans to the oxo ligand show the largest errors,
with MAEs of 6 pm for B3LYP and about 3.6 and 3.4 pm for BP86 and PBE0. In
general the effect of D3 dispersion corrections is negligible for the Fe-O distance, but
improves the distances for the nitrogen ligand atoms (see Table S4 in Appendix I).
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Overall the BP86 structures are closest to experiment, providing very accurate Fe-O
distances and, with inclusion of dispersion corrections, good Fe-N bond lengths as well.
While PBE0-D3 shows excellent agreement to experiment for the Fe-N distances, the
crucial Fe-O bond comes out too short for all complexes. It should be noted that none of
the optimized structures deviates appreciably from the experimental values. That is, the
DFT description of their electronic structure does not contradict experimental findings
in this regard. This is especially important for the DFT spin populations on iron and
oxygen, which, as was discussed in previous chapters, strongly point to iron(III)-oxyl
radicals. These spin populations should relate to the Fe-O bond length, as one might
expect shorter bond lengths for a true iron(IV)-oxo situation

A final word of caution about the quality of EXAFS data in comparison to X-ray diffrac-
tion distances: for [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+, both data from EXAFS and crystal structure
are available (see Table 3.1, EXAFS values only have two decimal places) and they show
considerable differences. While a 1.1 pm shorter Fe-O distance for EXAFS is acceptable,
over 12 pm difference for the Fe-N distance (nitrogen trans to the oxygen) is too far off.
The main problem seems to be the inability of EXAFS to distinguish between nitro-
gen ligands cis and trans to the oxo ligand. This problem is also certainly the reason,
why only EXAFS data for the crucial Fe-O distance are available for some complexes.
For [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ and [Fe(O)(TAML)]- this problem does not occur, as both have
either different kinds of atoms as cis and trans ligands to oxygen or no trans ligand at
all. In summary, in the absence of X-ray crystallographic data, EXAFS data may be
good enough as reference data for the Fe-O distance, but not for the other metal-ligand
distances, if there are inequivalent coordinating atoms with the same atom type (which
mainly concerns different nitrogen ligand atoms in non-heme iron-oxo complexes).

Besides the molecular structure, calculated Mössbauer parameters are even better indica-
tors for the correct or incorrect description of the electronic structure in 57Fe-containing
compounds. The experimental isomer shift values for the formal iron(IV)-oxo complexes
of our selection fall between -0.04 and 0.38 mm s-1 (see Table 3.5). Using a linear fit
for the calculation of the isomer shifts with a slope of about -0.36 mm s-1, means that
this entire range of results is covered by a difference of less than 1.2 a.u. in the elec-
tron density at the iron nucleus. B3LYP with an uncontracted def2-QZVPP basis set
gives an electron density of over 11800 a.u. at the iron atom, so very small changes
in the electron density lead to large deviations for the calculated isomer shifts, making
them very sensitive indicators for the correct electronic structure. Changing the spin
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states of the iron molecules should also have an influence on the Mössbauer parameters,
which could make them useful for the assignment of the experimental ground state as
well, besides the spin-state energetics. The non-heme iron(V)-oxo complexes have ex-
perimental isomer shifts of -0.42 mm s-1 and -0.44 mm s-1, separating them well from
the iron(IV) complexes. We mention in passing that a clear distinction between formal
iron(IV)- and iron(V)-oxo complexes is not generally possible by isomer shifts alone. For
example, a proposed iron(V)-oxo complex by Münck and Que [155], with a positively
charged O=Fe=NC(O)CH3 unit and the neutral TMC macrocycle as supporting ligand,
showed an isomer shift of 0.10 mm s-1, which would also be in the range for iron(IV)-oxo
complexes.

Table 3.5: Calculated Mössbauer parameters and spin-state energy differences for a
selected group of ten iron-oxo compounds. B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP opti-
mized structures.a,b

S δ [mm s-1] δ expt. ∆EQ [mm s-1] ∆EQ expt. ∆E [kJ mol-1]

[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]-c 1 0.13 1.42 +72.9
2 0.07 0.09 -0.30 0.51 0

[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+c 1 0.07 -1.50 +86.6
2 0.08 0.09 -0.35 -0.29 0

[Fe(O)(H3buea)]-c 1 -0.08 2.00 +57.2
2 0.02 0.02 0.82 0.43 0

[Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+c 1 0.31 0.23 +52.8
2 0.46 0.38 -0.96 -0.33 0

[Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+c 1 0.17 0.17 1.17 1.23 0
2 0.19 -0.56 +8.1

[Fe(O)(TMCS)]+c 1 0.21 0.19 0.66 -0.22 +17.0
2 0.26 -2.31 0

[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+c 1 0.01 -0.04 0.83 0.93 0
2 0.18 -0.51 +38.9

[Fe(O)(Bn-TPEN)]2+c 1 0.04 0.01 0.87 0.80 0
2 0.18 -0.67 +21.2

[Fe(O)(TAML)]-c 1/2 -0.49 -0.42 4.30 4.25 0
3/2 -0.19 3.27 +38.9

[Fe(O)(bTAML)]-d 1/2 -0.50 -0.44 4.24 4.27 0
3/2 -0.41 -0.56 +45.1

aLinear equation used: δ[mm s-1] = -0.3594*(ρ(DFT)-11800) + 10.521. bUncontracted def2-QZVPP basis set
used for iron in all subsequent single-point calculations. cRef. [104]. dRef. [136].

Such overlapping areas of isomer shifts for different oxidation states are also found
at the iron(III)-iron(IV) border of the spectrum. This of course means that the as-
signment of oxidation states, on the basis of measured Mössbauer parameters can be
problematic. Indeed, since experimentalists already have great difficulties distinguish-
ing between iron(III)- and iron(IV)-oxo compounds on spectroscopic data alone, it does
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not come as a surprise that an unambiguous identification of a non-heme iron(III)-oxyl
radical could not be achieved yet. In any case, the possibility of a formal non-heme
iron(IV)-oxo complex really being an iron(III)-oxyl radical instead cannot simply be
refuted by pointing at measured Mössbauer parameters. However, what can be done
is comparing the calculated Mössbauer parameters to experiment, to see whether or
not the electronic structure is described correctly. An incorrect description, especially
concerning the spin density and spin populations would certainly have an effect on the
total density at the iron nucleus and would therefore lead to wrong Mössbauer parame-
ters. We would also expect to see different Mössbauer parameters for triplet and quintet
states, which could provide further evidence for the correct ground state. Looking at
the isomer shifts in Table 3.5, we see a close agreement of our calculated isomer shifts
to experiment, with an overall mean absolute error of 0.034 mm s-1 and a mean signed
error of 0.002 mm s-1, respectively. These errors are well in line with other DFT bench-
marks for Mössbauer calculations on iron complexes [88], where B3LYP was found to
outperform most other tested functionals. Other protocols for structure optimization
and subsequent single-point calculations for the Mössbauer parameters have been tried
as well (see Tables S5 and S6 in Appendix I for a comparison of different linear fits for
isomer shifts and results for quadrupole splittings). The largest deviations are found
for the pentaaqua iron(IV)-oxo complex and the two iron(V)-oxo species. Considering
the distinct nature of the pentaaqua iron-oxo complex, compared to the other iron-oxo
complexes of our selection, this might not come as a surprise. Its experimental isomer
shift of 0.38 mm s-1 is the largest value ever published for an iron(IV)-oxo complex.

Distinguishing between ground states and excited spin states by comparing calculated
isomer shifts to experiment is an overall success, but in the case of [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+

and [Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ the calculated isomer shifts for triplet and quintet states
are too close together to make an unambiguous assignment. [Fe(O)(bTAML)]- can also
be considered a problematic case. Its experimental value of -0.44 mm s-1 lies between
the calculated isomer shifts of the two spin states and is actually leaning closer to
the (incorrect) quartet state. Still, the correct ground states can easily be assigned to
all three complexes by looking at their quadrupole couplings as additional indicators.
The ∆EQ values for the wrong spin states are very far off, for example, -0.56 mm
s-1 for [Fe(O)(bTAML)]- in its quartet state, in comparison to 4.24 mm s-1 for the
doublet state. This is in extremely good agreement to the experimental value of 4.27
mm s-1, making the choice of the correct ground state unambiguous. For the other
complexes of our selection, clearly different isomer shifts were found for ground and
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excited states. We even find that the calculated isomer shift of [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ points
to the experimentally found triplet ground state. This suggests Mössbauer parameters
as a more accurate tool to identify the correct ground state than spin-state energetics.
[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ and [Fe(O)(Bn-TPEN)]2+, the octahedral S = 1 complexes with N5

pentadentate ligands, show sharp increases in the isomer shifts upon going from triplet
to quintet spin states. A new iron(IV)-oxo complex, with a structurally related N5

chelate ligand was recently synthesized by Grohmann et al. [134]. It shows the same
pattern for the calculated isomer shifts (see Chapter 3.3 and 3.4).

The calculated quadrupole splittings show a more mixed picture than the isomer shifts.
Six out of ten calculated ∆EQ values show good or excellent agreement with experiment,
while four values are far off. Overall this leads to a mean absolute error of 0.304 mm s-1

and a mean deviation of -0.044 mm s-1 (see Table S6 in Appendix I) for the ∆EQ values
of our selection. These are comparatively good results that fall perfectly in line with pre-
vious benchmarks on 57Fe quadrupole splittings [88], but only show part of the problem.
Especially the iron(IV)-oxo complexes with quintet ground states seem to cause big dif-
ficulties: aside from [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+, they all show large deviations, making their
calculated quadrupole splittings bad indicators for the right experimental spin state.
From the complexes with triplet ground states, only the results for [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+

are off. Since quadrupole splittings are highly dependent on molecular structure, we
also calculated ∆EQ values for RIBP86-optimized structures (see Table S6 in Appendix
I). RIBP86-optimized structures featured better agreement with interatomic distances
from crystal structures and EXAFS data than structures optimized with B3LYP or
PBE0 (see Tables 3.1-3.3 and Table S4 in Appendix I). But while the initial assumption
was that improved structures should lead to more accurate quadrupole splittings, the
results were actually worse (see Table S6 in Appendix I). Also, changing the optimiza-
tion protocol did not improve the calculated ∆EQ values for the S = 2 complexes and
for [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+. This further supports the use of B3LYP for the calculation of
Mössbauer parameters.

In none of the cases do calculated isomer shifts and quadrupole splittings point to a
different spin state than the experimental one (see Table 3.5). Interestingly, the largest
∆EQ values, belonging to the two iron(V)-oxo species, are very well reproduced by DFT,
even though problems were reported before for calculating ∆EQ values larger than 2
mm s-1 [88]. In summary, the results for the calculated Mössbauer parameters confirm
that our calculated electronic structures are indeed in good agreement with experiment.
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Therefore, also the spin populations in our formal iron(IV)-oxo complexes, that strongly
pointed to iron(III)-oxyl radicals, are not an indication of incorrect descriptions of elec-
tronic structure.

In order to gather additional evidence for the correctness of our DFT-derived electronic
structures, the zero-field splitting (ZFS) is another interesting molecular property to look
at. Experimental ZFS are available for seven out of the eight non-heme iron(IV)-oxo
complexes studied (no ZFS are available for the iron(V) compounds). The experimental
D values and the results of the calculations with BP86 and B3LYP are shown in Table
3.6. We can see immediately that the experimental values for the trigonal-bipyramidal
complexes, with quintet ground states, are reproduced exceptionally well, and that the
BP86 values are slightly better than the B3LYP results, although such decisions should
not be based on energy differences as small as 1.1 cm-1. Using D3 dispersion corrections
in the structure optimizations does not change the results (changes are less than 2 cm-1

for all complexes), making the ZFS a very robust, although not very characteristic, prop-
erty against structural changes in the molecule. For the special case of the octahedral
pentaaqua iron(IV)-oxo complex in its quintet ground state, the D value is not repro-
duced very well, but the E/D ratio is very close to experiment. This implies that the
calculated electronic structure might not be significantly different to experiment either.
The larger deviation could perhaps be connected to the higher multi-reference character
of the complex, due to its smaller spin-state energy gap, compared to the other S = 2
complexes.

The three formal iron(IV)-oxo complexes with triplet ground states have large ex-
perimental zero-field splittings, which have been commented upon by several groups
[126,156,157]. Here we find larger deviations (underestimate) from the overall larger ex-
perimental D values than for the S = 2 complexes (see Table 3.6) and contrary to the S =
2 complexes, we also find differences in the D values for BP86 and B3LYP, with B3LYP
giving better results. The size of the D values for S = 1 iron(IV)-oxo complexes is mainly
attributed to spin-orbit coupling between the triplet ground state and the first excited
quintet and singlet spin states [158–160]. In such a case the magnitude of the ZFS is in-
versely proportional to the energy separation between the spin states. This might partly
explain the better results for B3LYP, but the results should not be over-interpreted.
Also, with the exception of [Fe(O)(tpaPhPh)]- and [Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+, the calcu-
lated E/D ratios are in excellent agreement with experiment and support the spin dis-
tribution in our calculated electronic structures. As the experimentally assigned triplet
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ground-state for [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ is not confirmed by DFT calculations [126, 152, 153]
(see Chapter 3.2.3.2), ZFS for its triplet and quintet state are compared in Table 3.6.
Immediately we see large differences between BP86 and B3LYP, with the latter showing
D values of less than 7 cm-1 for S = 2 which practically excludes a quintet ground-state.

Table 3.6: Comparison of experimental and calculated zero-field
splitting parameters of seven non-heme iron(IV)-oxo com-
plexes (see Computational Details for the exact level).
Values with D3 dispersion corrections are in parenthesesa

D [cm-1] E/D
S expt. BP86 B3LYP expt. BP86 B3LYP

[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- 2 4.3 5.3 6.4 0.10 0.03 0.03
(5.4) (6.4) (0.05) (0.02)

[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ 2 5.0 5.1 6.2 0.02 0.03 0.03
(5.1) (6.1) (0.04) (0.04)

[Fe(O)(H3buea)]- 2 4.0 3.9 4.8 0.03 0.01 0.01
(3.7) (4.8) (0.05) (0.01)

[Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+ 2 9.7 4.0 4.3 0 0.01 0.00
(4.0) (4.3) (0.01) (0.00)

[Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ 1 26.95 11.9 17.5 0.07 0.01 0.02
(11.5) (17.2) (0.01) (0.02)

[Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ 1 35 13.6 18.3 0 0.02 0.02
(13.2) (18.1) (0.02) (0.02)

2 11.3 6.6 0.04 0.07
(13.1) (6.7) (0.04) (0.08)

[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ 1 22.05 10.1 16.7 0 0.02 0.01
(10.0) (16.6) (0.02) (0.01)

aSingle-point calculations on fully optimized gas-phase structures. def2-TZVP basis sets
were used for all structure optimizations.

3.2.3.4 Bonding Character of the Transition States for Hydrogen-Atom Transfer

In the context of the iron(IV)-oxo vs iron(III)-oxyl radical character of non-heme iron
oxo complexes, the HAT reactions of those compounds with alkane substrates are of
special interest. Homolytic HAT from the alkane to the oxo group is the important rate-
determining first step in the activation of aliphatic C-H bonds by iron-oxo compounds.
The accepted mechanism (see, for example, refs. [161–163]) begins with the aforemen-
tioned H-abstraction, by the iron(IV)-oxo complex, to form an iron(III)-hydroxo species
and an alkyl radical. A following OH-rebound process then yields an alcohol as final
product. A number of recent studies suggested that non-heme iron(IV)-oxo compounds
form highly reactive iron(III)-oxyl radicals during the C-H bond activation [164–166]. If
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this holds true, one would expect the following: as the system approaches the transition
state for the HAT, the oxyl radical character would increase until the hydrogen atom
is actually transfered from the substrate to the oxygen atom, after which the radical
character should be quenched. Investigation of the oxygen spin density at the transition
state, and possibly of its development along the reaction coordinate, should allow us
to judge the importance of the oxyl form throughout the reaction. Since our results
from previous chapters strongly point towards significant iron(III)-oxyl character in the
ground state, in particular for S=1 complexes, (contrary to their usual classification as
iron(IV)-oxo complexes in the literature) the differences between the ground states of
these complexes and their transition states during HAT are of importance.

Experimental findings show that non-heme iron(IV)-oxo intermediates in enzymes have a
quintet ground state [101], and extensive theoretical studies by Shaik et al. revealed that
the quintet spin state is much more reactive than the triplet spin state [153,162,163]. At
first, a flattening of the potential energy surface, due to increased exchange interaction
upon approaching the transition state, was proposed as the reason for the higher reac-
tivity of the quintet state [167, 168]. However, Baerends and Solomon gave a different
explanation, based on the stabilization of a dz2 based σ antibonding molecular orbital
in the quintet state, that acts as an electron acceptor [169–173]. Since this stabiliza-
tion is lacking in the triplet state, a π antibonding molecular orbital (mostly centered
on Fe-dxz/yz and O-px/y) is used instead as electron acceptor during HAT. Correspond-
ingly, reactions with iron(IV)-oxo or iron(III)-oxyl species are usually expected to take
a σ-pathway on the quintet surface and a π-pathway on the triplet surface. On the
σ-pathway, the substrate is attacking the oxygen from the top, while the π-pathway
ideally needs an angle around 90◦ between substrate and the Fe-O group. The lower
reactivity of the triplet species is then said to be caused by steric crowding, effectively
prohibiting the right angle for the π-pathway [165]. However, it should be kept in mind,
that C-H activations with non-heme iron(IV)-oxo complexes have also been reported,
where the triplet reaction used a σ-pathway and the quintet reaction took place on
a π-pathway [174–176]. This makes the connection between spin states and reaction
pathways more an approximate guideline than a strict rule.

To investigate the iron(III)-oxyl character at the S = 2 transition state of an HAT, we ex-
amined the reactions of the trigonal-bipyramidal iron(IV)-oxo complexes ([Fe(O)(tpaPh)]-,
[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+, and [Fe(O)(H3buea)]-) with 1,4-cyclohexadiene, a popular sub-
strate for kinetic measurements of HAT. Since the trigonal-bipyramidal complexes al-
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ready start the reaction in the desired more reactive quintet ground state, no two-state
reactivity has to be taken into account. Also their triplet-quintet spin-state energy gap
is wide enough, and thus the choice of functional does not affect the order of spin states,
which makes these complexes ideal candidates for our investigation. A quick look at the
optimized structures of our transition states, shown in Figure 3.5, immediately reveals,
that [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- and [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ both react along the so-called σ-pathway,
with the substrate attacking from the top (in the case of [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+, an O-
H-C angle of nearly exactly 180◦ is achieved). [Fe(O)(H3buea)]-, on the other hand,
appears to react on the so-called π-pathway, as its angle between substrate and Fe-O
unit deviates significantly from 180◦. The different behavior of [Fe(O)(H3buea)]- can be
rationalized by looking at the steric strain of the ligand and the substrate: the arms
of the ligand are hydrogen-bonded and oriented to the oxo ligand (which was also used
as an explanation for the increased Fe-O distance of 1.68 Å [146], compared to other
iron(IV)-oxo complexes), which effectively shields the molecule from attacks from the
top. At the same time, these arms show a wide opening in the equatorial plane, for the
substrate to attack along the π-pathway.

In all transition states, we see an increase in the Fe-O distance between 0.076 und 0.091
Å (see Table 3.7), compared to the ground-state structures. Such an elongation of
the Fe-O bond is characteristic for C-H activations and other reactions with iron(IV)-
oxo compounds and has been reported by all groups who have done quantum chemical
calculations in this field (see, for example, refs. [162,165,167]). For reactions along the σ-
pathway, the distance of the axial nitrogen ligand to the iron center increases by 0.11-0.18
Å (see Table 3.7). Besides the angle of attack for the HAT, this is the largest structural
difference to the transition state of the π-pathway, where the distance to the axial
nitrogen ligand actually decreases substantially. Another difference between σ- and π-
pathway lies in the amount of spin contamination in the transition state. The deviations
from the ideal <S2> value of 6 for a quintet spin state are large for [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]-

and [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ but negligible for [Fe(O)(H3buea)]-. This difference can be
understood by looking at the spin densities (shown in Figure 3.6) of the transition
states. While the spin densities on the iron-oxo molecules look very similar for all
three compounds, the substrate shows negative spin density for the σ-pathway, but
a positive one for the π-pathway. This creates a kind of broken-symmetry situation,
with the negative spin density on the substrate being antiferromagnetically coupled to
the iron-oxo moiety which leads to the high spin contamination for [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- and
[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+. The most significant structural differences between the RIBP86
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Figure 3.5: Optimized structures (B3LYP/def2-TZVP) of the transition states of
[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]-, [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ and [Fe(O)(H3buea)]- with 1,4-
cyclohexadiene.

and B3LYP results are the O-H and C-H distances (see Table 3.7) of the transition
states: compared to the RIBP86 results, the hydrogen atom is further away from the
oxo ligand and closer to the substrate with B3LYP.

So far our results were as expected, perhaps with the possible exception of finding a S =
2 iron(IV)-oxo species reacting along the π-pathway (which again is rare but known, see
refs. [174–176]). However, the spin populations on iron and oxygen (see Table 3.7) are
interesting, as they contradict the accepted picture mentioned above: instead of a shift
in spin population from iron to oxygen, which would be expected during the formation
of an iron(III)-oxyl radical, we find clearly the opposite trend for [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- and
[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+. The B3LYP NPA results reveal a sharp decline in spin population
at oxygen, from 0.57 in the ground states to 0.18 and 0.21 in the transition states (similar
changes are found for the Mulliken populations). The spin population on iron, on the
other hand, increases from 3.14 to 3.84 and 3.87, respectively. These findings are not only
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Table 3.7: Important distances, as well as NPA and Mulliken (in brackets) spin pop-
ulations for the transition states of the HAT reaction of different non-
heme iron(IV)-oxo complexes with 1,4-cyclohexadiene. Comparisons to
the ground-state oxo complexes are given in parentheses.

distances spin population
in Å NPA [Mulliken]

Fe-O O-H H-Ca Fe-Nb <S2> Fe O

[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- (S = 2)
RIBP86/def2-TZVP 1.718 1.207 1.379 2.245 6.331 3.54 [3.53] 0.37 [0.41]

(1.642) (2.132) (6.029) (2.97 [2.95]) (0.62 [0.68])
B3LYP/def2-TZVP 1.702 1.336 1.253 2.273 6.499 3.84 [3.78] 0.18 [0.22]

(1.620) (2.150) (6.055) (3.14 [3.06]) (0.57 [0.64])
[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ (S = 2)
RIBP86/def2-TZVP 1.730 1.272 1.335 2.309 6.378 3.59 [3.60] 0.37 [0.40]

(1.647) (2.130) (6.031) (2.96 [2.93]) (0.61 [0.69])
B3LYP/def2-TZVP 1.708 1.459 1.218 2.315 6.557 3.87 [3.82] 0.21 [0.27]

(1.625) (2.140) (6.056) (3.14 [3.08]) (0.57 [0.64])
[Fe(O)(H3buea)]- (S = 2)
RIBP86/def2-TZVP 1.762 1.201 1.435 2.113 6.043 2.88 [2.92] 0.28 [0.25]

(1.680) (2.164) (6.035) (2.99 [2.98]) (0.43 [0.46])
B3LYP/def2-TZVP 1.745 1.263 1.344 2.103 6.064 2.94 [2.95] 0.36 [0.34]

(1.654) (2.173) (6.064) (3.20 [3.15]) (0.38 [0.41])
aAbstracted hydrogen atom, connected to 1,4-cyclahexadiene. bTrans to the oxo-ligand.

surprising, but they are also in stark contrast to the situation we would expect to find in
a non-heme iron(III)-oxyl radical in its quintet state, i.e. one unpaired electron at oxygen
and three unpaired electrons mostly localized at the iron center. The spin distribution
we get resembles much more an actual iron(IV)-oxo complex, with nearly four unpaired
electrons at iron and a bit of delocalized spin density at oxygen. This is the situation for
the S = 2 complexes reacting along the σ-pathway. Figure 3.7 shows an energy profile for
a relaxed scan along the O-H coordinate of the HAT with [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+, together
with the NPA spin populations at iron and oxygen. The transfer of spin density to iron
while approaching the transition state is clearly visible, as is the simultaneous reduction
of spin density at the oxo ligand. In the case of [Fe(O)(H3buea)]-, which reacts along
the π-pathway, the spin population at iron is reduced from 3.20 to 2.94, but there is
no increase in the oxygen spin population. The lower spin population at iron for the
transition state of [Fe(O)(H3buea)]- (reacting along the π-pathway) compared to the
other two compounds can be explained by the amount of positive spin density that
has been transferred to the substrate, which now is missing at iron. In summary, for
HAT along the sigma-pathway with [Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- and [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ we find a
situation where we start from significant Fe(III)-oxyl character in the ground state, which
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Figure 3.6: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of the transition states of
the hydrogen-abstraction reaction of[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]-, [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+,
and [Fe(O)(H3buea)]- with 1,4-cyclohexadiene. B3LYP/def2-TZVP opti-
mized structures.

is diminished at the transition state of HAT. For the π-pathway and [Fe(O)(H3buea)]-

the roughly three unpaired electrons at iron in the ground state are conserved at the
transition state, but the spin population at oxygen remains almost constant. In this
case appreciable spin density on the substrate side is found at the transition state.

Regarding the influence and importance of the density functional, the Fe-O distances
at the transition states are generally longer with RIBP86 than with B3LYP, and the
spin density is more delocalized from iron to oxygen. Also the spin contamination
at the transition state is lower for RIBP86. Overall, however, the BP86 and B3LYP
results are qualitatively comparable, making our conclusions robust with respect to the
choice of functional and the possible error introduced by this choice. Table 3.8 lists the
kinetic barriers and reaction energies for the H-abstractions of the three complexes (the
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Figure 3.7: Energy profile of the HAT from 1,4-cyclohexadiene to [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+
(black line) along the O-H coordinate. NPA spin populations at iron (red
line) and oxygen (blue line) are given as well. B3LYP/def2-TZVP results.

Table 3.8: Kinetic barriers and reaction energies in kJ mol-1 for the HAT reaction of
[Fe(O)(L)]2+/- (S = 2) + C6H8 −→ [Fe(OH)(L)]2+/- (S = 5/2) + •C6H7 (S =
1/2). def2-TZVP basis sets used for all atoms.

BP86 B3LYP
∆E‡ ∆E ∆E‡ ∆E

[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- 61.5 8.1 54.7 -65.7
[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ 57.3 26.6 40.0 -54.9
[Fe(O)(H3buea)]- 87.6 35.9 109.4 -48.0

values are in good agreement to similar calculations, see refs. [168, 177, 178]). We can
see immediately the higher barrier, and therefore lower reactivity, of [Fe(O)(H3buea)]-,
compared to the other two compounds. As expected, the complexes reacting along
the preferred σ-pathway also show the lower barriers. Compared to B3LYP, RIBP86
gives higher barriers for the complexes reacting along the σ-pathway and a lower barrier
for the [Fe(O)(H3buea)]- complex. Yet, the same order of barrier heights is found for
both functionals. The reaction energies, on the other hand, differ greatly between the
functionals, with B3LYP giving ∆E values that are 73-84 kJ mol-1 lower than those with
RIBP86. The HAT is energetically favored by B3LYP and the resulting product in each
reaction is an iron(III)-hydroxo complex in sextet spin state (see Table S8 in Appendix
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I for comparison with other possible spin states for the products).

A short note on the lack of D3 dispersion corrections in this chapter is in order here: while
dispersion corrections certainly had beneficial effects on the structures and quadrupole
splittings of the non-heme iron-oxo complexes in their ground states, they also lowered
the kinetic barrier heights of the HAT reactions. This effect was found in early test
calculations with [Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+, where the barrier dropped from 40.0 kJ mol-1

for B3LYP to a negative value of -1.2 kJ mol-1 for B3LYP-D3. The reaction energies,
on the other hand, were nearly unaffected by the use of dispersion corrections (-54.9 kJ
mol-1 vs -53.9 kJ mol-1 with D3 dispersion corrections). Further tests with other iron-oxo
complexes gave very similar results: a dramatic decrease in the kinetic barrier and only
minor changes in the reaction energies. One reason for this behavior is the increase in
the number of atom-pairwise interactions in the larger transition state, compared to the
number of interactions in the individually calculated smaller educts or products. As the
educts and products of an HAT do not differ too much in their structures, the smaller
effect of D3 dispersion corrections on reaction energies can also be rationalized this way.
This dramatic effect of dispersion corrections on barrier heights might also be the reason
for their absence in the literature on reaction pathways for non-heme iron-oxo complexes.

3.2.4 Conclusions

The possible prospects and benefits of using high-valent iron-oxo intermediates, that are
highly reactive in their short lifespans and can act as potent catalysts for a variety of
industrial important chemical processes, have spurned a lot of interest with experimen-
tal chemists and theoreticians alike. Appreciable effort was concentrated on mimicking
the postulated active sites of non-heme iron enzymes, by creating a variety of synthetic
iron-oxo complexes with similar structural motifs. The resulting complexes were usually
described as iron(IV)- or iron(V)-oxo complexes, and the interpretations on their spin
states and their reactivity, as a function of their ligands, were based on this assumption.
Analyses of their spin populations, however, revealed, that the supposed iron(IV)-oxo
complexes had significant amounts of spin population on the oxygen ligand, making
the complexes appear rather like iron(III)-oxyl radicals than like genuine iron-oxo sys-
tems with d4 configuration. Since the formation of highly reactive iron(III)-oxyl radical
species at the high-spin transition state of the rate-determining step of C-H activation of
alkyl substrates, was also proposed, the question whether some of these formal iron-oxo
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complexes should really be described as iron-oxyl radicals became even more important.

Our calculations on a representative collection of eight formal non-heme iron(IV)-oxo
compounds, and on two iron(V)-oxo complexes, revealed spin distributions in the sup-
posed iron(IV) species, that were contrary to the idea of existing iron(IV)-oxo units
in those molecules. The differences were largest for the complexes with triplet ground
states, where spin densities of about 0.7 at the oxo ligand were found in NPA and
Mulliken spin population analyses. A similar picture was found for the complexes with
quintet ground states, which gave spin populations of less than 3.20 at iron and substan-
tial amounts of spin population (0.4-0.6) at the oxygen ligand. This suggests significant
iron(III)-oxyl character already in the ground-state iron(IV)-oxo complexes. In contrast
to these findings, the low-spin (S = 1/2) iron(V)-oxo complexes, with the TAML and its
closely related bTAML ligand, are much closer to a genuine iron(V)-oxo situation. All
these spin distribution results, pointing towards iron(III)-oxyl radicals and iron(V)-oxo
compounds, turned out to be very robust regarding the choice of functional.

The absence of appreciable spin contamination or of broken-symmetry character in the
calculations allowed good verification of the electronic-structure situation for the studied
complexes. Important structural parameters, spin-state energetics, and different molecu-
lar properties, all highly sensitive to the correct spin and electron density, were calculated
and compared to experiment. Using B3LYP with D3 dispersion corrections gave good
agreements for the Fe-O bond lengths, and for the other metal-ligand distances in the
complexes as well, although the RIBP86 Fe-O distances turned out to be slightly better.
With the exception of [Fe(O)(TMCS)]+, which is known to be a problematic case, all
experimentally known triplet-quintet spin-states orders could be successfully predicted
with B3LYP-D3. Computed zero-field splittings, and especially the Mössbauer param-
eters, were in good agreement with experiment, providing further evidence that the
electronic structures and the spin populations resulting from them are indeed correct.
This leads to our conclusion, that the usual description of many non-heme iron-oxygen
species as iron(IV)-oxo complexes should be reconsidered in many cases and carefully
reexamined. Especially the highly reactive and catalytically interesting iron compounds
with triplet ground-states could be more accurately described as iron(III)-oxyl radicals.
On the other hand, [Fe(O)(TAML)]-, in its doublet ground state, and the closely related
[Fe(O)(bTAML)]-, both seem to be genuine iron(V)-oxo complexes. Their spin popu-
lations are fundamentally different from what we would expect to find in iron(IV)-oxyl
radicals, which would be the conceivable alternative in their case.
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Notably, we did not see a further increase in the oxyl character at the high-spin transition
state of the HAT from 1,4-cyclohexadiene. The formation of a more reactive oxyl radical,
during HAT on the quintet surface had been suggested before. However, looking at the
spin populations at the transition state did not reveal an increase in spin density at
oxygen, nor a further decrease in spin density at iron. Instead we find d4 configurations
at iron and highly reduced spin populations at oxygen for the HAT reaction along the
preferred σ-pathway on the quintet surface.
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3.3 Structurally Distorted Iron(II) Complexes with N5

Pentadentate Ligands

The contents of this chapter have been published in "Controlled ligand distortion and
its consequences for structure, symmetry, conformation and spin-state preferences of
iron(II) complexes" by N. Spintig, K. Theilacker, M. Schoknecht, D. Baabe, D. Wiede-
mann, M. Kaupp, A. Grohmann, G. Hörner, Dalton Trans. 2015, 44, 19232. While the
study has been a close cooperation between experimental and computational groups,
this chapter concentrates mainly on the computational aspects.

3.3.1 Introduction

In vitro modelling of the biological function of a metal ion requires both an understanding
of the factors governing its reactivity, and their control. An important determinant,
which is often difficult to study in isolation from other factors, is the distortion of
the ligand sphere as imposed by the biological matrix (cf. the concept of the entatic
state [179,180]). Studies of entasis, both in vivo and in vitro [181–184](but see also [185]),
are most numerous for copper-based redox catalytic systems. Here, catalytic activity is
associated with the mismatch between actual coordination geometry and coordination
chemical preference, which is tetrahedral for copper(I) and square planar (pyramidal)
for copper(II). We posit that redox processes involving metal centers other than copper
are similarly controlled by ligand-field distortion and therefore synthetically addressable.
In particular, the electronic nature and reactivity of oxoiron(IV) species deriving from
catalytically active iron(II) complexes, both in vivo and in vitro [102–106,131,186–189],
are expected to be highly susceptible to ligand-field effects. For instance, variation of
the ligand-field strength has been used by Que et al. to tune the spin-state energetics of
oxoiron(IV) in a functional model of taurine dioxygenase (TauD) through variation of a
donor atom (N vs O) [190].

In this work, we describe ligand-imposed distortion of the coordination environment as
a powerful tool to tune the structure, electronics, and reactivity of a pair of iron(II)
complexes. In two closely related N5 ligands of identical donor atom set, distortion
of the latter allows us to study the effects of changes in ligand-sphere structure and
symmetry. This approach decouples the metal center under study from first-order ligand-
field strength effects, as induced by donor set variation, either in terms of donor element
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(e.g., N vs O, vide supra) or in terms of hybridisation state within one class of donor atom
(e.g., sp2 N vs sp3 N). Control of ligand-field strength (according to the angular overlap
model (AOM) [191]) via incremental distortion of the structure necessitates control of
intra-ligand strain [192] and thus the use of "tailor-made" polydentate ligands.

For the study presented here, we have investigated the cyclic ligand L1 (6-methyl-6-
(pyridin-2-yl)-1,4-bis(pyridin-2-ylmethyl)-1,4-diazepane) [109, 110], and its open-chain
congener L2 (N1,N3,2-trimethyl-2-(pyridine-2-yl)-N1,N3-bis(pyridine-2-ylmethyl) propane-
1,3-diamine). They both share the trisimine-bisamine donor set of the established pen-
tadentate N5 ligand N-benzyl-N,N’,N’-tris(pyridin-2-ylmethyl)-ethane-1,2-diamine (Bn-
TPEN) [132, 133], but differ in the connectivity and hence, structural flexibility of the
central diamine unit (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8: Structures of the pentadentate N5 ligands Bn-TPEN, L1 and L2, and struc-
tural sketches of the resulting hexacoordinate iron(II) complexes.

3.3.2 Computational Details

All DFT and TDDFT calculations were performed using TURBOMOLE6.3 and a lo-
cally modified version of the TURBOMOLE6.4 package [111–113]. The latter allows
variation of the amount of exact exchange in global hybrid functionals. def2-TZVP
basis sets [114] were used throughout. The B3LYP functional [15, 23] was used (with
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20% exact exchange), but for spin-crossover (SCO) energies, B3LYP* (15% exact ex-
change) [193] has been used, which had been reparameterized to better describe SCO
in iron(II) complexes. The SCF energies were converged to 10-8 Hartree in energy and
a fine m5 integration grid was chosen. Dispersion contributions were evaluated using
Grimme’s DFT-D3 atom-pairwise dispersion corrections [41]. In several cases, solvent
effects were taken into account at the polarizable continuum model level, using COSMO
(Conductor-Like Screening Model) [91] implemented in TURBOMOLE6.3, with per-
mittivity ϵ = 35.688 for acetonitrile. For the calculation of Mössbauer parameters, an
uncontracted def2-QZVPP basis set was used for iron and def2-TZVP for all other atoms.
The structures for the Mössbauer calculations were optimized at B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP
level. The inhouse MAG program [119] was used to calculate the electron density ρ at
the iron nucleus and the quadrupole splitting. For the isomer shifts the linear equa-
tion used is δ[mm s-1] = -0.3594*(ρ(DFT)-11800) + 10.521. This equation was fitted
to the isomer-shift test of Neese’s test set [79], using the same methods for structure
optimization and density calculation.

3.3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.3.1 Structural Distortions

The coordination polyhedron of the iron(II) complexes is a (slightly distorted) octahe-
dron in the case of [2(X)]n+ (X = OTf- (n=1) or MeCN (n=2)), but fails to obey any
regular geometry in the case of [1(X)]n+. The much stronger distortion of the coordi-
nation sphere in [1(X)]n+ is obviously due to constraints imposed by its cyclic ligand
backbone. In particular, it is the 1,4-diazepane ring that forces and fixes the cis angle
subtended by the amine-donor atoms at a value much smaller than the ideal value of
90◦. The Fe-N bonds trans to the co-ligands X, which involve one of the amine N atoms,
are elongated in the gas phase structures (Table 3.9) owing to the operation of a strong
trans influence. This causes secondary structural effects, which are distinctly different
between the two types of N5 ligand. The distorted structure of [1(X)]n+ can be analysed
as a blend of octahedral and trigonal prismatic arrangements; i.e., the trigonal Bailar
twist angle θ between co-facial donor triads (see Figure S5 in Appendix I) amounts to
27.5◦, intermediate between an ideal octahedron (θ = 60◦) and a regular trigonal prism
(θ = 0◦).

Thus, the spatial arrangement of donor atoms in L1 supplies the central atom with a
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Table 3.9: Selected bond lengths (pm) and angles (◦)
from optimized structures (B3LYP-D3/def2-
TZVP/COSMO(MeCN)) of the complex ions
[1(X)]n+ and [2(X)]n+ in their quintet-spin
states.a,b

[1(X)]n+ [2(X)]n+

X = OTf- X = MeCN X = OTf- X = MeCN

bond lengths

Fe-N1 220.3 221.5 (206.7) 224.3 223.0 (209.8)
Fe-N5 228.6 229.6 (203.8) 226.4 225.9 (203.8)
Fe-N4 215.1 216.8 (201.1) 214.6 217.1 (200.6)
Fe-N2 228.8 229.6 (207.3) 216.7 218.5 (202.0)
Fe-N3 214.1 216.4 (197.7) 218.3 220.0 (201.5)
Fe-X 220.7 220.3 (194.8) 218.2 219.8 (193.8)

bond angles

N1–Fe–N5 72.9 72.5 (77.8) 90.3 90.7 (94.4)
N1–Fe–N3 139.9 139.2 (157.5) 167.1 166.6 (175.7)
N5–Fe–X 164.6 163.6 (173.3) 159.3 164.1 (171.3)
N4–Fe–N2 156.7 153.0 (167.0) 162.2 162.0 (172.1)

distortion parameters∑
/◦ 150.9 153.4 (90.1) 92.5 89.5 (51.0)

S(Oh) 7.36 5.70 (2.21) 2.01 1.62 (0.56)
S(TP) 4.80 5.83 (10.26) 10.29 11.04 (13.69)

aData in italics denote the optimized structures of the actonitrile complexes in
their singlet-spin states.

b Positions of nitrogen atoms N1-N5.
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Figure 3.9: Continuous shape map of the octahedron ←→ trigonal prism transition
(see text); blue: [1(X)]n+; red: [2(X)]n+; line: ideal Bailar twist; filled:
XRD-derived structures; open: DFT-optimized structures (B3LYP-D3/def2-
TZVP/COSMO(MeCN)); stars: crystal structures of Ni(II) complexes with
the same ligand (see [134])

ligand field poised between tetragonal and trigonal symmetry. This conclusion is sup-
ported by an analysis of continuous symmetry/shape measures S(Oh) and S(TP), which
quantify the deviation from regular octahedral and trigonal-prismatic geometry, respec-
tively. The ’continuous shape measures S’ quantify the minimal distance movement that
the points of an object have to undergo in order to be transformed into the desired
shape [194]. Calculations were performed by using the online service of the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem [195]. In Figure 3.9, the S(Oh) and S(TP) values of the iron(II)
complexes (from Table 3.9 and experimental values from ref. [134]) are given as a con-
tinuous shape map of the octahedron ←→ trigonal prism transition along the trigonal
Bailar twist (line) [196]. Evidently, the complexes of either ligand are in distinctly sep-
arated regions of this map. The values for S(Oh), which is zero for an ideal octahedron,
cluster around S(Oh) = 6 ± 1, for complexes [1(X)]n+ of the constrained ligand L1, but
are substantially smaller for complexes [2(X)]n+ of the open-chain ligand L2 (S(Oh) =
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2.0 ± 0.5).

3.3.3.2 Spin States

Optimizations with the B3LYP hybrid functional slightly favor the singlet over the
quintet state for [2(MeCN)]2+ but provide a clear preference for the quintet in case
of [1(MeCN)]2+ (Table 3.10). As B3LYP SCO energies had been found previously to
artificially favor the high-spin forms [193], we have also carried out single-point calcu-
lations with the modified B3LYP* functional with 15% rather than 20% Hartree-Fock
exchange. This functional had been suggested previously to better describe SCO in
Fe(II) complexes [193]. At B3LYP* level, the singlet preference for [2(MeCN)]2+ is more
pronounced and the quintet preference for [1(MeCN)]2+ much smaller (Table 3.10). Yet,
the computed overall difference in the SCO energies of the two complexes remains almost
constant around 27 kJ mol-1. The weaker ligand field of the co-ligand OTf in [1(OTf)]+

and [2(OTf)]+ translates into a clear energetic preference for the high-spin state in both
complexes, while comparison of the absolute values signals a marked dependence on the
input of the respective N5 ligand.

Table 3.10: Electronic SCO energies (∆SCOE = E(S = 0) - E(S = 2), in kJ mol-1)
in [1(X)]n+ and [2(X)]n+. B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN); values
in parentheses: B3LYP*/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN)//B3LYP-D3/def2-
TZVP/COSMO(MeCN).

L1 L2

X = OTf- +50.8 (+36.0) +22.6 (+15.4)
X = MeCN +23.6 (+4.0) -2.4 (-23.9)

With the array of electronic SCO energies in hand, it was possible to isolate the in-
cremental contributions ascribable to the N5 ligand (δ∆SCOE(N5)) and the coligand
(δ∆SCOE(X)). Interestingly, both factors are found to contribute similarly to the SCO
energies. The incremental contribution of the co-ligand δ∆SCOE(X) (vertical difference
in Table 3.10) amounts to ca. 25–27 kJ mol-1, whereas the distortion-related increment
of the N5 ligand δ∆SCOE(N5) (horizontal difference in Table 3.10) amounts to ca. 26–28
kJ mol-1. The latter value is a good measure of the difference in d-orbital splitting
between the ligand fields as supplied by L1 and L2, in fair agreement with energy dif-
ferences derived from UV/Vis spectroscopy (vide infra) [134]. Since Mössbauer spectra
of [1(X)]n+ and [2(X)]n+ had been measured by Grohmann et al. [134], further checks
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on the correct assignment of spin states could be made by calculating the Mössbauer
parameters of the complexes in their different states and comparing them. This also
provides us with a more general verification of the quality of the electronic structure
description for the iron(II) complexes by DFT. Table 3.11 summarizes the experimental
and DFT results for the nuclear quadrupole splittings and the isomer shifts of [1(X)]n+

and [2(X)]n+.

Table 3.11: Mössbauer parameters with focus on the main com-
ponents of the experimental spectra measured at T
≈ 100 K. Data in square brackets is from DFT cal-
culations (see Computational Details for the exact
level) of the respective complex cations.

Volume fraction [%] δ [mm s-1] ∆EQ [mm s-1]

[1(MeCN)](OTf)2 16.1 1.220(19) 2.909(43)
79.5 1.066(5) 2.112(11)

mer -[1(MeCN)]2+ (S = 2) [1.00] [3.56]
fac-[1(MeCN)]2+ (S = 2) [0.99] [2.66]
[1(OTf)](OTf) 58.7 1.098(6) 3.110(18)

23.5 1.138(15) 2.335(52)
mer -[1(OTf)]+ (S = 2) [1.01] [3.36]
fac-[1(OTf)]+ (S = 2) [1.02] [2.71]
[2(MeCN)](OTf)2 84.7 0.520(1) 0.353(2)
[2(MeCN)]2+ (S = 0) [0.61] [0.46]
[2(OTf)](OTf) 82.1 1.088(3) 2.123(7)
[2(OTf)]+ (S = 2) [1.00] [3.53]
[2(OTf)]+ (S = 0) [0.77] [1.16]
[2(MeCN)](OTf)2a 82.6 1.097(2) 2.069(4)
[2(OTf)](OTf)b 72.2 1.076(3) 2.033(6)

aAfter tempering [2(MeCN)](OTf)2 at T = 350 K for three days under reduced
pressure.
bAfter tempering [2(OTf)](OTf) at T = 350 K for four days under reduced pres-
sure.

The DFT-derived Mössbauer parameters are in close agreement with the experimen-
tal data and fully support our spin-state assignments: quintet states for [1(X)]n+ and
[2(OTf)]+ and a singlet state for [2(MeCN)]2+. The nature of the mer- and fac- prefixes
will be explained in the next section. Still significant differences to the experimental
values can be seen in Table 3.11, but none of them are unexpected or surprising as the
experimental data is given for measurements at 100 K. This is far from the gold standard
of a helium-cooled measurement at 4 K. Keeping the high temperature dependence of
Mössbauer spectra in mind, differences in δ and ∆EQ encountered in our case are actu-
ally fairly low (see [134] for a longer discussion about the influence of temperature on the
different experimental spectra). Also the ∆EQ values are above 2.0 mm s-1, which makes
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them susceptible to larger errors in the DFT calculations [88] (see Chapter 2.2 for a more
detailed discussion on the calculation of Mössbauer parameters) with a magnitude com-
parable to that shown in Table 3.11. Other effects like the omission of counterions in
the calculations and impurities in the experimental spectra are much harder to quantify.
It is clear that they do have an effect on the spectra, but in the case of counterions,
the effect on the calculated parameters are generally negligible [197–199], except if the
whole molecule is very small (like FeCl2-4 , which shows different spectra depending on
the counterion and the crystallization conditions [200]). The impurities in turn make it
difficult to find proper fits to the experimental spectra, which could shift the parameters
of the desired compound to a certain extent, but a closer look at the experimental data
in ref. [134] shows only very minor effects, if any at all.

3.3.3.3 Competing Ligand Conformations

The topologies of complexes [1(X)]n+ and [2(X)]n+ in the solid-state structures agree with
the sketches in Figure 3.8. They also agree with the structural characteristics reported
for iron(II) complexes of the closely related ligand Bn-TPEN [132]. That is, in all iron(II)
complexes under study, the sixth coordination site is trans to one of the tertiary amine
donors. The three pyridine donors are arranged in meridional fashion (mer-py3). The
same holds for the nickel(II) complex salt [NiL2(OH2)](ClO4)2 of the open-chain ligand
L2, which was synthesized by Grohmann et al. for structural comparison. However,
another option would be to adopt a topology with all three pyridine donors in a facial
arrangement (fac-py3). This causes the sixth coordination site to be trans to one of the
pyridine donors. Obviously, ligand L1 is flexible enough to realise two distinctly different
arrangements of its donor atoms in the solid state.

This raises the question whether the preference of the iron(II) complexes for the mer
conformation in the solid state is conserved for the isolated complex ions [1(X)]n+ and
[2(X)]n+ in solution (Figure 3.10). Although we have no definite experimental proof of
a conformational equilibrium we will, in the following, discuss results from experiment
and theory indicating conformational dynamics in the case of [1(X)]n+.

DFT computations of relevant complex ions containing L1 and L2 were performed to
gain insight into the energetics of the anticipated conformational equilibrium (Table
3.12). In the case of ligand L2, optimization of the structures of [2(X)]n+ (with X =
OTf-, MeCN) clearly points to a preference for the mer conformation in solution. In
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Figure 3.10: Presumed stereodynamic exchange between structural isomers of [1(X)]n+

in solution.

contrast, energy differences ∆Econf between the isomers of [1(X)]n+ remain below 5 kJ
mol-1, which means that, for complexes of ligand L1, a conformational equilibrium in
solution must be taken into account.

Table 3.12: Relative electronic energies (in kJ mol-1) of mer and fac conformers of iron(II)
precursors [1(X)]n+ and [2(X)]n+. Fully optimized structures at B3LYP-
D3/def2-TZVP level (S=2). In parentheses: with COSMO solvent model
(MeCN).

mer fac
[1(OTf)]+ 0 +10.1 (+4.4)
[1(MeCN)]2+ 0 +4.5 (+4.0)
[2(OTf)]+ 0 +26.2 (+21.6)
[2(MeCN)]2+ 0 +22.6 (+22.9)

3.3.4 Conclusions

In the present work, we have established incremental ligand-field distortion as a tool
to tune the structural, conformational, and spin-state preferences of iron(II) complexes,
in ligand fields set up by two pentadentate N5 ligands. Within our pair of ligands
(diazepane-based L1; open chain L2), the donor-atom inherent strength of the donor set
(diamine/trisimine) is fully conserved. Accordingly, solely the consequences of ligand
sphere distortion are recorded in complexes of the type [FeLn(X)]n+, in isolation from
effects caused by a variation of the donor set. The decisive structural distinction between
the ligands is introduced as an angular constraint of the diamine unit, by forcing it into
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a diazepane ring in L1, thereby enhancing the trans effect of the co-ligand X. The
combination of both aspects translates into massive radial disorder and renders the
coordination sphere intermediate between tetragonal and trigonal symmetry.

DFT calculations and experimental findings [134] show that ligand-field imposed differ-
ences are the root cause of the differences in properties observed for the iron(II) com-
plexes of L1 and L2. Ligand-imposed distortion in L1 reduces the ligand-field strength
by ca. 20–30 kJ mol-1 and, thus, places this factor on an equal footing with ligand-field
effects due to variation in the co-ligand. Destabilization of the ligand field translates
into a marked preference of the constrained ligand L1 for high-spin complexes and into
high kinetic lability of the derived iron(II) complexes. Experimental results, obtained
after reacting the iron(II) complexes with meta-chloroperbenzoic acid, indicate that the
influence of ligand-imposed distortion of Ln is traceable also in the properties of the
resulting iron(IV)-oxo complexes.
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3.4 Structurally Distorted Iron(IV)-Oxo Complexes

with N5 Pentadentate Ligands

3.4.1 Introduction

In the last chapter we introduced ligand-imposed distortion of the coordination envi-
ronment as a powerful tool to tune the structure, electronics, and reactivity of iron(II)
species. These complexes can of course in turn act as precursors for highly reactive non-
heme iron(IV)-oxo complexes. This has indeed been pursued by Grohmann et al., who
have investigated new iron(IV)-oxo species based on this ligand framework by UV/Vis
spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, and kinetic studies. Unfortunately, due to the high re-
activity and short lifetime of the newly formed complexes, no X-ray diffraction structures
could be taken and no experimental Mössbauer data is available.

As already mentioned in previous chapters, heme and non-heme model complexes sup-
port a broad spectrum of oxidation chemistry, such as electron (ET), oxygen-atom
(OAT), and hydrogen-atom (HAT) transfer. Strongly diverging selectivities and reac-
tion rates are observed in these processes, however, reflecting variations in the geometric
and electronic structures of the iron-oxo complexes. Theoretical studies, mainly using
density-functional theory methods [177, 201–205] (but see also ref. [142]), identified the
spin state of the iron(IV)-oxo species as one key factor in controlling their catalytic
activity. As a rule, high reactivity correlates with a high-spin (hs, spin quintet, S =
2) ground state. The commonly lower reactivity of intermediate-spin species (is, spin
triplet, S = 1) has been interpreted as an indirect consequence of massively higher acti-
vation barriers associated with the triplet energy surface [168]. Typically, it is assumed
that reactions from a triplet ground state involve spin crossover to the more favorable
quintet surface en route to the products (two-state reactivity, TSR) [162, 206]. In this
way, the energetic order and separation between the spin states control the reactivity
and selectivity of iron(IV)-oxo species.

It has been a major challenge for synthetic chemists to create model systems of pre-
defined spin-state characteristics. In contrast to nature’s preference for high-spin iron(IV)-
oxo species [154], synthetic efforts during the past two decades preferentially produced,
at least in the case of non-heme models, iron(IV)-oxo species with triplet ground states.
In terms of ligand-field theory, the observed spin ground state of the iron(IV)-oxo species
is associated with the ligand-field strength (stronger ligand fields reduce d-orbital de-
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generacy, thus favoring spin pairing). In turn, spin states of the highest multiplicity of
[LFe(IV)=O] demand four (pseudo-) degenerate metal-centered d-orbitals. Variation of
the ligand-field strength thus provides a valuable tool to tune the electronic properties.
We should recall, however, that in terms of ligand-field theory, the resulting spin of
the iron(IV)-oxo complex is largely centered in the metal d-functions. Delocalization of
spin density to the ligand is neglected, an assumption in stark contrast to the actual
results of quantum mechanical calculations (see section 3.2 above). As was already men-
tioned in previous chapters, it is found that the spin states of iron(IV)-oxo species in
nitrogen-ligand dominated environments are highly susceptible to variable coordination
numbers and structures. That is, the electronic ground spin state is clearly a function of
the coordination arrangement. In other words, coordination structure and the resulting
electronic ground-state multiplicity are pre-determined by the topology and denticity
of the multidentate ligand, which in turn means that distortions in the ligand sphere
allow tuning of iron(IV)-oxo species with respect to order and energetic separation of
spin states.

Experimentally it was found that iron(IV)-oxo species of both N5 pentadentate ligands
L1 and L2 were accessible in high yields (see Chapter 3.3 for more details on the ligands).
Their reactivity, however, was distinctly different. This work gives a detailed theoretical
study of the electronic structures of these two complexes and ascribes the high reactivity
observed for the iron(IV)-oxo complex with ligand L1 to (close to) degenerate triplet and
quintet spin-states. For iron(II) complexes of ligand L1, a conformational equilibrium
in solution between mer- and fac-form must also be taken into account (see Chapter
3.3 and ref. [134]). This might directly affect the formation of iron(IV)-oxo complexes,
since a conformational equilibrium involving the two coordination arrangements at the
stage of the precursor complex likely provides competing channels for the formation of
isomeric iron(IV)-oxo complexes (see Figure 3.11 in close analogy to Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.11: Presumed stereodynamic exchange between complex conformers of [1(X)]n+

in solution and formation of isomeric iron(IV)-oxo species.
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3.4.2 Computational Details

All DFT and TDDFT calculations were performed using TURBOMOLE6.3 and a lo-
cally modified version of the TURBOMOLE6.4 package [111–113]. The latter allows
variation of the amount of exact exchange in global hybrid functionals. def2-TZVP ba-
sis sets [114] were used throughout. The B3LYP functional [15, 23] was used in most
cases, but to evaluate the stability of the results with exact-exchange admixture (20%
for B3LYP), in some cases we also compared the BP86 "pure" functional [12,13] (0 %),
the PBE0 hybrid functional [14,31,117] (25%), as well as customized BLYP-based global
hybrid functionals of the form Ehybr

XC = a0E
exact
X + (1− a0)E

B88
X +ELY P

C , having 15% or
35% exact-exchange admixture, respectively (termed B15LYP, B35LYP in the follow-
ing). The SCF energies were converged to 10-8 Hartree in energy and a fine m5 integra-
tion grid was chosen. Dispersion contributions were evaluated using Grimme’s DFT-D3
atom-pairwise dispersion corrections [41]. In several cases, solvent effects were taken
into account at the polarizable continuum model level, using COSMO (Conductor-Like
Screening Model) [91] implemented in TURBOMOLE6.3, with ϵ = 35.688 for acetoni-
trile. The first 25 excited states were included in the TDDFT calculations. Gaussian
line broadening was used with the computed spectra, with a ’full width at half maximum
height’ (FWHMH) of 100 nm.

For the calculation of Mössbauer parameters, an uncontracted def2-QZVPP basis set
was used for iron and def2-TZVP for all other atoms. The structures for the Mössbauer
calculations were optimized at B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP level. The inhouse MAG program
[119] was used to calculate the electron density ρ at the iron nucleus and the quadrupole
splitting. For the isomer shifts the linear equation used is δ[mm s-1] = -0.3594*(ρ(DFT)-
11800) + 10.521. This equation was fitted to the isomer-shift test of Neese’s test set [79],
using the same methods for structure optimization and density calculation.

3.4.3 Results and Discussion

3.4.3.1 Spin-State Energetics of Iron(IV)-Oxo Species

As stereodynamics of the ligand backbone had to be considered, electronic energies of
both structural isomers (see Figure 3.11) have been evaluated for both possible spin
states (S = 1 vs S = 2) of both iron(IV)-oxo species, [1(O)]2+ and [2(O)]2+. The results
indicate a dramatic effect of the ligand on the structural and spin-state preferences of
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the iron(IV)-oxo species (Table 3.13). B3LYP/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN) energies for
the oxoiron(IV) complex [2(O)]2+ show a clear dominance of the mer -py3 conformation,
irrespective of the spin state. The energetic separation of ca. 20-25 kJ mol-1 between the
triplet and the quintet surface is in the typical range of hexacoordinated iron(IV)-oxo
species [133, 207]. This value compares well with the iron(IV)-oxo species of the closely
related ligand Bn-TPEN [132,133] and clearly identifies the triplet state of mer-[2(O)]2+

as the electronic ground state.

Table 3.13: B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP results for important bond
lengths and energy differences of iron-oxo complex iso-
mers, as well as NPA and Mulliken (in brackets) spin
populations. In parentheses: results using the COSMO
solvent model (MeCN).

bond lengths spin population ∆E
in Å NPA [Mulliken] in kJ mol-1

Fe-O Fe-Na Fe O

mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.629 2.157 1.29 [1.22] 0.74 [0.86] 0
(1.637) (2.141) (1.36 [1.28]) (0.69 [0.80]) (0)

mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.620 2.174 3.14 [3.10] 0.57 [0.65] +3.1
(1.629) (2.146) (3.16 [3.12]) (0.57 [0.64]) (+9.9)

fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.631 2.156 1.29 [1.22] 0.75 [0.87] +10.0
(1.636) (2.156) (1.37 [1.29]) (0.69 [0.81]) (+5.8)

fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.626 2.091 3.10 [3.05] 0.61 [0.69] +0.2
(1.632) (2.087) (3.12 [3.06]) (0.58 [0.66]) (+6.3)

mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.623 2.210 1.29 [1.24] 0.75 [0.85] 0
(1.630) (2.196) (1.34 [1.29]) (0.72 [0.81]) (0)

mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.617 2.188 3.17 [3.12] 0.56 [0.64] +19.1
(1.624) (2.184) (3.20 [3.14]) (0.54 [0.63]) (+24.6)

fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.628 2.092 1.29 [1.24] 0.76 [0.86] +86.4
(1.635) (2.072) (1.34 [1.29]) (0.72 [0.82]) (+88.5)

fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.621 2.071 3.16 [3.11] 0.59 [0.68] +89.2
(1.628) (2.055) (3.18 [3.12]) (0.58 [0.66]) (+95.8)

aTrans to the oxo ligand.

A very large admixture of exact exchange (35% in B35LYP, see Table S9 in Appendix
I) would be required to support a quintet ground state. The experimentally observed
optical transition of [2(O)]2+ at 730 nm is attributed to a d → d transition of the
triplet state of mer-[2(O)]2+. Comparison with the computed spectrum of mer-[2(O)]2+

in the triplet state (TDDFT; bold blue line in Figure S6 in the Appendix I) shows
a blue-shifted transition at 544 nm. Similar blue shifts were observed in a previous
TDDFT-based study on iron complexes when comparable functionals were used [208].
Interestingly, [1(O)]2+ exhibits significantly smaller energy differences between the spin
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states. At the B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN) level of theory, the triplet state
of mer-[1(O)]2+ is slightly favored, with the quintet state of this conformer being 10 kJ
mol-1 higher in energy. For fac-[1(O)]2+ both spin states are energetically degenerate and
only marginally higher in energy than the mer-isomer in the triplet state. The unusually
small triplet/quintet separation, comparable to the structural energy differences, is the
most remarkable finding at this level.

A brief survey of functionals confirmed the expected strong dependence on the admixture
of exact exchange (Tables S9 and S10 in Appendix I). Tests indicate that the switch from
quintet to triplet ground states for [1(O)]2+ occurs between 20% and 25% exact exchange.
This well-known dependence of spin-state preferences on exact-exchange admixture on
the functional adds significant ambiguity to spin-state assignments. Given the small
energy differences of [1(O)]2+, a definite assignment of the ground spin state is not
possible. The <S2> expectation values are not given in Table 3.13, since they all again
fall into an inconspicuous range for triplet and quintet spin states alike (2.015-2.029 for
triplet and 6.032-6.076 for quintet iron-oxo species for all functionals except B35LYP),
as they did for the wider range of iron-oxo complexes in Chapter 3.2. The B35LYP
<S2> values are still reasonable for the triplet states (≤2.029), but indicate significant
spin contamination for the quintet states (≤6.157). Considering the large influence of
exact exchange on the spin-state energetics of iron(IV)-oxo compounds, these results are
not surprising. Clearly B35LYP gives an unphysically large preferrence for the high-spin
state over the triplet state (see Tables S9 and S10 in Appendix I), but spin populations
indicate that the calculations did not deteriorate into a broken-symmetry solution, as no
anti-ferromagnetically coupled spin pairs can be seen and the divergence from an ideal
<S2> value remains small. The spin populations again show in general a robustness
towards different functionals and exact-exchange admixture. Their numbers are well in
range with other iron-oxo complexes and do not seem to be affected by ligand distortion
or other steric constraints. Spin-density plots of mer-[1(O)]2+ are shown in Figure 3.12
(see Figures S7 and S8 in Appendix I for spin-density plots of the other isomers and
[2(O)]2+).

Calculation of the UV/Vis spectra for [1(O)]2+ (see Figure 3.13) allowed an, at least
tentative, assignment of the experimentally observed transition when keeping in mind
the blue shift of the computed values (see above) [208]. The experimental spectroscopic
data of [1(O)]2+ at T = 233 K gave a transition at 810 nm [134]. This value may
be compared qualitatively with the computed intense transitions at 590 nm and 625
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Figure 3.12: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of mer-[1(O)]2+ with S =
1 (left) and S = 2 (right). B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP optimized structures.

nm for the triplet states of the fac-py3 and mer -py3 isomers, respectively. We tend
to associate the experimental low-temperature transient with the triplet states of one
or both conformers of [1(O)]2+. Note that the blue shift of computed vs experimental
frequencies is similar to that discussed above for mer-[2(O)]2+. In other words, the
longer wavelength observed for [1(O)]2+ compared with [2(O)]2+ is reproduced by the
calculations (energetically, the computed value is reduced by 0.3 eV compared to an
experimental red shift of 0.17 eV). In any case, the computed spectra clearly argue
against a quintet ground state as the origin of the experimental spectra.

3.4.3.2 Structural Distortions

The quantum-chemical results discussed so far indicate that the spin states of the hexa-
coordinated iron(IV)-oxo complex [1(O)]2+ are energetically (close to) degenerate. This
observation is of significance since pseudo-octahedral non-heme iron(IV)-oxo complexes
usually show a clear preference for the triplet ground state. To better understand the be-
havior of [1(O)]2+, the DFT-optimized structures of fac/mer -[1(O)]2+ and mer -[2(O)]2+

(S = 1 and S = 2) have been analyzed with respect to distortion from octahedral struc-
ture. Isomer fac-[2(O)]2+ was excluded as it is energetically too unfavorable (see Table
3.13). The analysis reveals a massive distortion of [1(O)]2+ from a pseudo-octahedral
structure for the quintet states of both conformers. The distortion is accompanied by
a reduction of the coordination number from 6 ([FeN5O]) in the triplet state to 5+1
([FeN4+1O]) in the quintet state.

The trans-angles O-Fe-N define the easy axis of the [FeN5O] polygon. Values in the
range of 170◦ to 175◦ show minor deviations from the ideal value of 180◦, irrespective of
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Figure 3.13: Calculated (B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN)) UV/Vis spectra of
the two isormers mer-[1(O)]2+ (blue) and fac-[1(O)]2+ (red) in the triplet
(bold lines) and the quintet state (thin lines). Gaussian line broadening
with a ’full width at half maximum height’ (FWHMH) of 100 nm was used.

ligand, spin state, and ligand conformation. The distortion from octahedral coordination
concentrates in the [FeN4] equatorial plane, as can be seen from the projections of the
structures along the Fe-O bond (Figure 3.14). Distortion parameters of the [FeN5O]
polygons are summarized in Table 3.14.

As expected, iron(IV)-oxo complexes of the open-chain ligand L2 give quite regular
pseudo-octahedral structures of approximately tetragonal symmetry. Radial expansion
of the [FeN4] equatorial plane upon going from the triplet to the quintet state causes only
minor additional distortion. In contrast, the structures of both isomers of [1(O)]2+ are
very sensitive to the spin state. As a feature diagnostic of coordination-sphere distortion,
the trans angles τ eq in the [FeN4] equatorial plane are substantially smaller than 180◦

in the quintet state. The decrease in the trans angles on changing from the triplet to
the quintet spin state is accompanied by a substantial opening of one equatorial N-Fe-N
cis angle to values greater than 130◦ (curved arrows in Figure 3.14). In addition, one
of the equatorial Fe-N bonds is significantly elongated by up to 30 pm with respect to
the others (straight arrows in Figure 3.14). There is little doubt, if any, that this donor
atom is far less strongly bound than the others in the equatorial plane. Widening of the
cis angle widening and substantial differences in the equatorial Fe-N bond lengths ∆d
render the equatorial [FeN4] arrangement trapezoidally distorted. As can be read from
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Figure 3.14: Optimized structures (B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN)) of the
iron(IV)-oxo species, projected along the Fe-O vector.

Figure 3.14, this observation holds for both isomers of [1(O)]2+.

We conclude that, in the quintet spin states of [1(O)]2+, the constrained ligand L1

acts as a tetradentate ligand, to span a trigonal-pyramidal structure, augmented by
a weaker close contact. Coordination arrangements in both isomers of [1(O)]2+ thus
resemble a trigonal-bipyramidal structure, which is distorted tetragonally by the presence
of an additional equatorial donor. In contrast, in the triplet-spin states of [1(O)]2+, the
constrained ligand L1 acts as a pentadentate ligand, to span a tetragonal-pyramidal
structure. Similar changes in effective coordination number in relation to the spin state
have been observed in model complexes for taurine dioxygenase (TauD) [190].

That is, in the quintet state of [1(O)]2+ the spatial arrangement of donor atoms ap-
plies a ligand field poised between tetragonal and trigonal symmetry. This conclusion
is supported by an analysis of the distortion parameters S(Oh) and S(TP) [194, 195],
which quantify the deviation from regular octahedral and trigonal-prismatic structure,
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Table 3.14: Distortion parameters of the [FeN5O] cores in
optimized iron(IV)-oxo complexes (B3LYP-
D3/def2-TZVP); in parentheses: results us-
ing the COSMO solvent model (MeCN).

∆d/pma τeq
b S(Oh) S(TP)

fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 2.4 162.9 69.8 2.04 9.90
(2.6) (163.0) (70.1) (2.00) (10.11)

fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 28.0 147.4 123.0 5.43 6.44
(28.6) (148.2) (118.3) (5.11) (6.76)

mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 9.5 162.1 100.6 2.60 10.40
(8.1) (162.6) (99.7) (2.53) (10.51)

mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 23.3 152.5 123.6 4.44 7.09
(30.5) (153.5) (121.1) (4.29) (7.57)

mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 5.1 172.4 41.0 0.83 14.43
(5.1) (172.3) (45.6) (0.76) (14.51)

mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 15.3 166.0 70.8 1.65 12.66
(15.6) (165.8) (70.6) (1.55) (12.78)

aAbsolute variation in the equatorial Fe-N bond lengths.
bMean value of the two equatorial N-Fe-N trans angles.

respectively. In Figure 3.15, the S(Oh) and S(TP) values of the iron(IV)-oxo complexes
(from Table 3.14) and of their iron(II) precursors (from Table 3.9) are arranged as a
continuous shape map of the octahedron ↔ trigonal prism transition along the trigonal
Bailar twist (line) [196].

Clearly, the degree of trigonal distortion in the structures of [2(O)]2+ is very similar to
the distortion found in the quintet state iron(II) precursors [2(X)]. All of these structures
may be described as a tetragonally-distorted octahedra (red in Figure 3.15). There is no
significant effect of the spin state of [2(O)]2+ on the distortion. Obviously, the flexible
open-chain ligand L2 allows for isotropic radial expansion in the [FeN4] equatorial plane
during a triplet-quintet transition. The latter conclusion does not hold for complexes of
the constrained ligand L1. The structures of [1(O)]2+ cover an appreciable range on the
shape map under the influence of a spin transition (filled blue symbols in Figure 3.15). A
tetragonally-distorted octahedron prevails in the triplet state (of both isomers), whereas
the quintet state favors structures that are intermediate on the Bailar-twist coordinate.
Only in the quintet spin state, trigonal distortion of [1(O)]2+ is largely the same as the
distortion found in the quintet-state iron(II) precursors [1(X)].
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Figure 3.15: Continuous shape map of the octahedron↔ trigonal prism transition (blue:
[1(X)]; red: [2(X)]; solid line: ideal Bailar twist); stars: XRD-derived struc-
tures of the iron(II) precursors; circles: DFT-optimized structures (B3LYP-
D3/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN)); open circles: iron(II) precursors; filled
circles: iron(IV)-oxo species.

3.4.3.3 Intrinsic Decay Reactions of [1(O)]2+

Grohmann et al. have attributed the transients, that dominate the experimental UV/Vis
spectra upon reaction of [1(OTf)](OTf) with mCPBA at ambient temperature, to an
intramolecular decay product of a highly reactive iron(IV)-oxo species. Initiation of the
intramolecular decay pathway by benzylic C-H bond activation [131, 186] is supported
by results from mass spectrometry (MS). HR-ESI mass spectrometry of reaction solu-
tions revealed a dominant signal, which corresponds to the fragment [1] + O2+. MS
experiments show that this molecular ion, when isolated in the gas phase, is unable to
oxidize 1,3-cyclohexadiene to benzene. This finding excludes the iron(IV)-oxo species
[1(O)]2+ as the source of the signal, but is compatible with an isomeric structure, after
completed C-H activation and rebound (species fac-II in Figure 3.16; m/z calculated for
II: 222.5777). The two different isomers of the iron(IV)-oxo complex could in principle
lead to two different Fe(II) intermediates, fac-II (Figure 3.16) and mer-II (not shown).

Indeed, the B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN) optimizations indicate that in-
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Figure 3.16: Proposed reaction mechanism for the intramolecular decay pathway of fac-
[1(O)]2+ to III.

tramolecular benzylic C-H activation of one picolyl residue is thermodynamically possible
for both isomers, as indicated by the large energy difference between the iron(IV)-oxo
species and the isomers of II in the range of -140 kJ mol-1. Experimentally an additional
signal in the mass spectra at m/z = 169.0589 indicated complex fragmentation. Its sig-
nature is compatible with the structure of III (m/z calculated for III: 169.0591), which
derives from II through C-N bond dissociation of its hemi-aminal function.

The thermodynamic availability and the spectroscopic properties of possible iron(II)
intermediates of intramolecular decay (see Figure 3.17) of both isomers of [1(O)]2+ have
been further studied by time-dependent DFT calculations of UV/Vis spectra. From the
pentacoordinated ligand-hydroxylation product II, the coordinatively saturated iron(II)
complex V and the alkoxido iron(II) complex IV are generated via addition of a triflate
ion and deprotonation of the hydroxyl function, to form an alkoxide ligand, respectively.
In order to discuss the latter process, we use the isodesmic reaction of the iron(IV)-oxo
species with triflate (see Table S11 in Appendix I).

The results show that IV, even if strained, is thermodynamically feasible. The computa-
tions greatly favor a quintet ground state for all of these possible intermediates (see Table
S12 in Appendix I). TDDFT calculations, however, indicate that none of the suggested
iron(II) species II, IV, and V would be consistent with the observed UV/Vis absorption
near 600 nm. In contrast, TDDFT/B3LYP/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN) gives a band
near 550 nm for the corresponding iron(III) complex VI in the doublet state (blue line
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Figure 3.17: Possible iron(II) intermediates in the decay of the highly reactive iron(IV)-
oxo species. Only structures derived from conformer fac-[1(O)]2+ are shown.

in Figure 3.18). The alkoxidoiron(III) complex VI is thus the most likely candidate for
the species causing the observed band in the experimental UV/Vis spectrum. The rapid
decay of the absorption in the visible, following a first-order rate law, may be attributed
to cleavage of the hemi-aminal function in the alkoxido iron(III) complex VI, to give the
iron(III) analogue of III and pyridine-2-carbaldehyde.

Figure 3.18: Calculated (B3LYP/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN)) UV/VIS spectra of
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) (black line) and the intramolecular reaction inter-
mediate VI (S = 1/2) (blue line). Gaussian line broadening with a ’full
width at half maximum height’ (FWHMH) of 100 nm was used.

Precedence for the occurrence of alkoxidoiron(III) complexes similar to VI as inter-
mediates of self-decay of oxoiron(IV) species has been provided by Münck, Que and
co-workers [186]. These authors suggest that intramolecular ligand hydroxylation, to
form an alcohol complex analogous to II, is followed by attack of a second iron(IV)-oxo
complex to yield an alkoxidoiron(III) complex and a hydroxidoiron(III) complex as the
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products of a bimolecular reaction.

3.4.3.4 Mössbauer Parameters and Hydrogen Abstraction from Acetonitrile

Due to the high reactivity and short lifetimes of the iron(IV)-oxo compounds, reliable
Mössbauer parameters could so far not yet be obtained experimentally. As prediction
for future experiments, we have computed Mössbauer parameters for all possible isomers
of [1(O)]2+ and [2(O)]2+ in different spin states (Table 3.15). The DFT results suggest
that assigning future experimental results to spin states using the isomer shifts should
be possible. Differences between isomer shifts for triplet and quintet states are quite
pronounced for [1(O)]2+ and mer-[2(O)]2+, ranging from 0.07-0.08 mm s-1 for S = 1 to
0.21-0.22 mm s-1 for S = 2 (fac-[2(O)]2+ can probably be ruled out, based on the rela-
tive energies). A similarly large difference in isomer shifts for triplet and quintet spin
states has been found for the octahedral iron(IV)-oxo complex with the structurally
related Bn-TPEN ligand (0.04 to 0.18 mm s-1 ). Experimentally, [Fe(O)(Bn-TPEN]
)]2+ exhibits an isomer shift of 0.01 mm s-1 and an S = 1 ground state (see Chapter
3.2), in good agreement with calculations. Another octahedral iron(IV)-oxo complex,
[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+, seems to follow the same pattern, with δ = 0.01 mm s-1 for the triplet
(expt. value.: -0.04 mm s-1 ) and 0.18 mm s-1 for the quintet state, respectively. How-
ever, this is not a general trend for octahedral iron(IV)-oxo complexes and holds only
for related ligands (see Chapter 3.2 for counterexamples). Other possibilities like the
dimerisation of [2(O)]2+, that have been speculated about from the experimental point
of view and cannot be safely excluded, have also been taken into account (see Table S13
in Appendix I).

While the assignment of the spin state for [1(O)]2+ might be done by comparing fairly
reliable isomer shift calculations to experimental results, deciding on the correct mer- or
fac- isomers might be more difficult, as their δ values are too similar. Here the quadrupole
splittings might serve as a better indicator, even though they are usually more difficult
to compute. Calculations of ∆EQ for [Fe(O)(Bn-TPEN])]2+ and [Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ give
quadrupole splittings in good agreement with experiment (see Chapter 3.2). It would
thus not be unreasonable to expect good accuracy for [1(O)]2+ as well.

The rapid decay of the very reactive iron(IV)-oxo complex of L1 was initially thought to
be the result of a reaction with the solvent. This was the main reason why the HAT of
[1(O)]2+ with acetonitrile has been investigated (see Figure 3.19). However, unpublished
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Table 3.15: Calculated Mössbauer parameters (see Computational Details for the exact
level) for all possible isomers of [1(O)]2+ and [2(O)]2+ in different spin states.
Relative energies from B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP in kJ mol-1.

δ [mm s-1] ∆EQ [mm s-1] ∆E

mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 0) 0.10 0.78 35.6
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 0.08 0.68 0
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 0.22 0.89 3.1
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 0) 0.08 0.82 47.6
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 0.08 0.86 10.0
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 0.21 1.35 0.2

mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 0) 0.07 0.97 37.9
mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 0.07 1.00 0
mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 0.21 0.57 19.1
fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 0) 0.13 0.33 124.1
fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 0.13 0.32 86.4
fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 0.24 1.54 89.2

experimental findings by Grohmann et al. refuted HAT from the solvent, based on a
far too weak kinetic-isotope effect (CD3CN vs. CH3CN) in the rate constants of the
monitored decay in the UV/Vis spectra. Instead the findings pointed to an unimolecular
decay from a different source (see ’Intrinsic Decay Reactions of [1(O)]2+’ in Chapter
3.4.3.3).

Figure 3.19: Transition state of mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) + MeCN. B3LYP/def2-TZVP
optimized structure.
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Another reason for the interest in the HAT of [1(O)]2+ was the comparison with kinetic
barriers and reaction energies of the HAT for the other calculated iron-oxo species from
Chapter 3.2, especially considering that none of them suffers from a similar amount of
steric strain (given the ligand distortion in [1(O)]2+). Table 3.16 sums up the kinetic
barriers and reaction energies for the different isomers and spin states of [1(O)]2+. For
easier comparison all energies are given relative to the energy of mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1)
+ acetonitrile, as this isomer has the lowest energy. The resulting mer- and fac- iron-
hydroxo complexes were all found to have sextet ground states, and the CH2CN radical
is a doublet (see Table S14 in Appendix I).

Table 3.16: Kinetic barriers and reaction ener-
gies in kJ mol-1 for the HAT reaction
of [1(O)]2+ + CH3CN → [1(OH)]2+
(S = 5/2) + •CH2CN (S = 1/2).

Functional ∆E‡ ∆E

and transition state in kJ mol-1 in kJ mol-1

B3LYP/def2-TZVP
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) + CH3CN 86.6 1.4
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) + CH3CN 94.9 1.4
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) + CH3CN 87.6 14.1
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) + CH3CN 81.6 14.1
B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) + CH3CN 51.8 -1.2
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) + CH3CN 60.0 -1.2
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) + CH3CN 62.5 12.4
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) + CH3CN 50.1 12.4

aEnergies relative to mer-[1(O)]2+ (S=1) + CH3CN. See Ta-
ble 2.5 for energy differences to mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) and
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1 and S = 2).

There is no theoretical evidence for two-state reactivity since mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1 ground
state) encounters the lowest barrier for a triplet transition state, while fac-[1(O)]2+ (S
= 2 ground state) has the lowest barrier on the quintet surface. Dispersion corrections
drastically lower the kinetic barriers from 80-95 kJ mol-1 to 50-63 kJ mol-1 (relative to
mer-[1(O)]2+, S=1). As with the discussed iron(IV)-oxo complexes from Chapter 3.2, the
D3 dispersion corrections only have this large effect on barrier heights, while the changes
in reaction energies are less than 3 kJ mol-1. Looking at the thermochemistry, HAT
from acetonitrile seems slightly disfavored for fac-[1(O)]2+, but is practically neutral
for mer-[1(O)]2+. However, since the resulting radical product will quickly react and
thereby push the chemical equilibrium to the product site (of course the overabundance
of solvent molecules on the educt site is contributing to this end too), the small positive
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reaction energies might not be a big problem for a complete and fast reaction of [1(O)]2+.
Again we stress that the experimental decay of the UV/Vis bands of [1(O)]2+ does not
come from reaction with the solvent. This might also be an additional indicator of the
dispersion corrected barriers being too low, as intermolecular HAT apparently cannot
compete with the real decay process in experiment, probably because its real kinetic
barriers are too high.

Table 3.17: Important bond lengths, as well as NPA and Mulliken (in brack-
ets) spin populations for the transition states [TS]2+ of the HAT
reaction of [1(O)]2+ and acetonitrile. Comparison to the [1(O)]2+
educts are given in parentheses. B3LYP/def2-TZVP optimized
structures, with and without D3 dispersion corrections.

distances spin population
in Å NPA [Mulliken]

Fe-O O-H H-Ca Fe-Nb <S2> Fe O

B3LYP
mer-[TS]2+ (S = 1) 1.745 1.195 1.356 2.148 2.064 1.03 [1.03] 0.55 [0.57]
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) (1.629) - - (2.163) (2.023) (1.29 [1.21]) (0.75 [0.86])
mer-[TS]2+ (S = 2) 1.736 1.182 1.364 2.187 6.076 2.94 [2.98] 0.43 [0.41]
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) (1.621) - - (2.184) (6.062) (3.15 [3.10]) (0.57 [0.65])
fac-[TS]2+ (S = 1) 1.745 1.199 1.353 2.137 2.043 1.04 [1.05] 0.58 [0.58]
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) (1.629) - - (2.173) (2.023) (1.30 [1.22]) (0.76 [0.87])
fac-[TS]2+ (S = 2) 1.733 1.185 1.366 2.082 6.061 2.92 [2.93] 0.44 [0.45]
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) (1.625) - - (2.104) (6.055) (3.11 [3.06]) (0.60 [0.69])
B3LYP-D3
mer-[TS]2+ (S = 1) 1.742 1.193 1.356 2.133 2.053 1.04 [1.03] 0.55 [0.57]
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) (1.629) - - (2.157) (2.023) (1.29 [1.22]) (0.74 [0.86])
mer-[TS]2+ (S = 2) 1.732 1.185 1.361 2.177 6.071 2.92 [2.95] 0.44 [0.43]
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) (1.620) - - (2.174) (6.060) (3.14 [3.10]) (0.57 [0.65])
fac-[TS]2+ (S = 1) 1.746 1.197 1.348 2.120 2.038 1.04 [1.04] 0.58 [0.58]
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) (1.631) - - (2.156) (2.023) (1.29 [1.22]) (0.75 [0.87])
fac-[TS]2+ (S = 2) 1.731 1.181 1.366 2.068 6.058 2.90 [2.91] 0.45 [0.45]
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) (1.626) - - (2.091) (6.054) (3.10 [3.05]) (0.61 [0.69])

aAbstracted hydrogen, connected to -CH2CN.
bTrans to the oxo ligand.

Concerning the structure of the transition states (see Table 3.17), we find a strongly
elongated Fe-O bond, stretched by more than 0.1 Å compared to the iron-oxo educt,
which is well in line with what we find for most of the investigated iron-oxo transition
states in Chapter 3.2. The distance from the oxo ligand to the abstracted hydrogen atom
is less than 1.2 Å, which is a good bit shorter in comparison to the other complexes,
where it mostly was between 1.3-1.5 Å. This could indicate a later transition state,
but it might just as well be due to the different hydrogen donor (acetonitrile vs 1,4-
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Figure 3.20: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of the transition state mer-
[1(O)]2+ + MeCN with S = 1 (left) and S = 2 (right) from B3LYP/def2-
TZVP optimized structures.

cyclohexadiene) or both. As much as dispersion corrections influence the barrier height,
they leave the important interatomic distances between iron, oxygen and hydrogen very
much unchanged (less than 1 pm differences for all isomers and spin states).

Perhaps more surprising are the small changes in the <S2> values for the transition
states and the subsequent low amount of spin contamination observed. This is especially
interesting for the quintet state, as it was very susceptible to larger <S2> changes for
trigonal-bipyramidal iron(IV)-oxo complexes, but not for [1(O)]2+. For triplet ground-
state complexes, the results are well in line with other octahedral iron(IV)-oxo com-
plexes. Regarding the spin populations we find a high iron(III) character in the tran-
sition state. The iron spin density is going down from 3.11-3.15 for the quintet and
1.29-1.30 for the triplet to 2.90-2.94 and 1.03-1.04, respectively, for the corresponding
transition states. We can thus again not confirm an increase of oxyl character when
going from the oxo complex to the HAT transition state, in contrast to some claims in
the literature [164–166]. We also find that results from NPA and Mulliken spin popu-
lation analysis become very similar for the transition state. This holds especially true
for oxygen, where differences of 0.1 a.u. between the two methods were not uncommon
for the iron-oxo educts. Isosurface plots of the spin-density of the transition states are
shown in Figure 3.20. They show a very similar picture to the HAT transition states
from Chapter 3.2.
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3.4.4 Conclusions

Most synthetic models of non-heme iron(IV)-oxo-containing enzymes use tailor-made
polydentate ligands, and the denticity of the ligand typically acts as a rough prese-
lector for structure, spin state, and function. The flexibility of such models to mimic
enzyme function is necessarily limited. In the present work, we have investigated estab-
lished incremental ligand-field distortion as a tool to tune the spin-state preferences of
iron(IV)-oxo fragments, in ligand fields set up by pentadentate ligands. Within our pair
of ligands (L1 diazepane-based; L2 open chain), nature and strength of the donor set
(diamine-trisimine) are fully conserved. Combined experimental and quantum-chemical
findings show that ligand-field imposed differences are the root cause of the differences in
properties observed for the iron(IV)-oxo complexes of L1 and L2. The decisive structural
distinction between the ligands is introduced as an angular constraint of the diamine
unit, by forcing it into a diazepane ring in L1. This approach enabled us to study solely
the consequences of ligand-sphere distortion, in isolation from effects caused by variation
of the donor set. Under the action of this angular constraint, we have found both the
conformation and the denticity of the chelate ligand to be no longer invariant but to
become functions of the iron(IV)-oxo spin state.

Grohmann et al. have unambiguously identified the oxoferryl complexes by in situ spec-
troscopy as the products of reaction of iron(II) precursors with meta-chloroperbenzoic
acid or iodosobenzene in dilute acetonitrile solutions. The fact that L1 supplies a
highly distorted ligand field is indicated by the distinctly red-shifted d → d transition
in [1(O)]2+. This distortion engenders high reactivity towards hydrogen-atom donors
(inter- and intramolecular) and oxygen-atom acceptors. Notably, experimental findings
for the reactivity of [1(O)]2+ suggest that in either situation it exceeds the reactivity
of its open-chain congener by several orders of magnitude. Based on our DFT stud-
ies, we attribute this sharp distinction to ligand-field imposed effects on the energetic
order and separation of the spin states of the iron(IV)-oxo species. A high degree of
trigonal distortion is observed for the quintet states of the highly reactive oxoferryl com-
plexes of L1. This coincides with energetic degeneracy of the triplet and quintet spin
states. Finally, we note that the interdependence we observe between ligand-imposed
coordination-arrangement, spin state, and ligand denticity may be a general principle
by which nature controls the outcome of oxoferryl-dependent reactions. A change in co-
ordination number may be essential to bring about what then is the catalytically poised
(i. e., entatic) state.
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3.5 Dramatic Effects of Spin Contamination on

Vibrational Frequencies and Structure of a

Formal Iron(V)-Nitrido Complex

3.5.1 Introduction

A formal iron(V)-nitrido species, with the tetrapodal nitrogen ligand 2,6-bis(1,1-di(amino-
methyl)ethyl)pyridine [209] has been prepared and investigated by Schwarz and Grohmann
[210]. The complex was of special interest, because it was discovered in mass-spectrometry
studies to perform alkyne-metathesis [211]. Since metathesis at iron was previously
unknown, this provided further motivation to look into the electronic structure and
the properties of this supposed iron(V) complex. Infra-red-multi-photon-dissociation-
spectroscopy (IRMPD), together with N15 labeling experiments, showed an iron-nitrido
stretching frequency of 890 cm-1. This result was well in line with expectations from pre-
vious studies (see, for example, ref. [212–217]), but attempts to reproduce this frequency
by DFT calculations gave large deviations for the most widely used B3LYP functional.
This problem had not turned up in other iron(V)-nitrido species before, but will be
investigated and rationalized in this work.

Figure 3.21: Fe(V)(N)(2,6-bis(1,1-di(aminomethyl)ethyl)pyridine).
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3.5.2 Computational Details

All unrestricted DFT calculations were performed using TURBOMOLE6.3 [111–113].
def2-TZVP [114] basis sets were used for all atoms. The functionals BP86 [12, 13],
BLYP [12,15], PBE [14,31], B3LYP [15,23], PBE0 [14,31,117], TPSSh [115], and BHLYP
[118] were used. The SCF energies were converged to 10-8 Hartree in energy and a fine
m5 integration grid was used. Frequencies were calculated by harmonic vibrational
frequency analyses. Restricted open-shell Kohn-Sham (ROKS) DFT calculations and
subsequent frequency calculations were performed using Jaguar V7.7 [218], with triple-ζ
valence basis sets TZV**.

3.5.3 Results and Discussion

A doublet ground state was assigned to the system. Frequency analyses for a number
of GGA functionals (BP86, BLYP and PBE; see Table 3.18) give iron-nitrido stretching
frequencies around 939-965 cm-1. These results are 5.5-8.5 % higher than the experi-
mentally assigned 890 cm-1, deviations that may be considered in the expected range
for unscaled results with GGA functionals. Switching to B3LYP, however, does not
improve the result, but instead leads to a far too low iron-nitrido stretching frequency.
Furthermore, the stretching vibration is now split into two frequencies, a situation not
found in experiment. Similar results are obtained with PBE0, where again we found a
splitting into two frequencies, and with BHLYP, where even lower frequencies around
540-577 cm-1 are found.

A look at the <S2> for B3LYP, PBE0, and BHLYP revealed an appreciable amount of
spin contamination for these functionals (see Table 3.18). With an ideal value of 0.75
for a doublet, the <S2> for BHLYP was more than twice this number and even B3LYP
gave a result close to 1. Spin population analyses clearly showed that the B3LYP and
PBE0 calculations had converged into broken-symmetry solutions, with negative spin
density at iron and more than one a.u. of spin density at nitrogen. BHLYP, on the
other hand, localized the unpaired spin completely at iron, resulting in a very high
spin contamination, an extreme increase of the iron-nitrido bond length to over 1.75 Å,
wrong frequencies, and even a wrong order of spin states, with the quartet state slightly
lower in energy than the doublet spin-state. This is in stark contrast to all other tested
functionals, that clearly preferred a low-spin doublet ground state. Isosurface plots of
the spin density (see Figure 3.22) reveal the strongly metal-ligand antibonding character
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of the singly-occupied molecular orbital in the B3LYP and BHYLP calculations, that
led to the high levels of spin contamination observed [120].

The first idea to solve the spin contamination problem was performing restricted open-
shell Kohn-Sham calculations (ROKS) on the system. This way we could find out
whether the problem still persists, if we eliminate spin contamination. Indeed we found
substantial improvements (see Table 3.18) for ROB3LYP and ROBHLYP, with ROBH-
LYP almost exactly reproducing the experimental value. ROBP86 showed no further
improvements, but ROB3LYP yielded Fe-N frequencies very close to BP86, although the
additional stretching vibration, not observed in experiment, still appeared.

Table 3.18: Important distances, as well as NPA and Mulliken (in brackets) spin
populations, spin state energetics and Fe≡N stretching frequencies, cal-
culated for different functionals. def2-TZVP basis set used for all atoms
in unrestricted calculations. TZV** basis set used for all atoms in ROKS
calculations.

distances spin population ∆ E
ν(Fe≡N) in Å NPA [Mulliken] (S=3/2 - S=1/2)
in cm-1 Fe≡N Fe-Na Fe-Nb <S2> Fe N in kJ mol-1

expt. 890
BP86 961 1.592 2.042 2.171 0.754 0.40 [0.34] 0.54 [0.67] 93.2
BLYP 939 1.602 2.072 2.208 0.754 0.41 [0.35] 0.54 [0.65] 87.4
PBE 965 1.591 2.042 2.170 0.753 0.42 [0.36] 0.53 [0.65] 92.9
TPSSh 869 1.587 2.031 2.147 0.776 0.21 [0.13] 0.72 [0.86] 74.2
B3LYP 596/573 1.614 2.050 2.164 0.972 -0.22 [-0.33] 1.18 [1.28] 73.0
PBE0 547/540 1.658 2.024 2.101 1.259 -0.61 [-0.72] 1.54 [1.63] 32.3
BHLYP 577 1.759 2.037 2.065 1.590 1.06 [1.09] -0.09 [-0.02] -3.7

ROBP86 963 1.600 2.044 2.168 [0.41] [0.57]
ROB3LYP 967/963 1.587 2.050 2.177 [0.34] [0.64]
ROBHLYP 889 1.592 2.014 2.101 [0.16] [0.82]

aAverage distance for nitrogens cis to the nitrido ligand. bTrans to the nitrido ligand.

Four important aspects were revealed by spin population analyses: i) ROKS calculations
prevented broken-symmetry solutions and therefore gave more accurate frequencies than
the unrestricted calculations. ii) GGA functionals localize high amounts of spin den-
sity at the nitrido ligand, a situation even more pronounced in the ROKS calculations,
where the best functional ROBHLYP localized almost the entire unpaired spin at nitro-
gen (0.82 from Mulliken population analysis). iii) The frequency calculations and spin
distributions for the formal iron(V)-nitrido complex are highly sensitive to the amount of
exact-exchange admixture in the functional. 20% exact-exchange admixture in B3LYP
is already too much and leads to broken-symmetry solutions in UKS calculations. iv)
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Figure 3.22: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of the formal iron(V)-
nitrido species for different functionals (S = 1/2). A def2-TZVP basis set
was used for all atoms.

The high amount of spin at nitrogen points to an iron(IV)-nitridyl radical, instead of
an iron(V)-nitrido complex. This is made especially clear when we compare the spin
population of this complex to the iron(V)-oxo compound [Fe(O)(TAML)] -, where we
only find 0.2 a.u. spin density at oxygen (see Chapter 3.2) and the rest localized at iron,
as we would expect in a low-spin iron(V) complex with d3 configuration.

Another way to reduce spin contamination is to reduce the amount of exact exchange
in the functional. Avoiding high amounts of exact-exchange admixture by using TPSSh
(which has only 10% exact-exchange admixture) gives very good results for the iron-
nitrido stretching frequency (see Table 3.18), a clear preference for the low-spin doublet
ground state, and a spin distribution very similar to the ROBHLYP result. Thus, func-
tionals with low amounts of exact-exchange admixture can be recommended as an alter-
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native to ROKS calculations for systems that are very sensitive to exact exchange, and
are likely to converge into wrong broken-symmetry solutions due to spin contamination.
We note in passing, that neither this possibility nor the use of ROKS calculations would
solve the spin-contamination/spin-polarization dilemma, if we would be interested in
the metal hyperfine coupling [120]. Thus, other electronic-structure methods are clearly
needed in this field.

3.5.4 Conclusions

The difficulties in vibrational frequency calculations with B3LYP, PBE0, and BHLYP for
the title iron(V)-nitrido complex arose from their high amount of exact-exchange admix-
ture, which caused a dramatic increase of the spin polarization in the iron(V)-nitrido
species, compared to the results for GGA functionals. This change in the electronic
structure of the complex led to high spin contamination, which in turn resulted in un-
physical broken-symmetry solutions for the three hybrid functionals. High levels of spin
contamination and wrong spin density distributions over iron and the nitrido ligand
led to wrong frequencies, and in the case of BHLYP to a dramatically overestimated
iron-nitrido bond length, presumably because of increased mixing with low-lying excited
quartet states in the presence of large exact-exchange admixture. GGA functionals did
not show those problems and gave acceptable relative errors for the frequency between
5.5 and 8.5%. In order to obtain more accurate stretching frequencies, two solutions were
successfully tried: (i) using ROKS calculations to avoid spin contamination and broken-
symmetry solutions, and (ii) using hybrid functionals with low amount of exact-exchange
admixture like TPSSh, to reduce the levels of spin polarization and contamination in the
complex. In both cases high amounts of spin density were detected at nitrogen, pointing
more to an iron(IV)-nitridyl radical than to the formal description as an iron(V)-nitrido
complex.
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4 Reactions in Aqueous Solution
modeled by D-COSMO-RS

As most of the technically important chemical reactions are carried out in some kind
of solution environment, the quantum-chemical modeling of reactions in solution is of
utmost importance in many fields. The bulk solvent effects of aprotic solvents are often
most conveniently included into quantum-chemical studies by polarizable dielectric con-
tinuum models. In the absence of more specific solute-solvent interactions, these models
frequently provide a reasonable description, and they have thus become the workhorse
solvent models for routine applications [219]. Successful examples are the family of
PCM [220, 221] models or COSMO [91] (conductor-like screening model), available in
the TURBOMOLE package used in the present work.

When specific solvation effects are important, the description becomes more difficult.
This holds in particular for hydrogen bonding in protic solvents like alcohols or water,
which are of appreciable practical importance. Then the most accurate description is
typically obtained from an explicit modeling of the solvent molecules, either in cluster
models or using periodic boundary conditions. The solvent molecules may be included
either quantum-chemically, which is the most accurate but also computationally most
demanding approach, or by using some type of classical force field, in a QM/MM treat-
ment. While static cluster models may to some extent capture the strongest strong
solute-solvent interactions, in the majority of cases, a realistic description of the dy-
namical nature of the interactions requires molecular-dynamics or Monte Carlo-type
simulations. While these are well-known to provide very powerful tools, it is clear that
their application to chemical problems is computationally much more demanding than
that of the continuum models described above.

For routine, cost-efficient applications it is thus desirable to realistically include hydrogen-
bonding interactions into solvent models at essentially the cost of a continuum solvent
model, that is, without the computational effort of an explicit molecular-dynamics treat-
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ment. An interesting implicit solvent model that goes beyond a polarizable continuum
description with almost no extra cost is Klamt’s COSMO-RS approach [92,221] (COSMO
for real solvents). COSMO-RS has now been used successfully for almost two decades
in an a posteriori mode, where a quantum-chemical calculation with COSMO provides
the required surface charge-density distributions (σ-profiles) from which the statistical-
thermodynamics ansatz of COSMO-RS constructs effective solvent chemical potentials
(σ-potentials) that provide important insight into fluid-phase thermodynamics, but also
into solvation free energies. Most importantly, COSMO-RS includes hydrogen-bonding
terms parametrized into the σ-potential. More recently, the Direct-COSMO-RS ap-
proach (in the following D-COSMO-RS) has been implemented, where the σ-potentials
are inserted selfconsistently into quantum-chemical calculations, providing for the first
time a refined implicit environment of COSMO-RS quality to wave function or density-
matrix optimization. Importantly, this includes molecular gradients and properties, thus
allowing the influence of protic solvents on structures, energetics, and properties to be
probed self-consistently. The first example of such D-COSMO-RS calculations were
computations of electronic g-tensors by Klamt, Neese, and co-workers [93] using the im-
plementation in the ORCA program package. More recently, Kaupp and coworkers have
used the TURBOMOLE implementation of D-COSMO-RS to demonstrate how internal
electron-transfer reactions of organic mixed-valence systems may be treated [96]. Im-
portantly, D-COSMO-RS was able to faithfully describe the differences between aprotic
and protic (alcohol) solvents for the localized/delocalized nature and electron-transfer
barriers of mixed-valent radical anions, including the first treatment of solvent mixtures.
To establish D-COSMO-RS as a general tool for studies in protic solvents, it is im-
portant to establish that the good performance of D-COSMO-RS persists also in other
fields of application. Two different and new fields of application for D-COSMO-RS are
investigated in this work: Diels-Alder reactions in aqueous solution and the effect of an
aqueous solvent environment on the stability of gold(III) halides.
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4.1 Validation of the Direct-COSMO-RS Solvent

Model for Diels-Alder Reactions in Aqueous

Solution

4.1.1 Introduction

The contents of this chapter have been published in "Validation of the Direct-COSMO-
RS Solvent Model for Diels-Alder Reactions in Aqueous Solution" by K. Theilacker, D.
Buhrke, M. Kaupp, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 2014, 11, 111.

In this chapter we extend the validation of D-COSMO-RS to Diels-Alder reactions in
aqueous solution. We compare D-COSMO-RS results to gas-phase and COSMO data, as
well as to an explicit inclusion of solvent molecules in cluster models (in part embedded
in an implicit solvent). These comparisons are made to a large extent at the DFT level,
using the PBE0 functional [14,31,117] and Grimme’s D3 dispersion corrections [41]. This
level is found to reproduce post-Hartree-Fock energetics in the gas phase much more
faithfully than other functionals tested. The setup of this chapter is thus as follows:
after the Computational Details section, we first describe the comparison of various
computational levels and basis sets for two prototypical Diels-Alder gas-phase reactions,
namely those of methyl-vinyl-ketone (MVK) and 1,4-naphthoquinone (NQ), respectively,
with cyclopentadiene (CP), compare Figure 4.1. On the basis of the outcome of the gas-
phase evaluations, we subsequently use the PBE0 and PBE0-D3 levels to evaluate various
approaches to include solvent effects for the same two reactions.

4.1.2 Computational Details

All calculations have been performed with the TURBOMOLE6.3 package [111–113],
using def2-TZVP basis sets [114] in the DFT calculations and Dunning correlation-
consistent aug-ccpVXZ-type (X = D, T, Q, 5) basis sets [222, 223] for the ab initio
single-point calculations. The density functionals B3LYP [15, 23], PBE0 [14, 31, 117],
and BP86 [12,13] were considered, using the resolution-of-the-identity approximation for
the latter (RI-BP86). Dispersion contributions for the DFT calculations were evaluated
using Grimme’s DFT-D3 atom-pairwise dispersion corrections for these three functionals
[41].
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Figure 4.1: The two Diels-Alder reactions discussed in this work. Top MVK+CP reac-
tion, bottom NQ+CP reaction.

Validation of the DFT functionals in the gas phase was done against single-point ab
initio wave function calculations at the PBE0-D3 gas-phase structures (use of structures
optimized at other levels led to only minor changes, see below). For HF, MP2, and
spin-component-scaled (SCS) MP2 calculations [224], complete-basis-set extrapolations
(CBS) [225] were done with a two-point extrapolation from aug-cc-pVXZ (X = Q, 5)
results. CCSD and CCSD(T) calculations were possible only up to the aug-cc-pVTZ
basis-set level.

Solvent effects were taken into account in the DFT calculations at different levels: the
COSMO (conductor-like screening-model [91]) approach represents a polarizable con-
tinuum model. The following solvents have been used, with their respective dielectric
constants ϵ: water (ϵ = 78.3553), hexane (ϵ = 1.8819), acetonitrile (ϵ = 35.688), and
methanol (ϵ = 32.613). The main attention pertains to the self-consistent D-COSMO-
RS ansatz. The required σ-potentials have been created with the COSMOtherm pro-
gram [226] at BP86/TZVP level for 298 K. For comparison, we have also included
explicit water molecules, either in gas-phase cluster models or embedded in the COSMO
or D-COSMO-RS solvent environments.

All fully optimized minima and transition states have been verified by harmonic vi-
brational frequency analyses. It was verified that the imaginary frequency of a given
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transition state pertains to the reaction at hand. In the COSMO and D-COSMO-RS
solvent environments, the frequency calculations had to be done by numerical differen-
tiation of analytical gradients (using the numforce module of TURBOMOLE6.3, while
aoforce was employed in the gas-phase calculations). Numerical problems of the solvent
cavity models occasionally produced small extra imaginary frequencies in the frequency
analyses for some calculations where explicit H2O solvent molecules were embedded in
COSMO or D-COSMO-RS for the NQ+CP system (the spurious imaginary frequencies
pertained to soft H2O solvent modes). This gave rise to inaccuracies in the computed
entropic contributions (see below).

While the comparison of gas-phase barriers and thermochemistry will focus on the pure
electronic contributions to validate the electronic-structure methods, mainly the Gibbs
free energies will be compared in solvent environments. This is preferable because (a) the
separation into enthalpic and entropic contributions of the solvent contributions is not
very well-defined (separate contributions provided pertain essentially to internal degrees
of freedom), (b) mostly free energies are available from experiment, and (c) we may better
compare our results to those of previous molecular dynamics studies. The entropies
and enthalpies at 298 K were evaluated based on the output of harmonic vibrational
frequency analyses at the indicated levels. In those few cases, where spurious imaginary
frequencies in the vibrational calculations made the entropies unreliable for the NQ + CP
reaction (see above), these were estimated from results for more successful, closely similar
calculations. Finally I note, that for both reactions I exclusively concentrated on the
endo addition mode that has previously been identified as the lowest-energy pathway,
and on the s-cis conformation of MVK. Self-consistent COSMO and D-COSMO-RS
surface charge densities have been plotted using the COSMOTherm software [226].

4.1.3 Results and Discussion

4.1.3.1 Validation of Density Functionals against Wave-Function Methods in
the Gas Phase

As preliminary calculations revealed a very large sensitivity of activation barriers and
reaction energies of the two title reactions to the density functional used, the preferred
DFT approach was first selected by benchmarking against gas-phase energies obtained
using various post-Hartree-Fock approaches. Table 4.1 shows, first of all, an extremely
large influence of electron correlation on both activation barriers and reaction energies,
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as exemplified by the differences between the post-HF and HF results. While the com-
putational effort of coupled-cluster calculations prevented CC calculations for the NQ +
CP reaction, as well as reliable extrapolation to the complete basis-set limit at the CC
level for the MVK + CP reaction, MP2, and SCS-MP2 allowed us to obtain energies up
to aug-cc-pV5Z basis sets for both reactions, providing an accurate CBS extrapolation
(results for further individual basis-set levels are given in Table S1 in Appendix II).
Thus the CBS-limit coupled-cluster energies for the MVK reaction may be estimated by
assuming, that the basis-set corrections from the MP2 or SCS-MP2 calculations carry
over to the CC levels. Most notably, however, the SCS-MP2 and CCSD(T) energies with
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set are rather close to each other (even closer for the reaction
energy than for the barrier). This suggests the direct use of the SCS-MP2/CBS data
as a good estimate also for the so far unavailable CCSD(T)/CBS data. This confirms
earlier validation work on SCS-MP2 for a number of related pericyclic reactions, where
SCS-MP2 with extended basis sets agreed excellently with G3 or CBS-QB3 levels of
theory [227]. Increasing the basis set beyond the aug-cc-pVTZ level renders both the
activation barriers and the reaction energies higher by about 15-20 kJ mol-1. This sug-
gests that the aug-cc-pVTZ basis does still cause notable basis-set superposition errors
(BSSE) for the transition states and products of the two title reactions. It appears
that BSSE is already small at the aug-cc-pVQZ basis level. Basis-set effects and dif-
ferences between various computational levels for the NQ + CP reaction are roughly
comparable to the results for the MVK + CP reaction, albeit the differences between
aug-cc-pVTZ and CBS values are somewhat larger, closer to about 25 kJ mol-1. It will
be assumed in the following that the SCS-MP2/CBS data provide a good estimate of
CCSD(T)/CBS quality energetics also for the NQ + CP reaction. As found earlier [227],
the SCS-MP2/CBS energies are a significant improvement over standard MP2 results,
in particular for the activation barriers, where MP2 provides even negative values. The
effects of triple excitations in the coupledcluster data for the MVK + CP reaction are
small (ca. -3 kJ mo-1) for the reaction energy but notable (ca. -27 kJ mol-1) for the
barrier, consistent with a significant importance of nondynamical correlation effects at
the transition state (these are also apparent from the poor performance of MP2 for the
barriers).

Having thus obtained reasonable benchmark energies for the two title gas-phase reac-
tions, we turn now to an evaluation of DFT results. The dependence on the functional,
as well as on the D3 dispersion corrections, is striking for both the activation barri-
ers and the reaction energies. While this may seem unusual given the, at first sight,
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Table 4.1: Comparison of DFT and wave-
function results for gas-phase
activation barriers, ∆E‡, and
reaction energies, ∆E‡, in kJ mol-1
for Diels-Alder reactions with
cyclopentadienea

MVK+CP NQ+CP
Method and basis set ∆E‡ ∆E ∆E‡ ∆E

HF/CBSb 162.4 -52.5 167.1 -31.5
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ -24.9 -172.8 -57.2 -166.5
MP2/CBSb -6.3 -160.2 -33.2 -150.0
SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ 13.1 -154.2 -12.2 -145.6
SCS-MP2/CBSb 33.5 -141.2 13.7 -128.8
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ 46.6 -149.1 - -
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 19.5 -152.3 - -
PBE0/def2-TZVP 46.9 -115.9 46.7 -92.7
PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP 27.4 -132.6 20.1 -114.5
B3LYP/def2-TZVP 78.1 -49.5 85.8 -24.5
B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP 48.4 -75.6 46.5 -57.8
RIBP86/def2-TZVP 45.6 -71.1 52.3 -44.7
RIBP86-D3/def2-TZVP 10.6 -101.5 5.8 -83.9

aPBE0-D3/def2-TZVP gas-phase structures were used for
the single-point wave-function calculations. Fully op-
timized DFT/def2-TZVP and DFT-D3/def2-TZVP gas-
phase results are shown for comparison.
bComplete basis-set estimates for HF, MP2, and SCS-MP2
from two-point extrapolations of aug-cc-pVQZ and aug-cc-
pV5Z data (see Table S1 in Appendix for complete data).

simple symmetry-allowed DA-reactions chosen for the present study, the observation
is well in line with previous findings. This holds in particular for the extremely poor
performance of the B3LYP functional, which has been noted also for related pericyclic
reactions, including DA reactions [224, 227]. For example, the DARC subset [228, 229]
of Grimme’s large GMTKN30 test set database [230] deals specifically with Diels-Alder
reaction energies. It was found that even the local density approximation (SVWN func-
tional) outperforms B3LYP (with mean absolute errors of 49.4 kJ mol-1 for SVWN and
64.5 kJ mol-1 for B3LYP, using def2-QZVP basis sets). While dispersion corrections
reduce both barriers and reaction energies (Table 4.1) and thus improve agreement with
the benchmark data, the B3LYP-D3 barriers are still overestimated by about 10-15 kJ
mol-1 and, more notably, the reaction energies are too large by about 55-60 kJ mol-1.
This is likely related to the poor description of medium-range correlation effects by the
B3LYP functional, which has been noted also for other organic reaction energies, for ex-
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ample, for rearrangements of hydrocarbons [231] or protobranching ratios [232,233] (the
transition-state energies may actually benefit from some error compensation between
different types of deficiencies for correlation effects). Notably, in the bimolecular reac-
tions studied here, the errors are likely larger in the transition states and particularly in
the products than in the separated reactants (including the dispersion contributions).
The B3LYP hybrid functional overestimates the barriers and particularly underestimates
the exothermicity of the two reactions. The “pure” gradient-corrected BP86 functional
performs significantly better for the reaction energies than B3LYP: after inclusion of
dispersion corrections, it seems that this functional underestimates the reaction energies
by about 30 kJ mol-1 (the barriers are underestimated by about 20-25 kJ mol-1). Overall,
dispersion corrections reduce both activation barriers and reaction energies for all three
functionals. While this generally improves the reaction energies, the barriers are in some
cases deteriorated, in particular for BP86.

Compared to the benchmark data, the PBE0 functional provides the by far best reac-
tion energies of the three functionals studied and, after inclusion of dispersion correc-
tions, also excellent barriers. PBE0-D3 dispersion corrections are somewhat smaller
than those for the other two functionals, likely reflecting a somewhat more attrac-
tive exchange-correlation potential provided by PBE0 itself. Its good agreement with
the SCS-MP2/CBS and estimated CCSD(T)/CBS data makes the PBE0-D3 approach
clearly suitable for the subsequent examination of solvent effects (possibly with errors
in the barriers of up to about 10 kJ mol-1 and slightly larger deviations for the reaction
energies; Table 4.1). This is in line with the much better performance of PBE0-D3
compared to B3LYP or B3LYP-D3 for the DARC Diels-Alder reaction energy and BH-
PERI [97, 234–237] pericyclic reaction barrier test sets (previous B3LYP results with
smaller basis sets sometimes gave the right answer for the wrong reason; see also Table
S2 in Appendix II for some PBE0 results with smaller basis sets and Tables S3 and S4
in Appendix II for comparisons of the three functionals with solvent models). While
other functionals have been identified previously to also provide reasonable barriers and
thermochemistry of DA reactions [229], the PBE0-D3 approach has the advantage of
being available in the TURBOMOLE6.3 program package that was used to evaluate the
performance of COSMO and D-COSMO-RS solvent models (see below). Use of differ-
ent structures for the post-HF single-point calculations does not appreciably alter the
benchmark energetics nor the conclusions on the performance of DFT functionals (see
Table S5 in Appendix II).
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Our evaluations so far have concentrated on the energetics. We note that dispersion
corrections alter the structures of reactants, transition states and products relatively
little. At PBE0-D3 level, changes in the important interatomic distances of the transition
states because of dispersion (i.e., compared to PBE0) were less than 1% (see Figure 4.2
for the bond lengths in question). A slight reduction of the longer distance d2 in the
highly unsymmetrical transition state of the MVK + CP reaction by 2.1 pm was the
largest structural change observed.

Figure 4.2: Definition of important interatomic distances of the transition states for the
MVK + CP and NQ + CP reactions. PBE0-D3/def2-TZVP optimized dis-
tances in Å.

4.1.3.2 Modeling (Aqueous) Solvent Effects

The nature of the solvent may have a large impact on the kinetics (and partly the
thermochemistry) of Diels-Alder cycloadditions. It is well known that protic solvents
like water and alcohols may lower reaction barriers by forming hydrogen bonds with
polar groups [238–240]. For the two DA reactions studied here, these are largely the
ketone/quinone oxygen atoms of MVK and 1-4-naphthoquinone, respectively. The hy-
drogen bonds are known to polarize the C=O bonds, which in turn affects the MO
coefficients also throughout the entire dienophile and thereby stabilizes the transition
state [241–243]. The concentration of this work will be on the solvent water. It is im-
portant in its own right, it is the most polar solvent used here (ϵ = 78.3553), and it is
moreover expected to exhibit maximal effects of hydrogen bonding. Here, in addition
to COSMO and D-COSMO-RS, the explicit inclusion of two water molecules hydrogen-
bonded to a given ketone oxygen atom (i.e., overall two molecules for the MVK reaction
and four molecules for the naphthoquinone reaction; see Figure 4.3) will also be evaluated
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in static cluster models. Additionally, for COSMO and D-COSMO-RS, also methanol(ϵ
= 32.613) as another protic solvent will be evaluated, as well as acetonitrile as polar
aprotic solvent of similar dielectric constant (ϵ = 35.688), and hexane as apolar aprotic
solvent (ϵ = 1.8819).

Figure 4.3: Transition states of the reactions of MVK and 1-4-naphthoquinone, respec-
tively, with cyclopentadiene, including additional water molecules. PBE0-
D3/def2-TZVP optimized structures.

Thermochemical Considerations. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize energies and Gibbs
free energies of activation and reaction for the two title reactions, at various levels of
treating the solvent effects. Dispersion effects turned out to substantially influence the
energetics of the gas-phase reaction (see above). The two tables thus include data both
with and without dispersion corrections in solution. Because of the partial inclusion
of dispersion between solute and solvent in the implicit solvent models (COSMO and
D-COSMO-RS), it is of interest to first evaluate explicit (D3) dispersion effects on the
energetics in the different environments to be able to decide which data are to be pre-
ferred in the analysis. Starting with the MVK + CP reaction (Table 4.2), the reduction
due to dispersion (D3) of ∆E‡ by 19.5 kJ mol-1 and of ∆E by 16.7 kJ mol-1 in the
gas phase is affected almost negligibly for a COSMO treatment of the aprotic solvents
hexane and acetonitrile, as well as for the D-COSMO-RS treatment of all solvents ex-
cept water. COSMO-water reduces the dispersion contributions slightly to -15.4 and
-13.0 kJ mol-1, respectively. COSMO-methanol gives -15.4 and -17.0 kJ mol-1, respec-
tively. D-COSMO-RS-water leaves the overall smallest D3 contributions of -14.0 and
-13.3 kJ mol-1, respectively. That is, in the absence of explicit solvent molecules, the
maximum effect of the implicit solvent (in this case D-COSMO-RS-water) on the D3
contributions is -5.5 kJ mol-1 for ∆E‡ and -3.5 kJ mol-1 for ∆E, compared to the gas-
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phase dispersion contributions. This corresponds to almost additive behavior between
D3 corrections and implicit solvent models. In contrast, the presence of two explicit
water molecules enhances the D3 contributions to -26.6 and -20.0 kJ mol-1, respectively,
in the gas phase. This is modified to -24.3 kJ mol-1 and -24.1 kJ mol-1, respectively, for
COSMOwater+2H2O and to -23.5 and -19.2 kJ mol-1, respectively, for D-COSMO-RS-
water+2H2O. An even clearer trend emerges for the 1,4-naphthoquinone + cyclopenta-
diene reaction (Table 4.3): in the gas phase and in any implicit solvent model (for any
of the solvents studied), D3 corrections to ∆E‡ are between -26.5 and -27.3 kJ mol-1,
and those to ∆E remain also almost constant between -21.8 kJ mol-1 and -22.6 kJ mol-1.
In contrast, inclusion of four explicit water molecules enhances the D3 contributions to
∆E‡ to about -33 kJ/mol and those to ∆E to between -26 and -28 kJ mol-1. It is thus
clear that the explicit dispersion corrections to both energies become more negative for
both reactions, when explicit water molecules are present, whereas differences between
the various implicit solvent treatments remain small. This has to be kept in mind when
evaluating the solvent effects computed with explicit vs implicit solvent modeling.

As discussed above, computed entropic contributions to the Gibbs free activation and
reaction energies arise only from internal degrees of freedom, whereas the experimental
estimates contain to some degree solvent contributions as well. We should therefore
not attempt to directly compare the entropy contributions (and thus the exclusively
enthalpic contributions) with experiment. Yet we may compare the different models.
Starting with the entropic contributions to ∆G‡

298K of the MVK + CP reaction (differ-
ence between ∆G‡

298K and ∆H‡
298K), we see in Table 4.2 that the implicit solvent model

data vary only between +51 and +58 kJ mol-1. Dispersion contributions influence these
values by less than 5 kJ mol-1. Addition of explicit water molecules in cluster mod-
els increases the entropic contributions only slightly. In fact the variations found are
probably within the numerical noise caused by numerical differentiation of analytical
gradients in the vibrational analyses. The entropic contributions to the Gibbs free re-
action energies (∆G298K) vary over an even narrower range, from +59 to +63 kJ mol-1

(Table 4.2). These values are close to the activation entropy contributions, in keeping
with a late transition state of a bimolecular reaction, where the new bonds have already
been formed to a great extent. Turning to the NQ + CP reaction, results are very
similar, with computed entropic activation contributions between +58 and +64 kJ mol-1

and contributions to the reaction energies between +60 and +67 kJ mol-1. Here three
models with embedded water molecules gave spurious imaginary H2O vibrational fre-
quencies (see Computational Details and Table 4.3). Thus, the corresponding entropic
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Table 4.2: Calculated activation and reaction energies, enthalpies and
Gibbs free energies (in kJ mol-1) for the MVK+CP Diels-Alder
reaction in different environmentsa

∆E‡ ∆H‡
298K ∆G‡

298K ∆E ∆H298K ∆G298K

gas phase 46.9 47.6 100.3 -115.8 -104.0 -44.7
gas phase+D3 27.4 32.2 89.2 -132.6 -116.9 -54.8
gas phase+2H2O 27.0 31.1 94.2 -116.1 -101.6 -40.0
gas phase+2H2O+D3 0.4 6.0 70.9 -136.1 -120.3 -57.6
COSMO-water 44.3 46.9 101.2 -109.9 -96.6 -37.2
COSMO-water+D3 28.9 34.1 91.4 -122.9 -107.1 -44.6
D-COSMO-RS-water 29.4 31.7 85.8 -115.4 -102.1 -42.9
D-COSMO-RS-water+D3 15.4 18.8 70.2 -128.7 -114.3 -54.7
COSMO-water+2H2O 38.3 42.5 98.8 -105.2 -90.4 -28.6
COSMO-water+2H2O+D3 14.0 19.6 79.6 -129.3 -112.6 -39.9
D-COSMO-RS-water+2H2O 30.4 37.1 94.5 -110.0 -91.6 -31.9
D-COSMO-RS-water+2H2O+D3 6.9 14.3 70.7 -129.2 -113.3 -44.5
Exp. (water) 39.4b 80.4
COSMO-methanol 44.4 47.0 100.9 -110.2 -96.9 -37.4
COSMO-methanol+D3 25.0 27.9 82.5 -127.2 -113.7 -53.8
D-COSMO-RS-methanol 39.9 42.7 97.8 -109.4 -95.8 -35.7
D-COSMO-RS-methanol+D3 20.3 23.2 78.6 -126.3 -112.6 -52.4
Exp. (1-propanol (ethanol)) 45.1b 90.3

(90.5)
COSMO-acetonitrile 44.4 47.0 101.0 -110.1 -96.9 -37.5
COSMO-acetonitrile+D3 24.9 27.8 82.8 -127.2 -113.6 -53.8
D-COSMO-RS-acetonitrile 49.5 52.0 105.5 -106.5 -93.0 -33.8
D-COSMO-RS-acetonitrile+D3 30.1 32.9 86.7 -123.5 -109.8 -49.5
Exp. (acetonitrile) 94.4
COSMO-hexane 48.0 50.9 104.3 -112.4 -98.6 -39.1
COSMO-hexane+D3 28.6 31.8 85.7 -129.2 -115.2 -55.9
D-COSMO-RS-hexane 55.5 58.4 111.5 -103.2 -89.5 -29.9
D-COSMO-RS-hexane+D3 36.2 39.4 92.9 -119.9 -106.1 -46.8

aPBE0/def2-TZVP results with and without D3 dispersion corrections. See Computational De-
tails for evaluation of enthalpies and Gibbs free energies. Experimental data from ref. [238,239]
bFrom pseudothermodynamic analysis.
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Table 4.3: Calculated activation and reaction energies, enthalpies and
Gibbs free energies (in kJ mol-1) for the NQ+CP Diels-Alder
reaction in different environmentsa

∆E‡ ∆H‡
298K ∆G‡

298K ∆E ∆H298K ∆G298K

gas phase 46.7 49.7 108.5 -92.7 -79.7 -19.3
gas phase+D3 20.1 24.5 84.2 -114.5 -100.1 -38.8
gas phase+4H2O 17.8 21.6 85.4 -100.2 -86.7 -23.6
gas phase+4H2O+D3 -15.7 -10.6 53.3 -128.1 -112.9 -46.0
COSMO-water 42.2 45.3 103.9 -86.1 -73.1 -12.4
COSMO-water+D3 15.5 20.0 79.6 -108.5 -94.1 -32.3
D-COSMO-RS-water 25.4 28.6 86.9 -95.5 -82.4 -21.2
D-COSMO-RS-water+D3 -1.9 1.5 60.4 -118.1 -104.6 -42.8
COSMO-water+4H2O 32.5 (34.0c) (98.0c) -92.0 (-78.0c) (-14.0c)
COSMO-water+4H2O+D3 0.3 2.0 65.6 -118.2 -103.4 -39.8
D-COSMO-RS-water+4H2O 29.1 (30.5c) (94.5c) -94.2 (-80.0c) (-16.0c)
D-COSMO-RS-water+4H2O+D3 -3.3 (-1.5c) (62.5c) -120.4 (-105.5c) (-41.5c)
Exp. (water) 36.6b 69.4
COSMO-methanol 42.5 45.6 104.2 -86.3 -73.2 -12.6
COSMO-methanol+D3 15.8 18.9 77.7 -108.7 -95.3 -33.6
D-COSMO-RS-methanol 43.1 45.4 103.5 -83.7 -70.9 -10.4
D-COSMO-RS-methanol+D3 16.3 19.0 78.0 -106.0 -92.9 -31.5
Exp. (1-propanol) 42.9b 83.1
COSMO-acetonitrile 42.4 45.6 104.2 -86.3 -73.2 -12.5
COSMO-acetonitrile+D3 15.8 19.2 78.5 -108.7 -95.2 -33.7
D-COSMO-RS-acetonitrile 49.2 52.1 110.7 -80.2 -67.2 -6.6
D-COSMO-RS-acetonitrile+D3 22.6 25.8 84.8 -102.5 -89.2 -28.3
Exp. (acetonitrile) 86.2
COSMO-hexane 45.8 48.9 107.6 -90.3 -77.2 -16.0
COSMO-hexane+D3 19.2 22.6 81.8 -112.3 -99.0 -38.2
D-COSMO-RS-hexane 54.0 57.1 115.5 -81.0 -68.1 -7.1
D-COSMO-RS-hexane+D3 27.5 31.0 90.3 -103.0 -89.7 -28.6
Exp. (hexane) 90.4

aPBE0/def2-TZVP results with and without D3 dispersion corrections. See Computational De-
tails for evaluation of enthalpies and Gibbs free energies. Experimental data from ref. [238]
bFrom pseudothermodynamic analysis.
cDue to spurious imaginary frequencies, the entropic and thermal contributions were estimated
by analogy to closely related calculations.
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and thermal contributions are only estimates (albeit reasonable ones).

With these considerations in mind, we compare now the performance of the different
solvent models overall. Our main focus is on the effect of aqueous solvent, and we thus
start our discussion with the pertinent data. When trying to establish a benchmark
level for aqueous solvent effects on the energetics, against which D-COSMO-RS-water
may be compared, we note that addition of explicit hydrogen-bonded water molecules in
the gas phase is expected to overestimate the overall solvent effects, as the added H2O
molecules lack an embedding into the bulk. Indeed, embedding the explicitly solvated
cluster models into a COSMO-water environment reduces the overall effects on both
∆E‡ and ∆E (and thus on ∆G‡

298K and on ∆G298K) compared to the clusters in vacuum
(Tables 4.2 and 4.3). These embedded clusters appear a reasonable starting point for
the evaluation of D-COSMO-RS-water, keeping in mind the abovementioned differences
in the D3 dispersion for explicit vs implicit solvation.

However, we have to account for the fact that semiempirical QM/MM molecular dynam-
ics simulations on both reactions by Acevedo and Jorgensen [244] provided solute-solvent
radial distribution functions more consistent with an average of three hydrogen bonds
per keto oxygen atom, in particular for the transition state, and more pronouncedly so
for the MVK + CP than for the NQ + CP reaction. While the quantitative accuracy of
the QM/MM simulations is limited by the semiempirical PDDG/PM3 method used for
the QM part (e.g., the method underestimates significantly the transition state asym-
metry for the gas-phase MVK + CP reaction compared to CBS-QB3 data, and free
activation energies tend to be overestimated by up to 65 kJ mol-1 [244]), qualitatively
the increase of hydrogen bonding interactions at the transition state is convincing. We
have thus attempted to also optimize static cluster models with three water molecules
for MVK and with six water molecules for NQ. However, these optimizations did not
lead to usable minima or transition states. In case of the NQ + CP reaction, during
optimization the third water molecule generally dissociated from the quinone oxygen
atom and formed hydrogen bonds with one of the other water molecules present. For
the transition state of the MVK + CP reaction, structures with three water molecules
hydrogen-bonded to the keto oxygen atom could indeed be obtained. However, these
structures nevertheless revealed hydrogen bonds between the water molecules. This sug-
gests that the energetics obtained with these structures would not faithfully represent
the average situation in aqueous solution, where the most unstrained hydrogen bonds
likely are with further surrounding water molecules. It appears likely, nevertheless, that
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the true average situation in aqueous solution would be somewhere between 2 and 3 hy-
drogen bonds per keto oxygen atom at the transition states, with the MVK-CP systems
favoring stronger interactions than the NQ + CP system.

We first compare directly the D-COSMO-RS results with experiment, focusing on Gibbs
free energies rather than enthalpies, due to the abovementioned difficulties of separating
the solvent entropic from enthalpic contributions for implicit solvent models. In case
of the MVK + CP reaction, for the three solvents for which experimental Gibbs free
activation energies are available, the PBE0/D-COSMO-RS data without D3 corrections
tend to overestimate the experimental ∆G‡

298K values by ∼14 kJ mol-1 for water, by ∼8
kJ mol-1 for methanol (experimental data for 1-propanol or ethanol are almost identical),
and by ∼9 kJ mol-1 for acetonitrile. Adding D3 corrections provides a remarkably
consistent underestimate by 8-10 kJ mol-1 instead. This underestimate may well reflect
the intrinsic error of the PBE0+D3/def2-TZVP approach (see above and Table 4.1), so
that we conclude the D-COSMO-RS results at this level to provide systematically good
agreement with experimental ∆G‡

298K values for the different solvents.

This may be appreciated better when we concentrate on relative Gibbs free activation
energies for different solvents, as has been done previously for both title reactions by
Acevedo and Jorgensen using their semiempirical PDDG/PM3/MM/MC approach [244].
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 provide this type of comparison of the pure relative solvent effects
for the MVK + CP and NQ + CP reactions, respectively. We show the values relative
to acetonitrile solvent, as the more natural reference point with the nonpolar solvent
hexane has so far not been studied experimentally for the MVK + CP reaction (the
corresponding point lacks therefore in Figure 4.4).

The negative experimental values for the protic solvents show clearly the reduction of
the Gibbs free-energy barrier relative to acetonitrile, while the positive hexane value
for the NQ + CP reaction is consistent with the lower polarity of hexane compared to
acetonitrile. The previous PDDG/PM3/MM/MC results reproduce the experimental
differences excellently for the NQ + CP reaction, in spite of the rather large errors in
the absolute Gibbs free activation energies at this computational level (see above). An
incorrect positive value for methanol is obtained for the MVK + CP reaction, for unclear
reasons.

COSMO provides clearly very poor relative values. One might have expected small
negative values for water, due to its larger dielectric constant compared to acetonitrile.
However, an appreciably positive value is obtained for the MVK + CP reaction (Figure
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Figure 4.4: Solvent contributions to the Gibbs free activation energy of the MVK+CP
reaction relative to acetonitrile using different methods. The semi-empirical
PDDG/PM3/MM/MC calculations are from ref. [244]. The present calcula-
tions are provided at PBE0/def2-TZVP+D3 level (see Figure S1 in Appendix
II for corresponding results without dispersion corrections). Experimental
data from ref. [240].

4.4), and a small positive one for the NQ + CP reaction (Figure 4.5). The positive
values seem to be an artifact of the combination of COSMO with the D3 dispersion
corrections: Figures S1 and S2 in Appendix II show that without dispersion contributions
the expected small COSMO values for water are obtained.

D-COSMO-RS seems to be affected less by this problem: for the MVK + CP reaction,
dispersion contributions reduce the difference between methanol and water slightly (Fig-
ure 4.4 and Figure S1 from Appendix II), but for NQ+CP the curves with and without
dispersion are very similar (Figure 4.5 and Figure S2 from Appendix II). While overall
somewhat too large reductions of the Gibbs free-energy barriers by the protic solvents
are found compared to experiment, the trends are reproduced rather well for both re-
actions, in sharp contradiction to the COSMO data, but in relatively good agreement
with the previous semiempirical MC data.
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Figure 4.5: Solvent contributions to the Gibbs free activation energy of the NQ+CP re-
action relative to acetonitrile using different methods. The semi-empirical
PDDG/PM3/MM/MC calculations are from ref. [244]. The present calcula-
tions are provided at PBE0/def2-TZVP+D3 level (see Figure S1 in Appendix
II for corresponding results without dispersion corrections). Experimental
data from ref. [240].

Turning to the comparison of D-COSMO-RS-water data with the cluster-model results
for the MVK+CP reaction (Table 4.2), we see that without D3 corrections, D-COSMO-
RS provides 13 kJ mol-1 lower ∆G‡

298K than the embedded-cluster model (COSMO-
water + 2H2O). After inclusion of D3 corrections, the difference shrinks to about 9 kJ
mol-1. For the Gibbs free reaction energies (∆G298K), we see that the D-COSMO-RS-
water value is about 14 kJ mol-1 more exothermic than COSMO-water+2H2O. Here
the difference remains essentially constant upon inclusion of D3 corrections. These
results suggest that D-COSMO-RS-water simulates a situation with somewhat more
differential hydrogen-bonding interactions than provided by the COSMO-water+2H2O
embedded-cluster models, regarding both the Gibbs free activation energy (more H-
bonding in the transition state than in the reactants) and the Gibbs free reaction energy
(more H-bonding in the product than in the reactants). This result would be consistent
with the situation described by the previous QM/MM MC studies [244], where more
than an average number of two hydrogen bonds were found for the transition state and
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the product (see above). In contrast to the Gibbs free activation energy, we have no
experimental value for the Gibbs free reaction energy to compare with. Combining the
D-COSMO-RS-water approach with two explicit water molecules provides somewhat less
consistent results. While the two added water molecules render the reactions about 10 kJ
mol-1 less endergonic, independent of the presence or absence of the D3 corrections, the
effect on the Gibbs free activation energies depends on the dispersion terms (increased
∆G‡

298K without dispersion, an almost constant value with D3 correction). Overall, use
of D-COSMO-RS-water without added explicit water molecules appears to be preferable.

Turning to the NQ + CP reaction (Table 4.3) we find again that PBE0+D3/def2-TZVP
with D-COSMO-RS-water provides a ∼9 kJ mol-1 too low ∆G‡

298K value compared to
experiment, similar to the results for MVK + CP above (Table 4.2). The underestimate
of the Gibbs free activation energy at PBE0+D3/def2-TZVP/D-COSMO-RS level is
smaller for the other solvents (∼6 kJ mol-1 for alcohols, ∼1-2 kJ mol-1 for acetonitrile,
essentially zero for hexane). Without D3 corrections, the Gibbs free activation energies
are overestimated more clearly (by ∼17 kJ mol-1 for water, by ∼20 kJ mol-1 for alcohol,
by ∼14-15 kJ mol-1 for acetonitrile, and by ∼25 kJ mol-1 for hexane). That is, the
MVK + CP and NQ + CP results together are not sufficiently systematic to attribute
beyond doubt the underestimate of the Gibbs free activation energies for most cases to
the underlying PBE0+D3/def2-TZVP level.

Comparison of the D-COSMO-RS-water data with the embedded-cluster models for the
NQ + CP reaction (Table 4.3) gives a somewhat different picture than discussed above
(Table 4.2) for the MVK + CP reaction: now D-COSMO-RS-water is much closer to the
embedded-cluster data (COSMO-water+4H2O), both with and without D3 corrections,
and for both Gibbs free activation and reaction energies. Differences are generally below
5 kJ mol-1 (note the only estimated entropy contributions, see above). This is in keeping
with the notion(based on QM/MM MD data [244]) of somewhat weaker and longer
hydrogen bonds for a given keto oxygen atom in the NQ + CP reaction. Two hydrogen
bonds per keto (here: quinone) oxygen atom appears to be a better average description
for NQ + CP than for MVK + CP, even for the transition state and the product.
Again, experimental data for the Gibbs free reaction energies are lacking. We may
take the approximately -40 kJ mol-1 obtained both with D-COSMO-RS-water+D3 and
with COSMO-water+4H2O+D3 as reasonable estimate (within the limits of accuracy of
the underlying PBE0+D3/def2-TZVP level). We note in passing that D-COSMO-RS-
water+4H2O+D3 provides an unrealistically low Gibbs free activation energy, consistent
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with the discussion above, which disfavored the use of explicit water molecules together
with the D-COSMO-RS-water model.

On the other hand, it is obvious and in agreement with previous work [244] that, for both
reactions studied here, a polarizable continuum model without explicit water molecules
cannot provide the observed, appreciable lowering of the Gibbs free activation energies
in aqueous solution (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). The effects on the Gibbs free reaction energies
are smaller. Yet the errors of a COSMO treatment may also exceed already the accu-
racy limitations provided by the underlying electronic-structure method. In the absence
of reliable experimental data we may judge this only indirectly from the good perfor-
mance of PBE0+D3/def2-TZVP for the gas-phase reaction energy (see Table 4.1). For
methanol, the second protic solvent studied here, COSMO reproduces the D-COSMO-
RS data better, both for activation and reaction energies (Tables 4.2 and 4.3). While
this seems surprising at first, it might reflect the somewhat smaller hydrogen bonding
effects in alcoholic solutions.

For the aprotic solvents one expects little differences between COSMO and D-COSMO-
RS. This holds indeed for acetonitrile, where the COSMO and D-COSMO-RS data agree
within less than 5 kJ mol-1 (for both ∆G‡

298K and ∆G298K ; Tables 4.2 and 4.3). Note,
however, that the D-COSMO-RS data are systematically more positive by this amount.
Maximal differences between COSMO and D-COSMO-RS increase to about 10 kJ mol-1

for hexane, with D-COSMO-RS again systematically providing more positive Gibbs
free activation and reaction energies (see also Figures 4.4 and 4.5). This is similar to
observations made for electron-transfer barriers in organic mixed-valence systems [96,97].

Interpretation of Solvent Effects in Terms of Electronic Structure. The above
results suggest that the D-COSMO-RS surface charge densities may implicitly incor-
porate different effective numbers or spatial extent of hydrogen-bonding hotspots. To
evaluate how this functions in practice, we have graphically and numerically analyzed
these surface charge densities. For the MVK reactant and the MVK + CP transition
state and product, plots of surface charge densities obtained after the self-consistent
COSMO-water and D-COSMO-RS-water calculations are shown in Figure 4.6 (further
plots are given in Figures S3 and S4 in Appendix II). It is clear that the surface charge
polarization around the keto oxygen atom is a) significantly enhanced at D-COSMO-RS
compared to COSMO level, and b) the polarization is substantially more pronounced at
the transition state compared to reactant or product, again in particular for D-COSMO-
RS. At the transition state, enhanced D-COSMO-RS surface charge densities cover a
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much larger area around the oxygen atom. This is consistent both with stronger hydro-
gen bonding and with a larger average number of contacts. We note that the largest
surface charge densities are not distributed in a cylindrical arrangement but show a dis-
tinct accumulation away from the more sterically hindered parts of the transition-state
structure. The polarization for the NQ + CP transition state (Figure S3 in Appendix II)
is also enhanced significantly compared to the NQ reactant (or the product). However,
it is appreciably less pronounced compared to the MVK + CP transition state (Figure
4.6). This likely reflects less effective hydrogen bonding in the NQ + CP transition state,
consistent with our inability to optimize static model clusters with three water molecules
hydrogen-bonded to each of the quinone oxygen atoms (see above). Similarly, the D-
COSMO-RS surface charge densities of reactant and product of the NQ + CP reaction
also feature less pronounced maxima than for MVK + CP (Figure 4.6, Figure S3 in
Appendix II). We thus conclude that D-COSMO-RS surface charge densities apparently
reflect differences not only between the intensity of average hydrogen-bonding contacts
at the transition states compared to reactants or products but also differences between
the two reactions studied here. This is notable in view of the fact that the D-COSMO-
RS-water energetics of the NQ + CP agree well with the COSMO-water+4H2O static
cluster model results (see Table 4.3), whereas they provide a larger reduction of Gibbs
free activation energy than COSMO-water+2H2O data for the MVK + CP reaction (see
Table 4.2).

The environmental effects on electronic structure may be evaluated additionally from
partial atomic charges, in particular for the oxygen atoms that may act as acceptors for
hydrogen bonding. Table 4.4 provides oxygen NPA charges for reactant, transition state,
as well as product of the MVK + CP reaction, using different solvent environments. We
note in passing that dispersion contributions influence these charges only indirectly by
structural modifications. First of all, the oxygen charges of reactant and product differ
relatively little, while they are distinctly more negative at the transition state, consistent
with previous analyses [242, 244, 245]. This explains why protic solvents have a much
larger lowering effect on the activation barriers than on the reaction energies (see above).
The charges are generally rendered more negative by polar solvents, and the changes
due to solvent are also largest at the transition state. Let us focus on aqueous solution:
most notably, the enhancement of the charges (compared to the gas-phase values) is
largest for D-COSMO-RS-water, somewhat less pronounced for COSMO-water+2H2O,
and still much less for COSMO-water without explicit solvent molecules. This confirms
that (a) the COSMO continuum solvent does not capture the hydrogen-bonding effects
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Figure 4.6: Surface charge density maps for the MVK+CP reaction. The upper row
from left to right shows reactant (MVK), transition state and product, re-
spectively, with COSMO (water). The lower row from left to right shows
reactant, transition state and product, respectively, with D-COSMO-RS (wa-
ter).

adequately and (b) D-COSMO-RS seems to provide a stronger hydrogen-bonding envi-
ronment than the COSMO-water+2H2O embedded-cluster model, consistent with the
larger average number of hydrogen bonds obtained in MD simulations [243, 244]. And
as the overall effects are largest at the transition state (charges relative to the gas-phase
values -0.14 for reactant, -0.16 for the transition state, and -0.13 for the product, Table
4.4), the appreciable lowering of the activation barrier with D-COSMO-RS-water is eas-
ily understood. We furthermore note also that addition of explicit water molecules to
D-COSMO-RS-water has almost no additional effect on the oxygen charges. The inter-
pretation of the oxygen atomic charges is thus fully consistent with the above analyses
of the surface-charge density profiles.

Transition State Structures. A main difference between the two title reactions is
that for MVK + CP the transition state is very unsymmetrical (see d1 vs d2 in Table 4.4,
Figure 4.2), whereas it is essentially symmetrical for the NQ + CP reaction (Table S6
in Appendix II). This influences the magnitude of dispersion and solvent effects at the
transition-state structures: the two almost equivalent C-C distances, d1, d2, of the latter
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Table 4.4: Important distances (in Å) in the transition state
and natural charges on the ketone oxygen atom
for the MVK+CP Diels-Alder reaction in different
environmentsa

d1 d2 qeduct qtrans qproduct

gas phase 2.064 2.566 -0.52 -0.58 -0.53
gas phase+D3 2.061 2.545 -0.52 -0.58 -0.53
gas phase+2H2O 2.058 2.739 -0.60 -0.69 -0.61
gas phase+2H2O+D3 2.054 2.711 -0.60 -0.69 -0.61
COSMO-water 2.055 2.634 -0.60 -0.67 -0.60
COSMO-water+D3 2.056 2.607 -0.59 -0.67 -0.60
D-COSMO-RS-water 2.068 2.706 -0.67 -0.75 -0.66
D-COSMO-RS-water+D3 2.060 2.645 -0.66 -0.74 -0.66
COSMO-water+2H2O 2.068 2.729 -0.63 -0.72 -0.64
COSMO-water+2H2O+D3 2.062 2.715 -0.63 -0.72 -0.63
D-COSMO-RS-water+2H2O 2.064 2.730 -0.64 -0.73 -0.64
D-COSMO-RS-water+2H2O+D3 2.071 2.737 -0.64 -0.74 -0.64
COSMO-methanol 2.055 2.631 -0.59 -0.67 -0.60
COSMO-methanol+D3 2.055 2.611 -0.60 -0.67 -0.60
D-COSMO-RS-methanol 2.061 2.696 -0.60 -0.73 -0.60
D-COSMO-RS-methanol+D3 2.061 2.676 -0.60 -0.73 -0.60
COSMO-acetonitrile 2.055 2.631 -0.60 -0.67 -0.60
COSMO-acetonitrile+D3 2.054 2.603 -0.60 -0.67 -0.60
D-COSMO-RS-acetonitrile 2.054 2.609 -0.58 -0.64 -0.58
D-COSMO-RS-acetonitrile+D3 2.051 2.587 -0.58 -0.65 -0.58
COSMO-hexane 2.060 2.579 -0.54 -0.61 -0.55
COSMO-hexane+D3 2.057 2.561 -0.54 -0.61 -0.55
D-COSMO-RS-hexane 2.059 2.582 -0.55 -0.61 -0.56
D-COSMO-RS-hexane+D3 2.057 2.559 -0.55 -0.61 -0.56

aPBE0/def2-TZVP results with and without D3 dispersion corrections. See
Figure 4.2 for definition of the distances.

reaction vary over an intermediate range of maximally 0.075 Å (Table S6 in Appendix
II), whereas in the former reaction, the long distance d2 changes by up to 0.194 Å, the
shorter d1 only by maximally 0.020 Å. For the MVK + CP reaction, the asymmetry of
the transition state is typically enhanced by solvent effects and decreased by dispersion
(Table 4.4). This is mainly because of the changes in d2: dispersion contracts the longer
distance much more than d1, by typically up to 0.03 Å (but by exceptional 0.06 Å for
D-COSMO-RS-water). Solvent effects on d2 are even more pronounced. They increase
the distance by up to almost 0.2 Å at some levels (by 0.140/0.100 Å for D-COSMO-RS-
water+D3). Here the solvent and dispersion effects are clearly nonadditive. For the NQ
+ CP reaction (Table S6 in Appendix II), only D-COSMO-RS with very polar solvents
introduces a slight asymmetry into the transition-state structure. And this might even
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be a small numerical artifact of the solvent treatment. Here we should thus evaluate
the overall shortening or lengthening effects on the average of d1 and d2: dispersion
shortens these intermediate distances typically only by up to 0.010 Å (0.015 Å for gas
phase+4H2O, whereas D-COSMO-RS-water+4H2O even exhibits a slight lengthening
due to dispersion). Solvent effects on the two distances also remain small, except for D-
COSMO-RS-water+4H2O, where a lengthening by about 0.02-0.04 Å is found, depending
on dispersion.

4.1.4 Conclusions

COSMO-RS is an implicit solvent model, which requires comparable computational
effort and can be carried out essentially in the same black-box mode as standard po-
larizable dielectric continuum solvent models like COSMO. Nevertheless, the implicitly
included hydrogen-bond terms make COSMO-RS much more suitable for protic solvents,
in particular for aqueous solution, and it may be applied to solvent mixtures. While we
should not expect a completely quantitative treatment of specific solvent contributions,
COSMO-RS has clearly been shown in the past to offer great potential for many ap-
plications. These advantageous properties of COSMO-RS obviously carry over to its
self-consistent variant, D-COSMO-RS, which allows computations of structures or vi-
brational frequencies. Its favorable performance in recent electron-transfer studies has
been confirmed here for kinetics and thermochemistry of Diels-Alder reactions, and it
is likely to hold for many other chemical reactions as well. Together with the possibil-
ity of computing further molecular properties, this opens many areas of application for
this convenient solvent model. These findings are remarkable in view of the fact that
COSMO-RS and D-COSMO-RS do not require MD or MC simulations. While QM/MM
MC simulations had been carried out previously for the two title reactions of the present
work, they had been limited to a rather approximate semiempirical MO method, due to
the substantial effort involved in carrying out millions of QM calculations. In contrast,
the much lower computational effort involved in D-COSMO-RS has allowed us to use
much better underlying QM methods. Other methods, such as RISM-SCF, should of
course be mentioned as interesting alternatives.

A useful feature of the present D-COSMO-RS simulations is the capture of fractional
and variable average numbers of hydrogen bonds, which turned out to differ between
reactants, transition states and products of the two reactions studied here. We further-
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more observed slight numerical instabilities of vibrational frequency computations with
COSMO, but particularly with D-COSMO-RS, as a moderate drawback of the current
implementation, in particular for transition states and in the presence of explicit water
molecules. This will require further evaluation.

As a basis for comparison with experimental Gibbs free energies of activation and re-
action, it also turned out to be crucial to carefully choose the underlying electronic-
structure method. Here we concentrated on the PBE0+D3/def2-TZVP level, which
compared favorably with benchmark ab initio calculations in the gas phase. Other
functionals are known to show comparable accuracy for pericyclic reactions, while the
previously observed deficiencies of the B3LYP functional for certain types of organic
reactions were clearly exposed in our evaluations. It is also important to reiterate that
B3LYP calculations with small basis sets like 6-31G(d) may give the right answer for
the wrong reason.
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4.2 Relativistic and Solvation Effects on the Stability

of Gold(III) Halides in Aqueous Solution

The contents of this chapter have been published in "Relativistic and Solvation Effects on
the Stability of Gold(III) Halides in Aqueous Solution" by K. Theilacker, H. B. Schlegel,
M. Kaupp, P. Schwerdtfeger, Inorg. Chem. 2015, 54, 9869.

4.2.1 Introduction

The important role of relativistic effects in the chemical and physical properties of heavy-
element compounds is now well established [246–248], and the stability of oxidation
states in such compounds is also a well-documented field where relativistic effects may
be crucial [249–253]. A recent spectacular example is the computational proof that the
lead battery is of practical use (compared to the corresponding tin cell) only because
of the destabilization of the highest-oxidation-state Pb(IV) species by scalar relativistic
effects [254]. The destabilization of the highest oxidation state by relativity is a general
observation in p-block main-group chemistry, leading to an enhancement of the well-
known inert-pair effect. The relativistic contributions in this case are largely due to the
relativistic contraction of the 6s orbitals, which renders the hybridization between 6s and
6p orbitals particularly unfavorable, enhancing so-called hybridization defects [255–257].
In contrast, relativity stabilizes the highest oxidation states of the 5d elements. This is
partly due to the relativistic expansion of the 5d orbitals and the associated improved
covalent bonding and better transfer of charge from metal to ligands. In the spectacular
case of the stability of oxidation state + IV in mercury chemistry in form of HgF4

[251,258,259] (and the related predicted stability of the heavy homologue CnF4 [260]), it
has been shown that destabilization of the lower + II oxidation state by contraction of the
6s orbitals is even more important. These works have been preceded by computational
studies on the relativistic stabilization of oxidation state + III in gold chemistry about
25 years ago [252, 253]. Gas-phase calculations on gold(III) halides carried out at the
time showed clearly how equilibria like AuX3 
 AuX + X2 are shifted to the left by
scalar relativistic effects (see also ref. [261]).

While such calculations show the principal stabilization of Au(III) by relativity, the more
chemically relevant processes involve gold(III) compounds in solution. In particular,
the aqueous AuCl-4 anion is an important constituent in the industrial electrochemical
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refinement of gold in a hydrochloric acid (HAuCl4) solution (Wohlwill process), in the
extraction of gold by chlorine in hydrochloric acid, in the dissolution of elemental gold
by aqua regia, or in certain oxidation reactions in organic synthesis [262]. The influence
of relativity on the redox stability of this and similar species in aqueous solution is
thus a practically important question but has hitherto not been addressed by quantum-
chemical studies. The computational modeling in this case is complicated by the need to
include the hydrogen bonding from the aqueous solvent with the species involved in the
chemical equilibria. Moreover, the interplay between solvation and relativistic effects has
not been addressed previously in the literature. In the present study we therefore use
a comparison between state-of-the-art relativistic and nonrelativistic quantum-chemical
methodology in combination with the Direct Conductor-like Screening Model for Real
Solvents (D-COSMO-RS) [96] to address the stability of gold halide complexes AuX-

4 (X
= F, Cl, Br, I) in aqueous solution against reductive elimination of halogen.

4.2.2 Computational Details

Initial gas-phase calculations for the decomposition reaction AuX-
4→ AuX-

2 + X2 (X = F,
Cl, Br and I) were carried out in order to select a suitable exchange-correlation functional
from density functional theory (DFT) to be further applied to reactions in solution. To
this end, benchmark calculations at post-Hartree.Fock coupled-cluster levels (CCSD
and CCSD(T)), as well as at the Møller-Plesset MP2, MP3, MP4(SDQ) levels, were
carried out with the Gaussian09 program [263]. The influence of relativistic effects has
been computed by comparison of scalar-relativistically and nonrelativistically adjusted
energy-consistent effective core potentials (ECPs) [264] for gold, bromine, and iodine
[265–267], while disregarding the much less important relativistic contributions from
the lighter halogen atoms. Against the obtained CCSD(T) benchmark data, a range of
density functionals has been screened for the relativistic and nonrelativistic gas-phase
energetics, including “pure” functionals within the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) such as PW91 [27] and PBE [14], the popular global hybrid B3LYP [15, 23],
which has been previously shown to perform well for the stability of high oxidation
states in transition-metal chemistry [268–277], and finally the range-separated hybrids
CAM-B3LYP [29] and LC-ωPBE [30, 59]. The basis sets used were an uncontracted
relativistic MP2 optimized (10s10p6d3f) set for gold (see Appendix II for details), and
aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets for the halides [222,267,278].
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Solvent effects were subsequently evaluated at B3LYP level with the TURBOMOLE6.3
package [111–113], using both the COSMO and D-COSMO-RS models. These calcu-
lations have been performed using the same ECPs and basis sets as for the gas-phase
calculations, performing full-structure optimizations at all levels. We note in passing
that the definition of the VWN correlation functional occurring in this case is slightly
different from the definition in Gaussian (VWN5 instead of VWN3 [8]). As a dielectric
continuum solvent model, in this case the COSMO (Conductor-like Screening Model [91])
approach was employed, using dielectric constant ϵ = 78.3553 for water. To go beyond
a continuum model, which does not capture hydrogen bonding, the self-consistent D-
COSMO-RS method [93, 96] was used. The required σ-potentials have been created
with the COSMOtherm program [226] at BP86/TZVP level for 298 K. Self-consistent
COSMO and D-COSMO-RS surface charge densities have been plotted using the same
program. In the COSMO and D-COSMO-RS solvent environments, the frequency cal-
culations had to be done by numerical differentiation of analytical gradients (using the
numforce module of TURBOMOLE6.3). The computed vibrational frequencies were
subsequently used to estimate thermal and entropic contributions to the Gibbs free
energies of reaction.

Spin-orbit contributions to the reaction energies of the bromide and iodide complexes
have been estimated by gas-phase two-component ECP calculations [279,280] with TUR-
BOMOLE6.3 (B3LYP/dhf-QZVP-2c level [266, 267] with corresponding dhf-QZVP-2c
RI-JK auxiliary basis sets [281]). Two-component ECPs and valence basis sets for gold,
bromine and iodine [266,267] have been used, and SO energies were obtained by taking
energy differences between two-component and scalar relativistic ECP energies (as single
points on scalar-relativistically optimized structures).

4.2.3 Results and Discussion

4.2.3.1 Gas-Phase Reaction AuX-
4 → AuX-

2 + X2

As a background for the discussion of solvent effects and to validate the use of compu-
tationally more efficient DFT methods, we first compare a number of DFT functionals
against benchmark coupled-cluster calculations for the gas-phase reaction of the halide
systems, and we evaluate the magnitude of relativistic effects in the absence of any
solvent. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 provide nonrelativistic and (scalar) relativistic ECP calcula-
tions at various computational levels for X = F, Cl and X = Br, I, respectively. Taking
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the CCSD(T) data as reference values, and starting with the ab initio methods, we see
that the importance of electron correlation (measured by the difference between HF and
CCSD(T)) is dramatically reduced at the relativistic level. Therefore, deviations of the
different electron-correlation methods from the benchmark data, and the importance
of the triple excitations at coupled-cluster level, are also substantially diminished by
relativity. This is not unexpected, as the relativistic expansion of the Au 5d-orbitals
improves the overlap with the ligand orbitals in the Au(III) species and reduces the
“stretched-bond situation” typical for transition-metal complexes, in particular in high
oxidation states. Partly stretched bonds, due to Pauli repulsion between 5s and 5p
semicore-shells with the bonding orbitals, are responsible for the large nondynamical
correlation effects found at the nonrelativistic level, while the relativistic expansion of
the 5d orbitals improves the overlap and strengthens the bonds [282,283]. Notably, the
d-orbital participation in bonding in the AuX-

2 reductive elimination product is much
smaller (see below), which is why the correlation effects are much less critical on the
product than on the educt side of the reaction. Such considerations have been dis-
cussed previously, e.g. for the reaction HgF4 → HgF2 + F2, or for other redox reactions
in transition-metal chemistry [259]. We note in passing that the Møller-Plesset per-
turbation series shows the oscillatory behavior expected for such a situation, with the
MP4SDQ data being somewhat closer to CCSD(T) than to CCSD [253]. Furthermore,
differences between MP2 and CCSD(T) structures influence the computed MP2 reaction
energies by less than 2 kJ mol-1.

As these correlation contributions stabilize Au(III) relative to Au(I), the CCSD(T) re-
action energies are more positive compared to the HF data, albeit the effects are much
less dramatic once scalar relativity has been included (Table 4.5). At the CCSD(T)
reference level, scalar relativity stabilizes AuX-

4 with respect to reductive elimination of
X2 by between 133.4 kJ mol-1 (X = F) and 81.8 kJ mol-1 (X = I).

As expected, the effect decreases with decreasing electronegativity of the halogen. This
is related mainly to the scalar relativistic destabilization of the Au-X bonds in the Au(I)
species, where the relativistic contraction of the Au 6s orbital reduces substantially the
bond ionicity and the associated electrostatic stabilization [260]. As this destabilizing
effect is most pronounced with the most electronegative ligands, the decrease of the
relativistic stabilization of Au(III) against Au(I) from X = F toward X = I is under-
standable.

These gas-phase data can now be used to judge the performance of DFT methods. The
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Table 4.5: Computed nonrelativistic and scalar-
relativistic gas-phase reaction energies
for AuX-

4 → AuX-
2 + X2 (X = F, Cl)

at various levels, and their deviations
from CCSD(T) data in kJ mol-1.a

nonrelativistic scalar relativistic
X=F ∆E dev. from ∆E dev. from

CCSD(T) CCSD(T)

HF 159.4 -116.7 392.9 -16.6
MP2 291.3 15.2 404.8 -4.7
MP2//CCSD(T) 292.0 15.9 405.6 -3.9
MP3//CCSD(T) 244.6 -31.5 401.6 -7.9
MP4SDQ//CCSD(T) 261.4 -14.7 408.8 -0.7
CCSD//CCSD(T) 251.8 -24.3 404.4 -5.1
CCSD(T) 276.1 - 409.5 -
LC-ωPBE 288.5 12.4 428.9 19.4
CAM-B3LYP 293.8 17.7 418.2 8.7
B3LYP 295.4 19.3 399.2 -10.3
PBE 333.3 57.2 409.1 -0.4
PW91 338.4 62.3 413.9 4.4

nonrelativistic scalar relativistic
X=Cl ∆E dev. from ∆E dev. from

CCSD(T) CCSD(T)

HF -142.3 -174.5 57.5 -91.7
MP2 75.6 43.4 171.2 22.0
MP2//CCSD(T) 76.5 44.3 172.2 23.0
MP3//CCSD(T) -2.0 -34.2 123.6 -25.6
MP4SDQ//CCSD(T) -1.1 -33.3 134.5 -14.7
CCSD//CCSD(T) -4.6 -36.8 127.9 -21.3
CCSDT(T) 32.2 - 149.2 -
LC-ωPBE 9.8 -22.4 141.5 -7.7
CAM-B3LYP 21.5 -10.7 130.8 -18.4
B3LYP 40.1 7.9 126.7 -22.5
PBE 88.0 55.8 157.3 8.1
PW91 91.5 59.3 160.1 10.9

aFor fully optimized structures at the given computational level,
unless indicated otherwise.
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Table 4.6: Computed nonrelativistic and scalar-
relativistic gas-phase reaction energies
for AuX-

4 → AuX-
2 + X2 (X = Br, I)

at various levels, and their deviations
from CCSD(T) data in kJ mol-1.a

nonrelativistic scalar relativistic
X=Br ∆E dev. from ∆E dev. from

CCSD(T) CCSD(T)

HF -171.7 -183.4 0.6 -115.8
MP2 66.2 54.5 155.8 39.4
MP2//CCSD(T) 67.0 55.3 156.9 40.5
MP3//CCSD(T) -25.7 -37.4 82.2 -34.2
MP4SDQ//CCSD(T) -19.9 -31.6 103.2 -13.2
CCSD//CCSD(T) -25.2 -36.9 92.6 -23.8
CCSD(T) 11.7 - 116.4 -
LC-ωPBE -22.1 -33.8 93.4 -23.0
CAM-B3LYP -10.1 -21.8 83.0 -33.4
B3LYP 10.2 -1.5 82.2 -34.2
PBE 58.0 46.3 116.1 -0.3
PW91 61.5 49.8 119.1 2.7

nonrelativistic scalar relativistic
X=I ∆E dev. from ∆E dev. from

CCSD(T) CCSD(T)

HF -197.4 -193.1 -61.4 -138.9
MP2 56.3 60.6 133.8 56.3
MP2//CCSD(T) 56.1 60.4 134.4 56.9
MP3//CCSD(T) -45.5 -41.2 33.2 -44.3
MP4SDQ//CCSD(T) -33.3 -29.0 65.9 -11.6
CCSD//CCSD(T) -42.2 -37.9 50.1 -27.4
CCSDT(T) -4.3 - 77.5 -
LC-ωPBE -57.1 -52.8 45.5 -32.0
CAM-B3LYP -47.2 -42.9 32.1 -45.4
B3LYP -25.0 -20.7 34.5 -43.0
PBE 22.3 18.0 73.3 -4.2
PW91 25.9 21.6 76.3 -1.2

aFor fully optimized structures at the given computational level,
unless indicated otherwise.
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PW91 and PBE GGA functionals show excellent agreement with the reference data at
the scalar relativistic level but overestimate the stability of the Au(III) complexes ap-
preciably at the nonrelativistic level. They thus do not provide a very accurate account
of the overall relativistic contributions, overestimating them by up to 60 kJ mol-1 (Table
4.5). The B3LYP global hybrid and the CAM-B3LYP and LC-ωPBE range-separated
hybrids show a somewhat more uniform behavior and thus seem better suited to discuss
relativistic effects. While the range hybrids perform more consistently overall, the devia-
tions of the B3LYP data from the CCSD(T) reference are sufficiently small (smaller than
or comparable to those of the CCSD values). We may therefore, in the following, use
with confidence the B3LYP functional for the evaluation of solvent effects. We note that
other functionals may well perform better than the ones tested here, but an exhaustive
evaluation is beyond the scope of the present work.

We note in passing that spin-orbit (SO) effects on the gasphase reactions turn out to
be minor: at two-component ECP level (B3LYP, gas phase), spin-orbit contributions to
the reaction energies of the bromide and iodide complexes are only about +5 kJ mol-1

(Table S8 in Appendix II). While the absolute SO effects stemming from iodine are,
as expected, larger than for bromine, the differential effects on the reaction energy are
almost the same, and the very small halogen SO contributions even cancel part of the
also small gold SO contributions for these closed-shell reactions (Table S8). SO effects
are therefore only marginally involved in the trend of decreasing reaction energies with
heavier halide ligands, which is largely due to the decreasing ligand electronegativity (see
above). We also conclude that we may, to a good approximation, discuss the reaction
energies in solution at the scalar relativistic level.

4.2.3.2 AuX-
4 → AuX-

2 + X2 Reaction in Aqueous Solution: Relativistic and
Solvation Effects at the B3LYP Level

As we move to the solution phase, our focus will be on Gibbs free reaction energies
rather than taking solely electronic energy differences. The solvent models cover solvent
enthalpic and entropic contributions, and it is thus more consistent to include those
as well for the internal degrees of freedom. The Gibbs free energies are in any case
the decisive thermochemical measure determining the equilibrium. We will concentrate
on the interplay between relativistic and solvent effects. It is important to note that
the data provided pertain to 298 K and to neutral pH (Table 4.7). For the chloride
species, it is well-known that both pH and temperature affect the speciation in solution
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appreciably, a point we will address further below. Furthermore, we may need to include
other reactions than halogen elimination (e.g., disproportionation of AuCl-2), which we
will also do below. We also note that the behavior of AuF-

4 deviates from that of the other
three Au(III) halides by exhibiting a strongly endergonic elimination reaction already
at nonrelativistic level, due to the inherent instability of F2 (Table 4.7).

In general, solvent effects are larger at the D-COSMO-RS compared to the COSMO level
of theory, consistent with the lack of explicit hydrogen-bonding terms in the COSMO
dielectric continuum model. The consequently larger reduction of the gas-phase Gibbs
free energies of reaction at D-COSMO-RS level is expected to be more realistic, as has
been shown recently for organic reactions in aqueous [284] or alcoholic solution [96,97],
and in the following, we will concentrate on these. Solvent and relativistic effects on ∆G

are clearly nonadditive (Figure 4.7): while the reduction of ∆G from gas phase to D-
COSMO-RS ranges from -99 kJ mol-1 (X = F) to -40 kJ mol-1 (X = I) at nonrelativistic
levels, it is much smaller upon inclusion of scalar relativistic effects, between -40 kJ mol-1

(X = F) and -28 kJ mol-1 (X = I). In both cases, however, the solvent contributions
become less negative from X = F to X = I (Figure 4.7, Table 4.7). As a result of
the smaller reduction of the Gibbs free energy of reaction by solvent effects at the
relativistic level, the overall relativistic stabilization of the Au(III) complexes against
reductive elimination by relativity is enhanced in solution compared to the gas phase.
This “extra relativistic effect by solvation” is most pronounced for X = F (+59 kJ mol-1)
and decreasing (from +35 kJ mol-1 for Cl to +12 kJ mol-1 for I) for the other halides.

While at nonrelativistic levels only the Au(III) fluoride complex would be stable with
respect to reductive elimination, the final scalar relativistic Gibbs free reaction energies
in solution (D-COSMO-RS data; Table 4.7) are even larger for X = F, still appreciably
positive for X = Cl, less positive for X = Br, and negative for X = I (while the gas-phase
reaction would be predicted to be almost thermoneutral at this level; Table 4.7). These
results are consistent with the observation of AuCl-4 and AuBr-

4 in aqueous solution [262]
and the known instability of the iodide complex under the same conditions. The fact
that AuF-

4 exists only in water-free environments is due to its sensitivity to hydrolysis
rather than to its oxidation power.
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Figure 4.7: Differential solvent effects on Gibbs free energies, ∆∆G=∆G(aq)-∆G(gas
phase), at standard conditions for reaction AuX-

4 → AuX-
2 + X2 (X = F, Cl,

Br, I), at COSMO and D-COSMO-RS levels (B3LYP).
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Table 4.7: Reaction energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies (in kJ mol-1) for the AuX-
4 → AuX-

2 +
X2 reaction (X =F, Cl, Br, I), together with NPA charges and Au-X distances (in Å) of educt
AuX-

4(e) and product AuX-
2(p)a

nonrelativistic scalar relativistic
reaction ∆E ∆G298K ∆H298K q(Au)e q(X)e d(Au-X)e ∆E ∆G298K ∆H298K q(Au)e q(X)e d(Au-X)e

q(Au)p q(X)p d(Au-X)p q(Au)p q(X)p d(Au-X)p
X=F
gas phase 295.4 254.9 292.8 1.60 -0.65 2.008 399.2 359.8 396.4 1.57 -0.64 1.941

0.76 -0.88 2.160 0.53 -0.76 1.990
COSMO 256.6 214.4 253.9 1.64 -0.66 2.007 378.3 339.1 375.5 1.60 -0.65 1.939

0.83 -0.91 2.199 0.55 -0.77 1.990
D-COSMO-RS 200.2 156.1 197.6 1.70 -0.67 2.012 359.5 320.0 356.8 1.64 -0.66 1.941

0.90 -0.95 2.289 0.62 -0.81 2.017
X=Cl
gas phase 40.1 2.3 37.7 1.09 -0.52 2.428 126.7 88.7 124.2 0.96 -0.49 2.335

0.66 -0.83 2.505 0.37 -0.68 2.322
COSMO 4.4 -34.8 1.9 1.10 -0.53 2.424 100.9 62.7 98.3 0.97 -0.49 2.331

0.72 -0.86 2.525 0.37 -0.68 2.314
D-COSMO-RS -29.5 -68.5 -31.9 1.11 -0.53 2.426 91.2 52.8 88.6 0.97 -0.49 2.332

0.80 -0.90 2.566 0.40 -0.70 2.322
X=Br
gas phase 10.2 -26.2 7.7 0.93 -0.48 2.588 82.2 44.9 79.6 0.77 -0.44 2.488

0.62 -0.81 2.632 0.31 -0.65 2.452
COSMO -23.0 -61.0 -25.5 0.95 -0.49 2.583 55.8 18.5 53.3 0.77 -0.44 2.484

0.67 -0.83 2.649 0.29 -0.65 2.442
D-COSMO-RS -42.9 -82.2 -45.5 0.95 -0.49 2.584 50.7 13.3 48.1 0.77 -0.44 2.484

0.73 -0.87 2.699 0.31 -0.66 2.444
X=I
gas phase -25.0 -59.8 -27.5 0.72 -0.43 2.813 34.5 -1.5 31.9 0.53 -0.38 2.697

0.54 -0.77 2.800 0.22 -0.61 2.621
COSMO -55.4 -91.3 -58.0 0.73 -0.43 2.808 7.8 -28.3 5.2 0.52 -0.38 2.693

0.58 -0.79 2.808 0.19 -0.60 2.611
D-COSMO-RS -64.4 -100.1 -67.0 0.72 -0.43 2.808 7.2 -29.6 4.6 0.52 -0.38 2.693

0.60 -0.80 2.816 0.20 -0.60 2.617
aComparison of gas-phase and aqueous solution results (with COSMO and D-COSMO-RS) at B3LYP level with Turbomole, using a nonrela-
tivistic or scalar relativistic Au ECP, respectively.
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4.2.3.3 Interpretation of Trends in Solvent and Relativistic Effects

It is important to rationalize why (a) relativistic effects stabilize, (b) solvent effects
destabilize the Au(III) oxidation state, and (c) the solvent destabilization is much less
pronounced at relativistic than at nonrelativistic levels (nonadditivity of solvent and
relativistic effects). Point a has been discussed in detail in previous work by Schw-
erdtfeger [252], and we thus only summarize the salient features here: the relativistic
stabilization of the Au-X bonds in the Au(III) halides due to the relativistic expan-
sion of the 5d orbitals and the ensuing improved bonding in the higher oxidation state
dominate. The destabilization of the Au(I) halides by the relativistic contraction of the
6s-orbital provides an additional, smaller driving force in favor of the higher oxidation
state.

Point b, that is, the fact that solvent effects destabilize the higher oxidation state is in
keeping with previous studies on, for example, mercury fluorides regarding environmental
effects on the relative stability of different oxidation states. For example, it has been
shown that aggregation of HgF2 in the solid state disfavors the formation of HgF4 [285].
The reason is the larger M-X bond polarity of the halides in the lower oxidation state,
in the present case AuX-

2 compared to AuX-
4. This is obvious from the halogen natural

population analysis (NPA) charges in Table 4.7, which generally have more negative
values for the Au(I) than for the Au(III) complex. Solvation enhances the negative
halogen charge (and thus the bond polarity) further, again in particular for the Au(I)
complexes, and in particular at the nonrelativistic level. Due to the larger interactions
for the more ionic Au(I) halides, this leads to a destabilization of the Au(III) state,
most pronouncedly so for the fluoride. However, as the relativistic contraction of the 6s
orbital reduces substantially the bond polarity in the Au(I) halides and far less for the
Au(III) halides (due to the 5d orbital involvement in bonding), the differences in halogen
charges between Au(I) and Au(III) complex are diminished considerably at the scalar
relativistic level (Table 4.7). Therefore, the ability of the solvent effects to destabilize the
Au(III) oxidation state relative to the Au(I) state is reduced appreciably by relativity.
This explains the nonadditivity of solvent and relativistic effects, point c.

We note further that all of these observations are more pronounced for D-COSMO-RS
than for COSMO, in line with the additional effect of hydrogen bonding beyond the bulk
solvent contribution. Figure 4.8 provides a further illustration of these considerations
by plotting surface charge densities for all species studied, comparing COSMO and
D-COSMO-RS results for X = Cl. It is clear that the charge densities around the
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chlorine atoms are much more negative for AuCl-2 compared to AuCl-4, and that this
difference is far less pronounced at the scalar relativistic than at the nonrelativistic
level. Moreover, the COSMO and D-COSMO-RS surface charge densities for AuCl-2
show the most pronounced differences as well: at the nonrelativistic level, the main
effect of D-COSMO-RS over COSMO is a more negative surface charge density along
the molecular axis, corresponding to a less pronounced “σ-hole”. In contrast, at the
scalar relativistic level, D-COSMO-RS enhances the surface charge density cylindrically
around the chlorine atoms, whereas the σ-hole is even enhanced slightly. Moreover, the
surface charge densities around the gold center are increased (they become positive)
by relativity, and they are decreased (they become more negative or less positive) at
D-COSMO-RS compared to COSMO level (note that the surface charge densities are
those induced by the solute at the surface of the COSMO cavity, i.e., the signs are
complementary to, e.g., the atomic charges).

Figure 4.8: COSMO and D-COSMO-RS surface charge density plots for AuCl-2 and
AuCl-4. Numbers for areas with maximum or minimum surface charges (in
e/nm2). (a) COSMO nonrelativistic, (b) COSMO scalar relativistic, (c) D-
COSMO-RS nonrelativistic, (d) D-COSMO-RS scalar relativistic.

4.2.3.4 On the Hydrolysis of AuCl-4

Speciation of gold chlorides in aqueous solution is of substantial geochemical importance,
for example, in the context of Au transport, deposition, and concentration [286]. While
AuCl-4 clearly dominates in acidic chloride solutions (with reduction to AuCl-2 occurring
only at hydrothermal temperatures) [287], hydrolysis is known to play an increasing role
at higher pH values [288]. Resonance Raman spectroscopy of dilute solutions at room
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temperature has indicated that AuCl-4 is the dominant species below pH = 5; at pH =
5.8, AuCl3OH- starts to form, becomes about equally important as AuCl-4 at pH = 6.2,
and should dominate near pH = 7. At still higher pH values, further hydrolysis takes
place, and at pH > 10, AuCl(OH)-

3 is the dominant species. EXAFS spectroscopy also
suggests that AuCl3OH- is the dominant species between pH = 7.5 and 9.2 [289].

As our D-COSMO-RS calculations should most closely approximate the situation in di-
lute solution near neutral pH and ambient temperatures, we have computed the reaction
energies for AuCl-4 + OH- 
 AuCl3OH- + Cl- (Table 4.8). The results clearly show that
both in the gas phase and for the solvent models used, the equilibrium is on the right-
hand side. Solvation stabilizes AuCl-4 more than AuCl3OH- and thus renders the reaction
less exergonic. This effect is more pronounced with the more realistic D-COSMO-RS
than with COSMO (Table 4.8). Relativity enhances the exergonicity slightly (by ca.
13 kJ mol-1 at D-COSMO-RS level). Most of this relativistic increase (9.3 kJ mol-1) is
already present in the gas phase, suggesting a largely intramolecular origin. Indeed, gold
NPA charges in AuCl-4 are relativistically reduced from 1.11 (1.09) to 0.97 (0.96) at the
D-COSMO-RS (gas phase) level, and those in AuCl3OH- from 1.21 (1.19) to 1.10 (1.09).
These charges point to an overall more polar bonding and to a smaller relativistic loss
of ionic contributions to the binding energy in the hydroxo complex.

Table 4.8: Reaction energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free en-
ergies (in kJ mol-1) for the AuCl-4 + OH- 

AuCl3OH- + Cl- and AuCl3OH- 
 AuClOH- +
Cl2 reactionsa

nonrelativistic scalar relativistic
reaction ∆E ∆G298K ∆H298K ∆E ∆G298K ∆H298K

AuCl-4 + OH- 
 AuCl3OH- + Cl-

gas phase -148.6 -133.4 -141.3 -158.6 -142.7 -150.6
COSMO -84.8 -70.9 -78.4 -96.0 -81.3 -88.6
D-COSMO-RS -65.4 -49.6 -59.0 -77.2 -62.6 -70.0

AuCl3OH- 
 AuClOH- + Cl2
gas phase 115.3 65.1 109.6 187.6 137.8 182.1
COSMO 66.4 16.2 60.9 147.6 98.6 142.4
D-COSMO-RS 22.0 -30.6 16.1 127.6 78.1 122.4

aComparison of gas-phase and aqueous solution results (with COSMO and D-
COSMO-RS) at B3LYP level with Turbomole, using a nonrelativistic or scalar
relativistic Au ECP, respectively.

In view of the likely predominance of AuCl3OH- under the chosen conditions, it is also
of interest to examine its redox stability (Table 4.8): the redox reaction AuCl3OH- 


AuClOH- + Cl2 exhibits again the above-mentioned interplay between relativity and
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solvation for the relative stabilities of Au(III) and Au(I) species. Relativity strongly
favors AuCl3OH-, solvation favors reduction, and the nonadditivity between the two
influences (larger solvent destabilization at nonrelativistic level) leads to the largest
relativistic stabilization at D-COSMO-RS level (108.7 kJ mol-1). The overall results are
consistent with an overall predominance of AuCl3OH- in solution at neutral pH under
the chosen ambient conditions, which clearly is a relativistic effect.

4.2.3.5 Disproportionation of AuCl-2

In the abovementioned geochemical context, the disproportionation reaction 3 AuCl-2

 AuCl-4 + 2 Au(s) + 2 Cl- is of fundamental interest, and Table 4.9 provides com-
putational data in solution that are again closest to dilute solution at neutral pH and
ambient temperature. While the gas-phase data would suggest the equilibrium to be
clearly on the left side, the interplay between solvation/aggregation and relativity shifts
it to the right side. Here, the cohesion energy of solid gold is obviously a major con-
tributor. We have taken the nonrelativistic and scalar relativistic computed energies
(219.0 and 333.8 kJ mol-1, respectively) for it from the DFT-based work of ref. [290]
(local density approximation with mixed plane-wave and Gaussian basis sets, scalar- vs
nonrelativistic norm-conserving pseudopotentials). The scalar-relativistic value agrees
reasonably well with the experimental cohesive energy (367.6 kJ mol-1). It is clear that
relativity shifts the equilibrium strongly to the right (a) due to the enhanced cohesion
energy of solid gold, but also (b) due to the stabilization of AuCl-4 relative to AuCl-2 (see
above). Solvation does in this case also contribute to a more exergonic reaction (Table
4.9), due to the efficient solvation of the chloride ions.

Table 4.9: Reaction energies, enthalpies, and Gibbs free energies (in kJ
mol-1) for the disproportionation reaction 3 AuCl-2 
 AuCl-4
+ 2 Au(s) + 2 Cl-a

nonrelativistic scalar relativistic
reaction ∆E ∆G298K ∆H298K ∆E ∆G298K ∆H298K

gas phase 616.0 664.0 605.3 506.2 539.1 494.5
gas phase (+cohesive energyb) 333.3 372.6 322.1 98.4 130.4 86.7
COSMO 192.1 236.2 181.2 -74.0 -42.0 -85.8
D-COSMO-RS 177.9 226.0 167.3 -161.5 -128.6 -173.2

aComparison of gas-phase and aqueous solution results (with COSMO and D-COSMO-RS) at
B3LYP level with Turbomole, using a nonrelativistic or scalar relativistic Au ECP, respectively.
bCohesive energy for solid gold from non- and scalar relativistic DFT calculations, respectively
(see text), added to the gas-phase data.
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4.2.4 Conclusions

Not unexpectedly, scalar relativistic effects stabilize Au(III) halide complexes AuX-
4 (X

= F, Cl, Br, I) in solution against reductive elimination of halogen. Due to a strong
nonadditivity between relativistic and solvent effects, the relativistic stabilization of
the higher oxidation state is enhanced in solution. The D-COSMO-RS model, which
simulates implicitly the effects of hydrogen bonding between solute and solvent, thus
also provides larger relativistic stabilizations. DFT methods were calibrated against
CCSD(T) gas-phase calculations. B3LYP calculations with D-COSMO-RS indicate that
in dilute aqueous solution at neutral pH and ambient conditions, the AuX-

4 complexes
are stable with respect to halogen elimination, except for the iodide, which exhibits a
slightly exergonic reaction at this level. Calculations at the same level indicate that under
the same conditions, AuCl-4 is unstable against hydrolysis to AuCl3OH-, whereas the
latter species in turn is redox-stable. Under these conditions, AuCl-2 would exergonically
disproportionate. All of these computational data are consistent with the available
experimental observations on speciation of gold halides in dilute aqueous solution at
neutral pH and ambient temperature, and they clearly expose the large role of relativity.
Closer examination of the nonadditivity between relativity and solvent effects by analyses
of NPA charges and surface charge densities has confirmed that the relativistic reduction
of bond polarity, in particular for the AuI halide complexes, diminishes solvent effects
compared to nonrelativistic levels. This, in turn, leads to smaller solvent destabilization
of the Au(III) oxidation state.
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5 Validation of Local Hybrid
Functionals for the GMTKN30
Test Set

The contents of this chapter have been published in "Gauge effects in local hybrid func-
tionals evaluated for weak interactions and the GMTKN30 test set" by K. Theilacker,
A. V. Arbuznikov, M. Kaupp, Mol. Phys. 2016, 114, 1118.

5.1 Introduction

The accuracy of a single density functional can highly differ between the calculations
of different properties. Chapters 3 and 4 of this work have highlighted the importance
of selecting the right exchange-correlation functional for the specific quantum-chemical
problem at hand. Often comparisons to experiment or high-quality benchmark calcula-
tions are used as a guideline to decide on a suitable density functional, but sometimes
such data is not available. In such cases careful validation of functionals for a wide vari-
ety of reactions and properties is necessary to provide a good overview of the strengths
and weaknesses of different density functionals. Ideally a good approximate exchange-
correlation functionial should perform well for all quantum-chemical tasks, and one goal
in the development of local hybrids, as a new group of density functionals, is indeed to
achieve consistently good results for a wide range of properties and applications.

While our initial successful local hybrids have been based on a mixing of only LSDA
and exact exchange [22, 39, 40, 52, 291, 292], we have recently shown that calibration
functions (CF) constructed only from (semi-)local ingredients can improve performance
of GGA-based local hybrids for thermochemistry appreciably [49]. Importantly, we
could identify too repulsive potential-energy curves for weakly interacting dimers, such
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as the Ar2 complex, as ’smoking gun’ for the gauge problem. Indeed, adding suitable
CFs corrected such unphysical Pauli repulsions and provided curves between those of
the underlying GGA (LSDA) and the corresponding global hybrid incorporating the
maximum exact-exchange admixture occurring in the local hybrid, as one might expect.
We had previously optimized atom-pairwise additive dispersion corrections of Grimme’s
DFT-D3 type [41] for some of our local hybrids [44]. While these were LSDA-based
local hybrids, the recent observations regarding a gauge problem for weak interactions
suggested that the optimized DFT-D3 parameters may have partly compensated not
only for van der Waals-type dispersion interactions but also for too repulsive curves
caused by gauge problems.

Here we therefore compare local hybrids with and without calibration for the entire
GMTKN30 test set of Goerigk and Grimme [230, 293]. It contains distinct subsets of
thermochemical and kinetic data with or without a strong dependence on dispersion
interactions. By evaluating the effects of DFT-D3 corrections for calibrated and uncali-
brated local hybrids for each subset, we aim at gaining insight into the role of calibration
of exchange-energy densities, and at obtaining a wider validation of several existing local
hybrid functionals on the large GMTKN30 data set. The obtained results should sub-
sequently aid in constructing more refined local hybrids that properly take into account
the calibration of exchange-energy densities.

Figure 5.1. gives an overview on the GMTKN30 test set database and its division into
three big areas; basic properties, reaction energies and noncovalent interactions. It also
gives a feeling for the amount of data points gathered in each subset and the average
reference values, to better judge the relative accuracy of DFT calculations for each
property. For example PBE0 gives a relative error of less than 2% for the atomization
energies of the W4-08 subset, but a staggering 22% for the kinetic barriers in the BH76
subsets, even though the absolute MAE in both cases is roughly in the same ballpark
(3.7 and 4.1 kcal/mol respectively). Overall more than 1200 single-points were done
to collect over 800 data points of information in every single run of this extensive test
set database. Since the structure and ideas behind local hybrids are shown in detail
in Chapter 2.1.3, their exact mathematical forms and parameters will not be discussed
again in this chapter. This includes information about the calibration function to counter
the gauge origin problem and the range-separation of the correlation part for the latest
uncalibrated LSDA based local hybrids. Table S1 in Appendix III gives an overview
over local hybrids used in this work for the interested reader and their semi-empirical
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parameters.

Figure 5.1: Rough breakdown of the GMTKN30 test set database into its three areas
and their subsets. The number of data points for each subsets is given
in parentheses, followed by the absolute of the average reference values in
kcal/mol.

5.2 Computational Details

All calculations were performed with a local development version of the TURBOMOLE
program V6.4 [111–113]. Uncontracted def2-QZVP basis sets have been employed through-
out. Energies have been evaluated non-self-consistently, based on B3LYP orbitals, a
procedure that is adequate for the present preliminary evaluation of new functionals for
energies (see ref. [294] and references therein). We have additionally checked this by
comparison with fully self-consistent calculations on the MB08-165 subset (selected for
having the electronically most difficult cases within the GMTKN30 test set). Using the
LSDA-based local hybrid with t-LMF (with D3 corrections), the self-consistent calcu-
lations provided an MAE (MSE) of 7.27 kcal/mol (-0.66 kcal/mol), whereas the post-
B3LYP calculations with the same functional gave 7.31 kcal/mol (-0.68 kcal/mol). This
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confirms the negligible differences between the two setups for relative energies. Evalua-
tion of the exact exchange energy density used a recently implemented semi-numerical
implementation [295].

The functional-specific D3 parameters sr,6 and s8 for each local hybrid (with Chai/Head-
Gordon damping [68]) were fitted to the S22 weak-interaction test set [42], using the
refined reference data of Takatani et al. [43]. A Simplex algorithm was used for the
optimization of the D3 parameters, as was used for the optimization of the LMF param-
eters beforehand (joint optimizations of LMF and D3 parameters have been tried [44],
but did not prove to be useful for LMFs with calibration functions and more than two
semi-empirical parameters). The optimized D3 parameters are listed in Table 5.1 (those
for the global (PW6B95) and double hybrids (DSD-BLYP) are from the literature [296]).

We followed Goerigk/Grimme’s [230, 293] prescription for a weighted mean absolute
deviation (WTMAD):

WTMAD = 1
3091.4

[445.5·{MB08-165} + 222.75·{W4-08} + 72.0·{G21IP}
+ 60.0·{G21EA} + 19.2·{PA} + 26.4·{SIE11} + 117.0·{BHPERI}
+ 222.75·{BH76} + 90.0·{BH76RC} + 150.5·{RSE43} + 13.2·{O3ADD6}
+ 77.5·{G2RC} + 49.7·{AL2X} + 62.4·{NBPRC} + 98.6·{ISO34}
+ 72.6·{ISOL22} + 36.9·{DC9} + 86.8·{DARC} + 15.0·{ALK6}
+ 222.75·{BSR36} + 69.0·{IDISP} + 75.6·{WATER27} + 222.75·{S22}
+ 96.6·{ADIM6} + 22.2·{RG6} + 114.8·{HEAVY28} + 138.0·{PCONF}
+ 52.5·{ACONF} + 88.4·{SCONF} + 50.0·{CYCONF}].

We note in following that during this work on local hybrids, D3 parameters were also fit-
ted in the same way for the B35LYP global hybrid introduced by Kaupp et al.. B35LYP
is used as the functional of choice in a quantum chemical protocol to calculate proper-
ties of mixed-valence systems, especially spin-localisation and excitation energies of the
inter-valence charge-transfer (IV-CT) band in the UV/VIS spectra. Its latest applica-
tion, together with the optimized D3 dispersion correction was for the description of
electron transfer pathways in paracyclophane-bridged mixed-valence systems [297]. The
dispersion parameters for B35LYP and its performance for the GMTKN30 and S22 test
sets can be found in Tables S6 and S9 in Appendix III.
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5.3 Evaluation for the GMTKN30 Database

We evaluate overall nine local hybrids of different generations, of which seven are
LSDA-based functionals without calibration (going from the t- and s-LMF to their
spin-polarized counterparts, and to their latest range-separated and self-interaction
free/reduced versions), and two are GGA-based (Lh-BLYP-CG and Lh-PBE-CG) with
calibration according to equation 2.37 [49]. We chose ’CG’ instead as ’CF’ to stress
the fact, that we used simple gaussian functions as CFs. For comparison, we pro-
vide data from [296] for three global hybrids (B3LYP [15, 23], PBE0 [14, 31, 117], and
PW6B95 [298]), and for the DSD-BLYP double hybrid [19].While B3LYP and PBE0 were
chosen as ’parent’ global hybrids related to the two GGA-based local hybrids we will
evaluate, we have included PW6B95 as the ’best-performing global hybrid’ (the highly
parameterized, τ -dependent M06-2X [299] gave a still slightly lower WTMAD in [296])
and DSD-BLYP as the best-performing double hybrid (and overall best-performing func-
tional) from ref. [296]. Table 5.1 provides the total WTMAD values for all functionals,
which are graphically presented (with and without D3 corrections) in Figure 5.2. Let
us start with the performance in the absence of the dispersion corrections: we first note
the order of performance of the global hybrids (with PW6B95 performing best) and of
the clearly superior DSD-BLYP double hybrid (the main-group energetics of GMTKN30
appears to be particularly suitable to emphasise the strengths of double hybrids).

Strikingly, the uncalibrated local hybrids perform relatively poorly in the absence of
D3 correction terms, either comparable or somewhat better/worse than B3LYP. Only
the calibrated GGA-based local hybrids perform better without D3 terms, in particular
Lh-PBE-CG. This functional is close to the quality of the best global hybrid, PW6B95.
While the performance of all functionals benefits from the dispersion corrections (below
we will analyse the most affected subsets in detail), the ’improvement’ for the uncali-
brated local hybrids is by far most pronounced. Indeed, after addition of D3 terms, the
differences in the performance of the local hybrids become rather small, and even some
of the uncalibrated LSDA-based ones can now compete with the best global hybrids.
This confirms our previous suspicion (see above) that exaggerated Pauli repulsions due
to the gauge problem affect appreciably the performance of the uncalibrated local hy-
brids for cases where weak interactions become important. This will be evaluated in
more detail below. Regarding the overall WTMADs, we see that reduction by D3 terms
tends to be below 1 kcal/mol for PBE0, PW6B95, and DSD-BLYP (B3LYP exhibits a
reduction by 2 kcal/mol or by a factor of 1.54; it is known to have some problems with
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Table 5.1: Summary of WTMAD for the global and local hybrids studied. D3
dispersion-correction parameters are also provided.a

D3 dispersion parameters WTMAD WTMAD+D3 ratio
sr,6 s8 in kcal/mol in kcal/mol WTMAD/WTMAD+D3

global and double hybrids

B3LYP 1.261 1.703 5.7 3.7 1.54
PBE0 1.287 0.928 4.3 3.7 1.16
PW6B95 1.523 0.862 3.3 2.5 1.32
DSD-BLYPb 1.569 0.705 2.2 1.5 1.47

local hybrids

Lh-LSDA, t-LMF 0.959 1.021 5.5 2.8 1.96
Lh-LSDA, ct-LMF 1.450 3.025 6.3 3.3 1.91
Lh-LSDA, s-LMF 0.863 1.597 6.5 2.9 2.24
Lh-LSDA, ζ-t-LMF 1.011 0.972 4.9 2.7 1.81
Lh-LSDA,ζ-s-LMF 0.912 1.452 6.0 2.8 2.14
Lh-LSDA-SIF-SRc 0.765 1.714 6.4 3.0 2.13
Lh-LSDA-SIR-SRc 0.770 1.429 6.3 2.7 2.33
Lh-BLYP-CG 1.060 0.975 4.5 2.6 1.73
Lh-PBE-CG 1.204 0.792 3.7 2.6 1.42

aSemi-empirical parameters for the local hybrids and data for additional functionals are provided in Table
S1 in Appendix III.
bDSD-BLYP has s6=0.5 instead of 1.0

intermediate-range correlation effects [231,284]).

A factor between 1.2 and 1.5 is a typical range of reduction also for many other function-
als, except possibly for some Minnesota functionals where medium-range correlation ef-
fects are already fitted into the functional and the D3 corrections tend to be smaller [296].
In contrast, the effect of the D3 corrections is much larger for the uncalibrated local hy-
brids, between ca. 2.3 kcal/mol for the Lh-LSDA with ζ-t-LMF and ca. 3.8 kcal/mol
for Lh-LSDA-SIR-SRc or, probably more revealingly, by factors between 1.81 and 2.33
(Table 5.1). Calibration reduces the effect of the dispersion terms, to ca. 1.8 kcal/mol
for Lh-BLYP-CG and to ca. 1.1 kcal/mol for Lh-PBE-CG, or to factors 1.73 and 1.42,
respectively. These results indicate the need for calibration and its effect on weak inter-
actions. They suggest also, however, that the presently used gauge functions may not
yet remove the gauge artifacts completely. This holds in particular for Lh-BLYP-CG,
where we note the relatively large exponent η = 0.5 of the Gaussian cut-off function
of the CF (equation 1.37 [49]). Obviously, matters are already significantly better for
Lh-PBE-CG. Here the calibration with a more diffuse cut-off of η = 0.12 appears more
effective [45], and the effect of the D3 corrections on the WTMAD approaches the gen-
uine physical dispersion contributions found for typical standard functionals (differences
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Figure 5.2: Weighted total mean absolute deviation (WTMAD) of different global, dou-
ble, and local hybrids for the complete GMTKN30 test set database. Black
bars give the errors without, grey bars with D3 corrections.

in the medium-range repulsive/attractive character of various functionals notwithstand-
ing). This suggests already the preliminary conclusion that there is substantial room for
improvement of the CFs to provide even better performing local hybrid functionals. We
note also, however, that even the relatively crudely optimized [49] Lh-PBE-CG func-
tional clearly outperforms its ’underlying’ global hybrid PBE0, and the same holds for
Lh-BLYP-CG vs B3LYP (Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1).

To analyse the above observations more closely, Figure 5.3 concentrates on the MAEs for
some subsets of GMTKN30, which are known to be particularly sensitive to dispersion
contributions (see Tables S2-S6 in Appendix III for detailed statistics for the various
GMTKN30 subsets on different functionals). We compare one uncalibrated LSDA-based
local hybrid (Lh-LSDA-SIF-SRc, blue) and the calibrated Lh-PBE-CG (black) with
and without dispersion corrections. In the absence of D3 corrections (solid lines), the
calibrated functional is vastly superior in most cases. This holds in particular for the
WATER27 test set. It is obvious that the gauge problem affects the weak intermolecular
interactions in these water clusters appreciably for the uncalibrated functional (leading
to far too weak binding and to an MAE of more than 30 kcal/mol). The calibrated
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Figure 5.3: Mean absolute errors (MAE) of the Lh-PBE-CG (black) and the Lh-LSDA-
SIF-SRc (blue) local hybrids for twelve GMTKN30 subsets with the largest
dependence on dispersion contributions. Solid lines are without, dashed lines
with D3 corrections.

functional does not exhibit this problem and has a modest MAE of ca. 5 kcal/mol
without dispersion. Consequently, the D3 corrections reduce the MAE dramatically
for the uncalibrated local hybrid and much less so for the calibrated one (Figure 5.3
and Tables S5 and S6 from Appendix III). Other subsets where the gauge artefacts
apparently spoil the performance of the uncalibrated local hybrid most pronouncedly
are BHPERI, AL2X, NBPRC, DARC, ALK6, IDISP, S22, and ADIM6. After adding
the D3 corrections, even the uncalibrated functional provides low MAEs for most of the
subsets (AL2X, ALK6, DARC, and WATER27 still are reproduced relatively poorly).
However, this is likely the right answer for the wrong reason, as we burden the D3 terms
with also correcting for the gauge artefacts.

Extending the comparison between the uncalibrated and calibrated functional to all of
the subsets of GMTKN30 (Figure 5.4), we seek to evaluate if the gauge problem is
also found for cases where dispersion is less important. We see some notable albeit not
dramatic effects of the D3 corrections for the uncalibrated functional (but not for the
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Figure 5.4: Mean absolute errors (MAE) of the Lh-PBE-CG and the Lh-LSDA-SIF-SRc
local hybrids for all subsets of the GMTKN30 test set database. Solid lines
are without, dashed lines with D3 corrections.

calibrated one!) for MB08-165, SIE11, ACONF, and HEAVY28. Other sets are clearly
unaffected by both dispersion effects and by gauge problems. Examples are W4-08
(atomisation energies), G21IP (ionisation potentials), G21EA (electron affinities), PA
(proton affinities), BH76 (barriers), ISO34 (isomerization energies), as well as SCONF
and CYCONF. In case of SIE11 (SIE-sensitive energies), it has been found before that
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the D3 corrections actually increase the MAE [296]. It appears that this increase is also
exaggerated by ’over-fitted’ corrections for the uncalibrated local hybrids (Tables S3-5
in Appendix III).

As the S22 set has been used to fit the parameters of the D3 corrections, it is obvious that
exaggerated dispersion terms must result from such a fit in case of uncalibrated local
hybrids. Indeed, Tables S7 and S8 in Appendix III shows for the individual energies of the
S22 set how the gauge problem clearly increases the magnitude of the dispersion terms
in an unphysical way. For example, without dispersion corrections the deviations from
the reference values for Lh-PBE-CG for the dispersion-dominated subclass of complexes
are lower than those for the uncalibrated Lh-LSDA-SIF-SRc by typically a factor of 2-4.
After D3 corrections, deviations for both functionals are generally below 1 kcal/mol.

5.4 Conclusions

This chapter has highlighted the influence of the so-called gauge problem of exchange-
energy densities of local hybrid functionals for weak interactions. We have subsequently
chosen the large GMTKN30 test set of Goerigk and Grimme to shine further light on
the interrelations between the gauge/calibration problem of local hybrids and weak in-
teractions. As we focused in particular on subsets that depend crucially on dispersion
interactions, we have optimized the adjustable parameters of the DFT-D3 corrections
for a larger variety of local hybrids to the S22 weak-interaction energies. The results
show clearly that for uncalibrated local hybrids, the D3 corrections not only include
the genuine dispersion contributions but also correct for the systematically too repulsive
behavior of the underlying functional. In contrast, use of calibrated energy densities
diminishes significantly the extent of the D3 corrections, which now largely account in-
deed only for the physical interactions, as they were intended to do. For example, the
calibrated Lh-PBE-CG functional performs comparably to the best global hybrids in
the literature (and clearly superior to its underlying global hybrid PBE0) for the entire
GMTKN30 set and its subsets, and it requires very similar dispersion corrections. The
present insights provide us with further directions on how to improve CFs and to thus ar-
rive at improved local hybrid functionals. Due to their enhanced flexibility, these should
outperform global hybrids for a wide range of properties. This is important, as position-
dependent exact-exchange admixture promises improvements significantly beyond the
energy quantities studied here. With the efficient implementation of gradients for struc-
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ture optimizations and numerical frequency calculations, local hybrid functionals could
be used as good alternatives to global hybrid functionals in the future. Together with
dispersion corrections and cheap implicit modeling of solvent effects, these functionals
have the potential to improve the usefulness and accuracy of KS-DFT calculations for
many applications.
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6 General Summary

In this work, a variety of different chemical topics and questions has been investigated
by density-functional theory methods, ranging from the electronic structure of transition
metal complexes, via modeling of solvent effects on chemical reactions to the validation
of local hybrid functionals. Chapter 3 deals in with synthetic high-valent non-heme iron-
oxo and related complexes, that were created in order to mimic different reactive iron-oxo
species in enzymes. These complexes are efficient catalysts for various important redox
reactions. Our main interest has been the correct description of the electronic struc-
ture, and we thus first dealt with the question, whether some or most of the published
iron(IV)- and iron(V)-oxo complexes might be better considered iron(III)- or iron(IV)-
oxyl radicals, respectively. To this end a selection of important non-heme complexes
was investigated, that are formally described as iron(IV)- or iron(V)-oxo species. For
the formal iron(IV)-oxo complexes, closer examination of population analyses revealed
a far higher amount of spin on the oxygen than one would expect for a true oxo com-
plex. This was especially pronounced for compounds with a triplet ground state, where
we found spin densities of 0.7-0.85 at the oxygen ligand, with only somewhat lower
values for complexes with quintet ground states. These results, which support signifi-
cant iron(III)-oxyl radical character in the formal iron(IV)-oxo complexes, proved to be
very stable with regard to the choice of electronic-structure method. Extensive compar-
isons to experimental data for structure, spin-state energetics, Mössbauer parameters
and zero-field splittings confirmed the correctness of the electronic structure interpreta-
tions and spin distributions. The iron(V)-oxo complexes, on the other hand, exhibited
spin density largely localized at the iron center, with much less oxyl radical character.
We furthermore examined the situation at the transition states of H-abstractions from
1,4-cyclohexadiene by formal iron(IV)-oxo species. Contrary to assumptions found in
the literature, the oxyl radical character of S=2 species actualls decreased towards the
transition state of the reaction.

In Chapter 3.4 two formal iron(IV)-oxo complexes with newly designed N5 pentadentate
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ligands, synthesized by Grohmann et al., were examined to study the effects of structural
distortion on different molecular properties. An ethylene bridge in one of the ligands
introduces high steric strain in the formal iron(IV)-oxo compound, forcing the molecule
into a very distorted octahedral coordination compared to its open-chain congener. This
structural distortion greatly increases reactivity and nearly closes the energy gap between
quintet and triplet spin state, allowing for very easy spin-crossover, but at the same
time makes the determination of the ground state very difficult. Additional TDDFT
calculations supported a triplet ground state, based on good qualitative agreement to
experimental data. Since both compounds could have formed as one of two structural
isomers, all possible isomers have been investigated, and the same isomeric form has
been found to be the most likely structure for both complexes. The electronic structures
of the compounds showed big similarities to the other investigated formal iron(IV)-oxo
complexes with triplet ground states. In Chapter 3.5 a formal iron(V)-nitrido complex
has been examined, for which unexpected problems in reproducing experimental Fe-N
stretching frequencies with hybrid DFT calculations had been found by our collabora-
tors. It turned out that the strongly underestimated vibrational frequencies found with
hybrid functionals like B3LYP, PBE0 or in particular BHLYP were due to substantial
spin contamination in the unrestricted Kohn-Sham calculations. The underlying reason
was the strongly metal-ligand antibonding character of the singly-occupied molecular
orbital in the doublet ground-state complex. Increasing exact-exchange admixture in
the functional aggravated the contamination by quartet excited states, to the extent
that BHLYP even gave completely erroneous Fe-N distances. The problem could be
circumvented by carrying out restricted open-shell Kohn-Sham calculations, which pro-
vided much better agreement with experimental frequencies. Alternatively, the TPSSh
hybrid functional with lower exact-exchange admixture also provided reasonable results.

In Chapter 4 the detailed modeling of solvation effects in aqueous solution have been
studied, encompassing such different reactions as Diels-Alder reactions in water and the
redox and hydrolysis speciation of aqueous gold(III) halides. In both cases the new D-
COSMO-RS solvent model was used and validated, always in comparison to gas-phase
calculations and the COSMO continuum solvent model. For the Diels-Alder reactions
(4.1), solvents like acetonitrile and methanol were also used in the calculations, as they
have a very similar permittivity, but differ in the ability to form hydrogen bonds, which
are crucial for the lowering of the kinetic barrier in solution. In order to select the
best functional for calculating kinetic barriers and reaction energies of two Diels-Alder
reactions, that had been previously studied by expensive QM/MM/MC simulations, ini-
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tial gas-phase benchmark calculations with SCS-MP2 and CCSD(T) have been done.
Their outcomes immediately showed the importance of a careful choice of functional, as
the popular and widely used B3LYP hybrid functional proved completely unsuitable for
these Diels-Alder reactions. Based on the benchmark study, the PBE0 functional was
selected for the study of reactions in solution, and the inclusion of D3 dispersion correc-
tions turned out to be very important as well. The D-COSMO-RS method, which goes
significantly beyond continuum solvent models and includes also crucial hydrogen-bond
terms, gave very good results for solvent contributions, and was a significant improve-
ment over COSMO for water and methanol. Effects of hydrogen-bonding were also
modeled by explicit addition of water molecules. D-COSMO-RS was found to be best
used without explicit solvent molecules. COSMO with some explicit water molecules
added gave results very close to D-COSMO-RS. Given its very low computational cost
and excellent performance in comparison to QM/MM/MC simulations, the D-COSMO-
RS method offers a convenient and easy way to combine an accurate treatment of solvent
effects, including mixtures and hydrogen-bonding, with good underlying QM methods.

Similar methodology has been applied in 4.2 to the speciation of of Au(III) halides in
water, where we have studied both reduction to Au(I) species and hydrolysis. We found
a strong nonadditivity between relativistic and solvent effects. Unsurprisingly, scalar
relativistic effects played a large role in stabilizing Au(III) halide complexes, while the
aqueous solvent environment generally had a destabilizing effect. This destabilizing ef-
fect was much smaller in the scalar relativistic calculations, than in the nonrelativistic
ones, and the relativistic stabilization in solution was much higher for D-COSMO-RS,
than for COSMO. Again, these examples showed the usefulness of implicit simulation
of hydrogen-bonding by D-COSMO-RS for accurately simulating aqueous solvents. Our
results indicated, that except for the iodide, AuX4

- complexes in aqueous solution are
stable with respect to halogen elimination at neutral pH and under ambient conditions.
Under the same conditions, AuCl4- was calculated to be unstable against hydrolysis to
AuCl3OH-, which in turn is redox-stable, and AuCl2- would exergonically disproportion-
ate. Analyses of NPA charges and surface charge densities revealed, that the reduction
of bond polarity by relativistic effects diminishes solvent effects compared to nonrela-
tivistic levels. All our results were consistent with available experimental data on the
speciation in dilute aqueous solution at ambient conditions.

The importance of the exchange-correlation functional has been studied in Chapter 5,
which dealt with a validation of the performance of local hybrid functionals for the large
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GMTKN30 test set database of Goerigk and Grimme. With thirty subsets that cover
not only basic properties like atomization energies, kinetic barriers, ionization potentials
and electron affinities but also include test sets for many different reaction energies and
noncovalent interactions, the results in this work are the most extensive validation of
local hybrids reported so far. Evaluation with and without D3-type dispersion correc-
tions was performed for a large subset of local hybrids with and without calibration of
exchange-energy densities published so far, and the results were compared to PW6B95
and DSD-BLYP, the best-performing global and double-hybrid functionals tested previ-
ously for the GMTKN30 database as well as to B3LYP and PBE0. Most important in
our validation was the influence of the so-called gauge problem of exchange-energy densi-
ties in local hybrids. This problem has plagued local hybrids since their very beginning,
until the recent introduction of semi-local calibration functions. With the calibration
functions present, the overly repulsive behavior of the local hybrids may be greatly re-
duced, and no drawbacks for atomization energies or kinetic barriers are observed, even
when GGA exchange and correlation contributions are used for local hybrids. The D3
dispersion corrections for the local hybrids with calibration functions mostly simulate
the physical interactions, as they should, instead of correcting also errors caused by
the gauge problem. Supported by a good calibration function, the new local hybrids
can compete with the best global hybrids available today and open the way for further
improvement of local hybrids.
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Appendix I

Figure S1: B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP optimized structures of [Fe(O)(NH3)5]2+ and
[Fe(O)(NH3)4]2+.
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Appendix I

Table S1: Important distances, as well as NPA and Mulliken (in
brackets) spin populations for [Fe(O)(NH3)5]2+ (see Fig-
ure S1), calculated for different functionals and spin states.
def2-TZVP basis set used for all atoms.

distances spin population ∆ E
in Å NPA [Mulliken] (S=2 - S=1)

Fe-O Fe-Na Fe-Nb <S2> Fe O in kJ mol-1

S = 1
BP86-D3 1.634 2.073 2.211 2.011 1.29 [1.22] 0.73 [0.86]
BLYP-D3 1.648 2.092 2.209 2.010 1.27 [1.19] 0.75 [0.87]
PBE-D3 1.634 2.069 2.214 2.011 1.30 [1.23] 0.72 [0.84]
TPSS-D3 1.633 2.071 2.210 2.011 1.27 [1.19] 0.75 [0.88]
B97D-D3 1.629 2.075 2.216 2.020 1.31 [1.24] 0.75 [0.87]
B3LYP-D3 1.615 2.076 2.208 2.016 1.26 [1.15] 0.77 [0.91]
PBE0-D3 1.601 2.041 2.166 2.018 1.29 [1.17] 0.75 [0.89]
TPSSh-D3 1.618 2.067 2.217 2.014 1.27 [1.17] 0.76 [0.89]
BHLYP-D3 1.716 2.055 2.115 2.025 0.99 [0.94] 1.04 [1.10]
S = 2
BP86-D3 1.630 2.203 2.147 6.029 3.06 [3.04] 0.66 [0.75] 43.8
BLYP-D3 1.641 2.229 2.175 6.028 3.04 [3.00] 0.67 [0.76] 41.8
PBE-D3 1.630 2.208 2.149 6.029 3.07 [3.05] 0.65 [0.74] 42.6
TPSS-D3 1.629 2.199 2.144 6.035 3.08 [3.05] 0.65 [0.74] 52.7
B97D-D3 1.625 2.209 2.161 6.047 3.13 [3.09] 0.62 [0.71] 6.1
B3LYP-D3 1.610 2.203 2.162 6.058 3.19 [3.11] 0.58 [0.68] 7.8
PBE0-D3 1.595 2.181 2.145 6.078 3.29 [3.22] 0.50 [0.61] -10.4
TPSSh-D3 1.615 2.189 2.142 6.050 3.15 [3.11] 0.60 [0.70] 32.8
BHLYP-D3 1.817 2.203 2.230 6.938 4.41 [4.40] -0.74 [-0.70] -75.5

aAverage distance for nitrogens cis to the oxo ligand. bTrans to the oxo ligand.
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Appendix I

Table S2: Important distances, as well as NPA and Mulliken (in
brackets) spin populations for [Fe(O)(NH3)4]2+ (see Fig-
ure S1), calculated for different functionals and spin states.
def2-TZVP basis set used for all atoms.

distances spin population ∆ E
in Å NPA [Mulliken] (S=2 - S=1)

Fe-O Fe-Na Fe-Nb <S2> Fe O in kJ mol-1

S = 1
BP86-D3 1.618 2.096 2.140 2.733 1.99 [2.04] -0.15 [-0.21]
BLYP-D3 1.625 2.125 2.169 2.688 1.96 [1.98] -0.13 [-0.17]
PBE-D3 1.616 2.094 2.142 2.723 1.98 [2.02] -0.14 [-0.19]
TPSS-D3 1.631 2.090 2.133 2.827 2.11 [2.17] -0.26 [-0.32]
B97D-D3 1.632 2.105 2.143 2.850 2.22 [2.26] -0.35 [-0.42]
B3LYP-D3 1.688 2.109 2.121 3.038 2.71 [2.76] -0.76 [-0.85]
PBE0-D3 1.697 2.087 2.093 3.078 2.84 [2.94] -0.86 [-0.96]
TPSSh-D3 1.659 2.090 2.111 3.005 2.49 [2.57] -0.58 [-0.66]
BHLYP-D3 1.848 2.120 2.138 3.468 3.40 [3.52] -1.36 [-1.52]
S = 2
BP86-D3 1.633 2.106 2.129 6.027 3.08 [3.02] 0.74 [0.80] -71.0
BLYP-D3 1.644 2.133 2.154 6.026 3.06 [2.97] 0.74 [0.81] -68.2
PBE-D3 1.633 2.105 2.130 6.027 3.09 [3.02] 0.72 [0.79] -71.5
TPSS-D3 1.632 2.103 2.125 6.032 3.09 [3.03] 0.73 [0.80] -68.2
B97D-D3 1.627 2.116 2.140 6.043 3.14 [3.06] 0.70 [0.77] -95.4
B3LYP-D3 1.613 2.114 2.138 6.052 3.17 [3.07] 0.69 [0.77] -68.7
PBE0-D3 1.597 2.090 2.119 6.067 3.24 [3.17] 0.64 [0.71] -64.9
TPSSh-D3 1.618 2.098 2.121 6.045 3.15 [3.08] 0.71 [0.78] -70.0
BHLYP-D3 1.663 2.113 2.195 6.593 4.12 [4.04] -0.32 [-0.26] -10.7

aAverage distance for nitrogens cis to the oxo ligand. bTrans to the oxo ligand.

Table S3: Comparison of B3LYP results with different
basis sets for spin state energetics ∆E (S =
2 – S = 1) of four iron(IV)-oxo complexes in
kJ mol-1 a

def2-SVP def2-TZVP def2-QZVP
[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- -70.8 -73.6 -73.3
[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ -85.6 -88.6 -87.5
[Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ 14.7 16.2 15.8
[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ 33.7 30.7 29.3

aSingle-point calculation at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP gas-phase struc-
ture.
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Table S4: Deviations, mean absolute errors (MAE) and mean signed errors
(MSE) in picometres for important interatomic distances of eight
iron-oxo complexes for different density functionals. def2-TZVP
basis used for all atoms.

deviations in pm
Fe-O exptl. ref [pm] BP86 (+D3) B3LYP (+D3) PBE0 (+D3)
[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- 162 2.2 (2.2) 0 (-0.1) -1.5 (-1.5)
[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ 166.1 -1.4 (-1.1) -3.6 (-3.5) -5.0 (-4.9)
[Fe(O)(H3buea)]- 168.0 0 (0.1) -2.6 (-2.6) -3.7 (-3.7)
[Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ 164.6 -0.6 (-0.5) -3.0 (-2.9) -4.4 (-4.3)
[Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ 170 -1.1 (-1.0) -3.8 (-3.8) -5.4 (-5.4)
[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ 163.9 0.5 (0.6) -1.6 (-1.6) -3.1 (-3.1)
[Fe(O)(Bn-TPEN)]2+ 167 -2.3 (-2.2) -4.5 (-4.5) -6.0 (-6.0)
[Fe(O)(TAML)]- 158 2.3 (2.2) -0.3 (-0.3) -2.1 (-2.1)
MSE -0.05 (0.04) -2.43 (-2.41) -3.90 (-3.88)
MAE 1.30 (1.24) 2.43 (2.41) 3.90 (3.88)

Fe-Na

[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ 211.2 1.8 (1.3) 2.8 (2.4) 0.8 (0.4)
[Fe(O)(H3buea)]- 206.4 10.0 (4.4) 10.9 (6.8) 7.8 (4.5)
[Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ 205.8 0.8 (-1.6) 7.4 (5.1) 4.3 (2.9)
[Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ 233 -0.3 (-1.1) 2.5 (1.8) -0.3 (-0.6)
[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ 203.3 5.1 (4.9) 6.4 (6.3) 3.9 (3.9)
MSE 3.48 (1.58) 6.00 (4.48) 3.30 (2.22)
MAE 3.60 (2.66) 6.00 (4.48) 3.42 (2.46)

Fe-Nb

[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ 200.5 3.3 (0) 4.5 (1.7) 1.9 (0.2)
[Fe(O)(H3buea)]- 198.3 2.2 (1.9) 2.9 (2.4) 0.6 (0.3)
[Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ 209 4.4 (2.8) 4.5 (3.0) 1.1 (0.4)
[Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ 209 4.2 (2.9) 5.1 (3.9) 1.6 (0.9)
[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ 195.6 2.6 (1.3) 4.8 (3.5) 2.1 (1.4)
[Fe(O)(TAML)]- 187 2.1 (1.7) 1.7 (1.3) -0.3 (-0.5)
MSE 3.13 (1.77) 3.92 (2.63) 1.17 (0.45)
MAE 3.13 (1.77) 3.92 (2.63) 1.27 (0.62)

aTrans to the oxo ligand. bAverage distance for nitrogen cis to the oxo ligand.
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Table S5: Calculated isomer shifts for a selected group of ten iron-oxo compounds by
different optimization protocols and linear fits. Uncontracted def2-QZVPP
basis set used for iron in all single-point calculations (not specified in Table).

B3LYP-D3/ B3LYP-D3BJ/ B3LYP-D3/
def2-TZVPa,c def2-TZVPPb,c def2-TZVPd,e

//B3LYP-D3/ //RIBP86-D3BJ/ //B3LYP-D3/
def2-TZVP def2-TZVPP def2-TZVP

S δ expt. [mm s-1] δ [mm s-1] δ [mm s-1] δ [mm s-1]

[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- 1 0.13 -0.05 0.12
2 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.07

[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ 1 0.07 0.07 0.07
2 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.07

[Fe(O)(H3buea)]- 1 -0.08 -0.08 -0.06
2 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

[Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+ 1 0.31 0.31 0.28
2 0.38 0.46 0.49 0.41

[Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ 1 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.15
2 0.19 0.21 0.17

[Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ 1 0.19 0.21 0.22 0.19
2 0.26 0.28 0.23

[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ 1 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.01
2 0.18 0.20 0.17

[Fe(O)(Bn-TPEN)]2+ 1 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.04
2 0.18 0.20 0.17

[Fe(O)(TAML)]- 1/2 -0.42 -0.49 -0.47 -0.43
3/2 -0.19 -0.19 -0.16

[Fe(O)(bTAML)]- 1/2 -0.44 -0.50 -0.48 -0.44
3/2 -0.41 -0.22 -0.36

MAE 0.034 0.031 0.018
MSE 0.02 0.07 0.004

aLinear equation used: δ[mm s-1] = -0.3594*(ρ(DFT)-11800) + 10.521 bLinear equation used: δ[mm s-1] =
-0.3767*(ρ(DFT)-11800) + 11.033 cThe linear equation was fitted to the isomer-shift test of Neese’s test set [79].
dLinear equation used: δ[mm s-1] = -0.3182*(ρ(DFT)-11800) + 9.3185 eThe linear equation was fitted to the
experimental isomer shifts of the iron-oxo complexes from this Table (without [Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+).
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Table S6: Calculated quadrupole splittings for a selected group of ten iron-oxo com-
pounds by different optimization protocols. Uncontracted def2-QZVPP basis
set used for iron in all single-point calculations (not specified in Table).

B3LYP-D3/ B3LYP-D3BJ/
def2-TZVP def2-TZVPP

//B3LYP-D3/ //RIBP86-D3BJ/
def2-TZVP def2-TZVPP

S ∆EQ expt. [mm s-1] ∆EQ [mm s-1] ∆EQ [mm s-1]

[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- 1 1.42 -2.32
2 0.51 -0.30 0.20

[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ 1 -1.50 -1.52
2 -0.29 -0.35 -0.17

[Fe(O)(H3buea)]- 1 2.00 2.04
2 0.43 0.82 1.08

[Fe(O)(H2O)5]2+ 1 0.23 -0.22
2 -0.33 -0.96 -0.93

[Fe(O)(TMC)(NCCH3)]2+ 1 1.23 1.17 0.98
2 -0.56 -0.77

[Fe(O)(TMCS)]+ 1 -0.22 0.66 0.57
2 -2.31 -2.25

[Fe(O)(N4Py)]2+ 1 0.93 0.83 1.05
2 -0.51 -0.43

[Fe(O)(Bn-TPEN)]2+ 1 0.87 0.80 1.05
2 -0.67 -0.62

[Fe(O)(TAML)]- 1/2 4.25 4.30 4.34
3/2 3.27 3.19

[Fe(O)(bTAML)]- 1/2 4.27 4.24 4.28
3/2 -0.56 3.07

MAE 0.304 0.312
MSE -0.044 0.080
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Appendix I

Figure S2: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of four selected S = 2
iron(IV)-oxo complexes in their triplet and quintet states. B3LYP-D3/def2-
TZVP optimized structures.
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Appendix I

Figure S3: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of four selected S = 1
iron(IV)-oxo complexes in their triplet and quintet states. B3LYP-D3/def2-
TZVP optimized structures.
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Figure S4: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of two selected S = 1/2
iron(V)-oxo complexes in their doublet and quartett states. B3LYP-D3/def2-
TZVP optimized structures.
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Appendix I

Table S7: Comparison of calculated and experimental g values of the g-tensor of
[Fe(O)(TAML)]- (see Computational Details in Chapter 3.2 for the exact level
of theory). BP86/def2-TZVP and B3LYP/def2-TZVP optimized structures
were used for both spin states (S = 1/2 ground state). BHLYP calculations
are single-points on top of B3LYP/def2-TZVP optimized structures.

S g11 g22 g33

Experiment 1/2 1.74 1.97 1.99
B3LYP 1/2 1.87 2.01 2.02
BP86 1/2 1.85 2.00 2.02
BHLYP 1/2 1.96 2.02 2.05
BP86 3/2 2.02 2.03 2.04
B3LYP 3/2 2.03 2.05 2.06
BHLYP 3/2 2.01 2.04 2.04

Table S8: Spin-state energy differences in kJ mol-1 for three iron(III)-hydroxo complexes.
def2-TZVP basis used for all atoms.

∆E ∆E
spin state BP86 B3LYP

[Fe(O)(tpaPh)]- S = 1/2 36.6 89.8
S = 3/2 0 33.5
S = 5/2 3.1 0

[Fe(O)(TMG3tren)]2+ S = 1/2 86.0
S = 3/2 0 25.9
S = 5/2 12.0 0

[Fe(O)(H3buea)]- S = 1/2 74.9
S = 3/2 3.4 43.5
S = 5/2 0 0
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Table S9: Important bond lengths and energy differences between isomers
of the iron-oxo complex [1(O)]2+ for different functionals, as well
as NPA and Mulliken (in brackets) spin populations. def2-TZVP
basis for all atoms. Values in parentheses are for D3 corrected
calculations.

bond lengths spin population ∆E
in Å NPA [Mulliken] in kJ mol-1

functional Fe-O Fe-Na Fe O

BP86 mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.650 2.150 1.29 [1.27] 0.74 [0.83] 0
(1.651) (2.142) (1.29 [1.27]) (0.74 [0.83]) (0)

mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.642 2.172 2.99 [2.99] 0.64 [0.71] +45.2
(1.641) (2.153) (2.98 [2.99]) (0.64 [0.71]) (+46.3)

fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.656 2.127 1.29 [1.26] 0.74 [0.84] +10.5
(1.658) (2.106) (1.28 [1.26]) (0.74 [0.84]) (+15.7)

fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.649 2.080 2.94 [2.96] 0.66 [0.73] +38.5
(1.649) (2.066) (2.93 [2.95]) (0.66 [0.73]) (+37.0)

B3LYP mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.629 2.163 1.29 [1.21] 0.75 [0.86] 0
(1.629) (2.157) (1.29 [1.22]) (0.74 [0.86]) (0)

mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.621 2.184 3.15 [3.10] 0.57 [0.65] +3.5
(1.620) (2.174) (3.14 [3.10]) (0.57 [0.65]) (+3.1)

fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.629 2.173 1.30 [1.22] 0.76 [0.87] +4.6
(1.631) (2.156) (1.29 [1.22]) (0.75 [0.87]) (+10.0)

fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.625 2.104 3.11 [3.06] 0.60 [0.69] +1.8
(1.626) (2.091) (3.10 [3.05]) (0.61 [0.69]) (+0.2)

B15LYPb mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.23 0.85 0
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 3.06 0.67 +10.0
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.23 0.86 +4.1
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 3.02 0.70 +7.6

B35LYPb mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.03 1.00 +20.7
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 3.34 0.44 0
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.10 0.96 +29.4
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 3.25 0.54 +2.9

PBE0 mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.614 2.133 1.31 [1.23] 0.73 [0.86] +3.9
(1.614) (2.129) (1.31 [1.23]) (0.73 [0.85]) (+2.4)

mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.606 2.161 3.24 [3.21] 0.51 [0.59] +0.5
(1.604) (2.177) (3.25 [3.21]) (0.50 [0.58]) (0)

fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.616 2.127 1.32 [1.24] 0.74 [0.86] +13.2
(1.617) (2.115) (1.32 [1.24]) (0.74 [0.86]) (+14.7)

fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.611 2.082 3.19 [3.15] 0.55 [0.64] 0
(1.612) (2.072) (3.18 [3.14]) (0.56 [0.64]) (+4.5)

aTrans to the oxo ligand.
bB15LYP and B35LYP results are from single-point calculations at the B3LYP structure.
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Table S10: Important bond lengths and energy differences between isomers
of the iron-oxo complex [2(O)]2+ for different functionals, as well
as NPA and Mulliken (in brackets) spin populations. def2-TZVP
basis for all atoms. Values in parentheses are for D3 corrected
calculations.

bond lengths spin population ∆E
in Å NPA [Mulliken] in kJ mol-1

functional Fe-O Fe-Na Fe O

BP86 mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.645 2.208 1.30 [1.29] 0.74 [0.84] 0
(1.646) (2.190) (1.29 [1.28]) (0.74 [0.84]) (0)

mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.640 2.176 3.01 [3.02] 0.64 [0.71] +66.4
(1.639) (2.170) (3.00 [3.02]) (0.64 [0.71]) (+63.4)

fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.648 2.093 1.30 [1.29] 0.73 [0.82] +76.7
(1.650) (2.061) (1.29 [1.28]) (0.73 [0.83]) (+80.2)

fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.643 2.071 3.01 [3.05] 0.66 [0.73] +125.5
(1.643) (2.043) (3.00 [3.04]) (0.66 [0.73]) (+124.7)

B3LYP mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.622 2.227 1.30 [1.25] 0.75 [0.85] 0
(1.623) (2.210) (1.29 [1.24]) (0.75 [0.85]) (0)

mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.617 2.196 3.17 [3.12] 0.56 [0.64] +22.1
(1.617) (2.188) (3.17 [3.12]) (0.56 [0.64]) (+19.1)

fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.626 2.120 1.30 [1.25] 0.76 [0.85] +82.5
(1.628) (2.092) (1.29 [1.24]) (0.76 [0.86]) (+86.4)

fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.620 2.096 3.17 [3.12] 0.59 [0.67] +89.7
(1.621) (2.071) (3.16 [3.11]) (0.59 [0.68]) (+89.2)

B15LYPb mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.30 [1.25] 0.75 [0.85] 0
mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 3.12 [3.08] 0.59 [0.67] +29.1
fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.31 [1.26] 0.75 [0.84] +81.6
fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 3.12 [3.08] 0.62 [0.69] +95.6

B35LYPb mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.25 [1.16] 0.80 [0.92] +7.7
mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 3.46 [3.40] 0.31 [0.39] 0
fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.16 [1.09] 0.88 [0.98] +90.0
fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 3.42 [3.35] 0.39 [0.47] +72.4

PBE0 mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.607 2.190 1.32 [1.27] 0.74 [0.84] 0
(1.607) (2.181) (1.32 [1.26]) (0.74 [0.85]) (0)

mer-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.603 2.169 3.26 [3.22] 0.50 [0.59] +14.4
(1.603) (2.162) (3.25 [3.21]) (0.50 [0.59]) (+20.1)

fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 1) 1.612 2.087 1.31 [1.27] 0.74 [0.85] +79.9
(1.613) (2.071) (1.31 [1.26]) (0.74 [0.85]) (+82.2)

fac-[2(O)]2+ (S = 2) 1.606 2.071 3.25 [3.22] 0.53 [0.62] +78.9
(1.605) (2.067) (3.25 [3.22]) (0.53 [0.62]) (+79.5)

aTrans to the oxo ligand.
bB15LYP and B35LYP results are from single-point calculations at the B3LYP structure.
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Table S11: Isodesmic reactions of the iron-oxo complexes to form their corresponding
Fe(II) intermediates of type IV and their relative energies (kJ mol-1; B3LYP-
D3/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN).
Isodesmic reaction ∆E (products - educts)

mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) + -OTf → mer-IV (S = 2) + HOTf -19.7
mer-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) + -OTf → mer-IV (S = 2) + HOTf -29.6
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 1) + -OTf → fac-IV (S = 2) + HOTf -4.9
fac-[1(O)]2+ (S = 2) + -OTf → fac-IV (S = 2) + HOTf -5.4

Table S12: Relative energies (kJ mol-1) for the spin states of different Fe(II) intermedi-
ates from proposed decomposition reactions of the iron-oxo complexes (def2-
TZVP basis for all atoms). B15LYP and B35LYP results are from single-
point calculations at the B3LYP structure.

functional derived from ∆E (triplet - quintet)
isomer II IV V

BP86 mer- -16.4 -22.7 +1.6
fac- -17.0 +7.7 +9.0

B3LYP-D3 mer- +32.4 +39.5 +49.2
fac- +32.2 +66.1 +55.7

B15LYP mer- +30.1 +36.5 +49.8
fac- +28.6 +55.1 +55.4

B35LYP mer- +73.8 +84.0 +92.8
fac- +72.8 +98.9 +96.5

Table S13: Calculated Mössbauer parameters (see Computational Details in Chapter 3.4
for the exact level) and spin-state energy differences (B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP)
for other possible products of [2(OH)]2+. In case of two-core iron complexes,
values for both iron centers are given.

S δ [mm s-1] ∆EQ [mm s-1] ∆E [kJ mol-1]

[2(O)-(O)2]4+ 0 0.44 1.85 12.6
0.46 2.53

1 0.44 1.90 16.3
0.46 2.55

2 0.62 0.48 0
0.47 2.50

[2-O-2]4+ 0 0.46 1.99 22.2
0.47 2.06

1 0.47 1.92 18.8
0.47 2.12

2 0.44 2.11 0
0.49 -1.10

mer-[2(OH)]2+ 5/2 0.54 0.92
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Figure S5: Optimized structures (B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN)) of the com-
plex ions [1(OTf)]+ and [2(OTf)]+; view along a pseudo-threefold axes. Av-
erage trigonal-distortion angles θ are shown.

Figure S6: Calculated (B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVP/COSMO(MeCN)) UV/VIS spectra of
the two conformers mer-[2(O)]2+ (blue) and fac-[2(O)]2+ (red) in the triplet
(bold lines) and the quintet state (thin lines).
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Figure S7: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of fac-[1(O)]2+ with S = 1
(left) and S = 2 (right).

Figure S8: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of mer-[2(O)]2+ with S =
1 (top left) and S = 2 (top right) and fac-[2(O)]2+ with S = 1 (bottom left)
and S = 2 (bottom right).
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Table S14: Spin-state energy differences in kJ mol-1 for [1(OH)]2+ and •CH2CN (def2-
TZVP basis used for all atoms).

∆E ∆E
spin state B3LYP B3LYP-D3

mer-[1(OH)]2+ S = 1/2 19.8 18.3
S = 3/2 38.0 35.8
S = 5/2 0 0

fac-[1(OH)]2+ S = 1/2 12.0 13.4
S = 3/2 14.0 9.7
S = 5/2 0 0

•CH2CN S = 1/2 0 0
S = 3/2 409.7 409.6
S = 5/2 828.0 827.5

Figure S9: Isosurface plots of the spin density (±0.005 a.u.) of the transition state fac-
[1(O)]2+ + MeCN with S = 1 (left) and S = 2 (right) from B3LYP/def2-TZVP
optimized structures.
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Table S1: Comparison of wave-function re-
sults for gas-phase activation bar-
riers, ∆E‡, and reaction energies,
∆E‡, in kJ mol-1 for Diels-Alder re-
actions with cyclopentadienea,b

MVK+CP NQ+CP
Method and basis set ∆E‡ ∆E ∆E‡ ∆E

HF/aug-cc-pVDZ 148.9 -71.8 149.1 -54.2
HF/aug-cc-pVTZ 159.9 -54.6 163.5 -34.2
HF/aug-cc-pVQZ 161.6 -53.4 166.0 -32.6
HF/aug-cc-pV5Z 162.0 -53.0 166.5 -32.0
HF/CBS 162.4 -52.5 167.1 -31.5
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ -28.3 -171.4 -65.0 -170.3
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ -24.9 -172.8 -57.2 -166.5
MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ -7.9 -151.9 -33.9 -141.4
MP2/aug-cc-pV5Z -7.1 -155.9 -33.5 -145.6
MP2/CBS -6.3 -160.2 -33.2 -150.0
SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ 10.9 -151.3 -18.0 -147.2
SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ 13.1 -154.2 -12.2 -145.6
SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ 32.2 -130.8 13.7 -117.8
SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pV5Z 32.8 -135.9 13.7 -123.2
SCS-MP2/CBS 33.5 -141.2 13.7 -128.8
CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ 41.9 -146.8
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ 46.6 -149.1

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ 14.7 -150.9
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 19.5 -152.3

aPBE0-D3/def2-TZVP gas-phase structures were used for
the single-point wave-function calculations.
bComplete basis-set estimates for HF, MP2, and SCS-MP2
from two-point extrapolations of aug-cc-pVQZ and aug-cc-
pV5Z data.
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Table S2: Comparison of PBE0
results with different
basis sets for gas-phase
activation barriers, ∆E‡,
and reaction energies,
∆E, in kJ mol-1, for
Diels-Alder reactions
with cyclopentadienea

MVK+CP NQ+CP
Basis set ∆E‡ ∆E ∆E‡ ∆E

def2-SVP 37.3 -139.1 34.8 -118.8
def2-TZVP 46.9 -115.9 46.7 -92.7
def2-QZVP 48.4 -113.9 48.2 -90.4
6-31G* 33.2 -143.7 30.6 -120.6
6-311G** 40.2 -126.7 37.7 -106.1

aSingle-point calculation at the PBE0/def2-
TZVP gas-phase structure.

Table S3: Calculated activation barriers, ∆E‡, and reaction
energies, ∆E, in kJ mol-1, for the MVK+CP re-
action in the gas phase and with COSMO or D-
COSMO-RS solvent models, using three different
density functionals and def2-TZVP basis sets

RIBP86 B3LYP PBE0
∆E‡ ∆E ∆E‡ ∆E ∆E‡ ∆E

gas phase 45.6 -71.1 78.1 -49.5 46.9 -115.9
gas phase+D3 10.6 -101.5 48.4 -75.6 27.4 -132.6
gas phase+2H2O 26.1 -72.0 57.8 -49.2 27.0 -116.1
gas phase+2H2O+D3 -21.1 -108.1 18.0 -79.6 0.4 -136.1
COSMO-water 45.9 -62.2 77.1 -40.6 44.3 -109.9
D-COSMO-RS-water 30.3 -69.2 59.9 -47.4 29.4 -115.4
D-COSMO-RS-water+D3 -4.1 -99.2 31.1 -73.0 15.4 -128.7
COSMO-water+2H2Oa 39.3 -62.6 70.3 -40.6 40.5 -106.1
D-COSMO-RS-water+2H2Oa 32.6 -70.6 63.1 -48.5 34.1 -114.7
COSMO-hexane 46.4 -68.0 78.6 -46.3 48.0 -112.4
D-COSMO-RS-hexane 53.5 -59.1 85.8 -37.3 55.5 -103.2
COSMO-methanol 46.0 -62.4 77.3 -40.9 44.4 -110.2
D-COSMO-RS-methanol 41.7 -62.0 71.0 -40.5 39.9 -109.4
COSMO-acetonitrile 46.0 -62.4 77.3 -40.9 44.4 -110.1
D-COSMO-RS-acetonitrile 51.1 -58.6 82.9 -37.2 49.5 -106.5

aSingle-point calculation at the gas-phase+2H2O structure.
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Table S4: Calculated activation barriers, ∆E‡, and reaction
energies, ∆E, in kJ mol-1, for the NQ+CP reaction
in the gas phase and with COSMO or D-COSMO-
RS solvent models, using three different density
functionals and def2-TZVP basis sets

RIBP86 B3LYP PBE0
∆E‡ ∆E ∆E‡ ∆E ∆E‡ ∆E

gas phase 52.3 -44.7 85.8 -24.5 46.7 -92.7
gas phase+D3 5.8 -83.9 46.5 -57.8 20.1 -114.5
gas phase+4H2O 26.5 -51.7 59.9 -30.4 17.8 -100.2
gas phase+4H2O+D3 -30.8 -100.5 11.5 -71.9 -15.7 -128.1
COSMO-water 47.6 -39.0 81.3 -18.3 42.2 -86.1
D-COSMO-RS-water 30.5 -48.8 64.4 -28.0 25.4 -95.5
D-COSMO-RS-water+D3 -16.2 -89.0 24.5 -62.3 -1.9 -118.1
COSMO-water+4H2Oa 37.5 -42.4 71.2 -22.1 30.4 -90.5
D-COSMO-RS-water+4H2Oa 31.7 -48.8 68.5 -26.2 26.2 -95.8
COSMO-hexane 51.3 -42.6 84.9 -22.2 45.8 -90.3
D-COSMO-RS-hexane 59.4 -33.5 93.0 -13.1 54.0 -81.0
COSMO-methanol 47.8 -39.2 81.6 -18.4 42.5 -86.3
D-COSMO-RS-methanol 48.9 -36.5 82.1 -16.3 43.1 -83.7
COSMO-acetonitrile 47.8 -39.1 81.5 -18.4 42.4 -86.3
D-COSMO-RS-acetonitrile 54.5 -33.1 88.5 -12.5 49.2 -80.2

aSingle-point calculation at the gas-phase+4H2O structure.
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Table S5: Effect of structure on wave-function
results for gas-phase activation bar-
riers, ∆E‡, and reaction energies,
∆E, in kJ mol-1, for the MVK+CP
reactiona

Structures: PBE0-D3 B3LYP
Method and basis set ∆E‡ ∆E ∆E‡ ∆E

HF/aug-cc-pVDZ 148.9 -71.8 153.6 -72.2
HF/aug-cc-pVTZ 159.9 -54.6 165.2 -54.9
HF/aug-cc-pVQZ 161.6 -53.4 166.9 -53.7
HF/aug-cc-pV5Z 162.0 -53.0 167.3 -53.3
HF/CBS 162.4 -52.5 167.8 -52.8
MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ -28.3 -171.4 -25.3 -170.0
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ -24.9 -172.8 -21.2 -169.5
MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ -7.9 -151.9 -4.5 -149.0
MP2/aug-cc-pV5Z -7.1 -155.9 -3.8 -152.9
MP2/CBS -6.3 -160.2 -3.0 -156.9
SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ 10.9 -151.3 14.6 -150.6
SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ 13.1 -154.2 17.5 -151.7
SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ 32.2 -130.8 36.3 -128.9
SCS-MP2/aug-cc-pV5Z 32.8 -135.9 36.8 -133.7
SCS-MP2/CBS 33.5 -141.2 37.4 -138.8
CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ 41.9 -146.8 46.9 -146.2
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ 46.6 -149.1 52.5 -146.5

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ 14.7 -150.9 17.8 -150.5
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 19.5 -152.3 23.2 -149.9

aComplete basis-set extrapolations for HF, MP2, and SCS-
MP2 from two-point extrapolations with aug-cc-pVQZ and
aug-cc-pV5Z results.
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Table S6: Important distances (in Å) in the transition state
and natural charges on the ketone oxygen atom
for the NQ+CP Diels-Alder reaction in different
environmentsa

d1 d2 qeduct qtrans qproduct

gas phase 2.212 2.212 -0.49 -0.54 -0.53
gas phase+D3 2.202 2.202 -0.49 -0.54 -0.53
gas phase+4H2 2.210 2.210 -0.57 -0.63 -0.61
gas phase+4H2+D3 2.195 2.195 -0.57 -0.63 -0.61
COSMO-water 2.214 2.214 -0.54 -0.61 -0.58
COSMO-water+D3 2.204 2.204 -0.54 -0.61 -0.58
D-COSMO-RS-water 2.220 2.216 -0.59 -0.68 -0.64
D-COSMO-RS-water+D3 2.220 2.212 -0.59 -0.68 -0.64
COSMO-water+4H2 2.219 2.216 -0.58 -0.65 -0.62
COSMO-water+4H2+D3 2.215 2.205 -0.58 -0.65 -0.62
D-COSMO-RS-water+4H2 2.238 2.252 -0.58 -0.66 -0.63
D-COSMO-RS-water+4H2+D3 2.269 2.264 -0.58 -0.66 -0.63
COSMO-methanol 2.214 2.214 -0.54 -0.60 -0.58
COSMO-methanol+D3 2.204 2.203 -0.54 -0.60 -0.58
D-COSMO-RS-methanol 2.210 2.213 -0.54 -0.62 -0.58
D-COSMO-RS-methanol+D3 2.194 2.204 -0.54 -0.63 -0.58
COSMO-acetonitrile 2.214 2.214 -0.54 -0.60 -0.58
COSMO-acetonitrile+D3 2.205 2.205 -0.54 -0.61 -0.58
D-COSMO-RS-acetonitrile 2.212 2.211 -0.53 -0.59 -0.57
D-COSMO-RS-acetonitrile+D3 2.201 2.202 -0.53 -0.59 -0.57
COSMO-hexane 2.212 2.212 -0.51 -0.56 -0.54
COSMO-hexane+D3 2.202 2.202 -0.51 -0.56 -0.54
D-COSMO-RS-hexane 2.212 2.212 -0.51 -0.57 -0.55
D-COSMO-RS-hexane+D3 2.202 2.202 -0.51 -0.57 -0.55

aPBE0/def2-TZVP results with and without D3 dispersion corrections. See
Figure 4.2 for definition of the distances.
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Figure S1: Solvent contributions to the Gibbs free activation energy of the MVK+CP
reaction relative to acetonitrile using different methods. The semi-empirical
PDDG/PM3/MM/MC calculations are from ref. [244]. The present calcula-
tions are provided at PBE0/def2-TZVP level without dispersion corrections.
Experimental data from ref. [240].
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Figure S2: Solvent contributions to the Gibbs free activation energy of the NQ+CP re-
action relative to acetonitrile using different methods. The semi-empirical
PDDG/PM3/MM/MC calculations are from ref. [244]. The present calcula-
tions are provided at PBE0/def2-TZVP level without dispersion corrections.
Experimental data from ref. [240].
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Figure S3: Mapping of surface charges for NQ+CP system. Upper row from left to
right: educt, transition state and product with COSMO-water. Lower row
from left to right: educt, transition state and product with D-COSMO-RS-
water. PBE0/def2-TZVP+D3 results.

Figure S4: Mapping of surface charges for the MVK+CP and the NQ+CP transition
states in D-COSMO-RS-water with atoms shown. PBE0/def2-TZVP+D3
results.
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Figure S5: Mapping of surface charges for the MVK+CP system in hexane. Upper row
from left to right: educt, transition state and product with COSMO-hexane.
Lower row from left to right: educt, transition state and product with D-
COSMO-RS-hexane. PBE0/def2-TZVP+D3 results.
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Table S7: MP2-optimized valence basis sets for non- and scalar-relativistic small-core
Stuttgart-type gold ECPs in GAUSSIAN format.

Au basis NR-ECP Au basis SR-ECP
(10s/11p/6d/3f) (11s/11p/6d/3f)

Au 0 Au 0
S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00
13.548766 1.0 0.654920 1.0 19.44656 1.0 1.308277 1.0
S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00
11.015011 1.0 0.306968 1.0 12.21650 1.0 0.648004 1.0
S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00
5.936089 1.0 0.124711 1.0 6.683783 1.0 0.304676 1.0
S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00
2.501871 1.0 0.065057 1.0 2.704808 1.0 0.164092 1.0
S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00
1.891346 1.0 0.023 1.0 1.794396 1.0 0.091945 1.0
S 1 1.00 D 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 P 1 1.00
0.831034 1.0 4.239889 1.0 1.144536 1.0 0.042428 1.0
S 1 1.00 D 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 D 1 1.00
0.370618 1.0 3.289635 1.0 0.662835 1.0 4.234847 1.0
S 1 1.00 D 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 D 1 1.00
0.173459 1.0 1.354964 1.0 0.267503 1.0 3.390436 1.0
S 1 1.00 D 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 D 1 1.00
0.049479 1.0 0.630038 1.0 0.079484 1.0 1.359430 1.0
S 1 1.00 D 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 D 1 1.00
0.0158 1.0 0.270917 1.0 0.033387 1.0 0.634206 1.0
P 1 1.00 D 1 1.00 S 1 1.00 D 1 1.00
18.515736 1.0 0.105538 1.0 0.0158 1.0 0.274309 1.0
P 1 1.00 F 1 1.00 P 1 1.00 D 1 1.00
8.515736 1.0 2.3161 1.0 18.515736 1.0 0.107320 1.0
P 1 1.00 F 1 1.00 P 1 1.00 F 1 1.00
6.928483 1.0 1.2353 1.0 8.656024 1.0 2.3161 1.0
P 1 1.00 F 1 1.00 P 1 1.00 F 1 1.00
3.570905 1.0 0.4878 1.0 7.469250 1.0 1.2353 1.0
P 1 1.00 P 1 1.00 F 1 1.00
2.212222 1.0 3.113937 1.0 0.4878 1.0
P 1 1.00 P 1 1.00
1.285103 1.0 2.190455 1.0
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Table S8: Spin-Orbit contributions at two component B3LYP/dhf-QZVP-2c level with
two-component ECPs. All energies are in kJ mol-1. Values in parentheses
are spin-orbit energies without two-component ECPs for bromine or iodine.
Two-component reaction energies are for the AuX-

4 
 AuX-
2 + X2 (X=Br, I)

reaction. The scalar-relativistic one-component reaction energies were calcu-
lated at the same level.

spin-orbit energy reaction energy reaction energy
(two-component) (sc.-relativistic)

AuBr-4 AuBr-2 Br2
-1170.6 (-902.4) -1022.1 (-886.9) -137.6 (0) 88.66 (91.21) 83.12

AuI-4 AuI-2 I2
-1778.5 (-898.9) -1322.5 (-886.0) -445.7 (0) 38.30 (39.62) 32.94
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Table S1: List of LMFs covered in this work and their semi-empirical parameters, D3 dis-
persion correction parameters and weighted total mean absolute errors (WT-
MAE) for the GMTKN30 test set database. All errors are in kcal/mol. Data
for four global hybrids are given for comparison.

semi-empirical parameters D3 dispersion parameters
Name sr,6 s8 WTMAE WTMAE+D3

B3LYP 1.261 1.703 5.72 3.70
PBE0 1.287 0.928 4.34 3.64
TPSSh 1.223 1.219 5.32 3.96
B35LYP 1.122 0.925 6.18 4.62

t-LMF b=0.48 0.959 1.021 5.48 2.80
s-LMF b=0.22 0.863 1.597 6.47 2.89
common b=0.534 1.450 3.025 6.27 3.25
ζ-t-LMF b=0.446, c=0.0531 1.011 0.972 4.94 2.66
ζ-s-LMF b=0.197, c=0.0423 0.912 1.452 5.95 2.84
comb. opt. ζ-t-LMF b=0.455, c=0.0531 1.070 1.055 5.06 2.88
Lh-LSDA-SIF-SRc b=0.709, µ=0.8, λ=1.0; erfgau 0.770 1.429 6.42 2.96
Lh-LSDA-SIR-SRc b=0.646, µ=0.8, λ=0.646; erfgau 0.765 1.714 6.26 2.72
Lh-LSDA-SIR-SRc b=0.622, µ=0.5, λ=0.622; erf 0.766 1.304 6.43 2.62
Lh-BLYP-CG b=0.488, η=0.5, c=-0.000894, 1.060 0.975 4.47 2.63

nlx=0.206, nlc=0.497
Lh-PBE-CG b=0.5, η=0.12, c=-0.00238, 1.204 0.792 3.71 2.60

nlx=0.507, nlc=0.451
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Table S2: Mean absolute errors (MAE) and mean signed errors (MSE) for the subsets
of the GMTKN30 test set database for different global hybrid functionals
with and without D3 dispersion correction. All errors are in kcal/mol. The
weighted total mean absolute error (WTMAE) for the whole database is given
at the bottom

B3LYP +D3 PBE0 +D3 TPSSh +D3
test set MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE)

MB08-165 8.14 (-6.79) 6.38 (-3.97) 8.65 (-0.42) 8.66 (1.30) 8.65 (-5.13) 8.05 (-2.87)
W4-08 3.94 (-2.35) 3.86 (-2.14) 3.70 (-1.88) 3.67 (-1.76) 4.54 (-1.18) 4.55 (-1.02)
G21IP 3.55 (-0.09) 3.55 (-0.10) 3.68 (0.03) 3.69 (0.02) 3.94 (-0.70) 3.94 (-0.71)
G21EA 1.92 (0.48) 1.93 (0.48) 2.61 (-0.46) 2.61 (-0.46) 2.70 (-0.66) 2.71 (-0.66)
PA 2.23 (1.90) 2.38 (2.06) 2.66 (2.66) 2.76 (2.76) 4.60 (4.60) 4.72 (4.72)
SIE11 7.63 (6.17) 8.70 (7.32) 7.13 (6.38) 7.79 (7.06) 8.63 (7.75) 9.50 (8.65)
BHPERI 5.80 (5.36) 2.78 (2.18) 2.37 (1.07) 2.58 (-2.12) 2.43 (0.90) 1.85 (-1.69)
BH76 4.67 (-4.57) 5.21 (-5.14) 4.11 (-3.86) 4.43 (-4.20) 6.62 (-6.59) 7.07 (-7.05)

BH76RC 2.32 (-0.24) 2.25 (-0.28) 2.52 (-0.01) 2.55 (-0.03) 3.44 (0.15) 3.48 (0.12)
RSE43 2.37 (-2.37) 1.97 (-1.97) 2.00 (-2.00) 1.76 (-1.76) 2.10 (-2.10) 1.78 (-1.78)
O3ADD6 1.99 (-0.88) 2.75 (-2.75) 4.81 (-4.59) 5.71 (-5.71) 3.24 (-2.83) 4.34 (-4.34)
G2RC 2.64 (0.46) 2.76 (0.21) 6.47 (-3.52) 6.77 (-3.67) 5.65 (1.22) 6.01 (1.02)
AL2X 8.46 (-8.46) 4.28 (-4.28) 2.68 (-1.80) 1.89 (0.75) 3.38 (-2.50) 2.20 (0.88)
NBPRC 4.78 (3.99) 3.02 (1.67) 2.61 (0.19) 3.27 (-1.21) 2.37 (0.89) 1.94 (-0.98)
ISO34 2.28 (-0.23) 1.86 (-0.09) 1.81 (-0.22) 1.61 (-0.14) 2.18 (-1.35) 1.87 (-1.22)
ISOL22 9.08 (-5.53) 6.96 (-4.39) 4.15 (-1.87) 2.94 (-1.18) 8.75 (-6.27) 7.21 (-5.52)
DC9 15.10 (6.92) 11.92 (4.68) 10.41 (1.89) 9.36 (0.45) 10.37 (4.88) 7.97 (2.98)
DARC 15.28 (15.28) 10.11 (10.11) 3.52 (0.00) 3.32 (-3.19) 8.06 (8.06) 4.02 (3.80)
ALK6 9.23 (-9.14) 4.82 (-4.63) 2.42 (0.81) 3.50 (3.33) 2.17 (-0.36) 3.38 (2.98)
BSR36 11.32 (-11.32) 6.00 (-6.00) 8.24 (-8.24) 4.73 (-4.73) 10.62 (-10.62) 6.17 (-6.17)

IDISP 17.46 (3.75) 6.62 (3.58) 10.59 (0.78) 3.48 (0.70) 13.32 (2.46) 4.21 (2.40)
WATER27 6.50 (-6.20) 4.26 (4.12) 2.80 (-0.76) 6.46 (6.10) 5.65 (-4.99) 4.27 (3.79)
S22 3.79 (-3.79) 0.36 (0.17) 2.38 (-2.34) 0.57 (0.29) 3.29 (-3.29) 0.38 (0.10)
ADIM6 5.02 (-5.02) 0.43 (0.43) 3.41 (-3.41) 0.36 (0.36) 4.61 (-4.61) 0.22 (0.22)
RG6 0.80 (-0.80) 0.07 (0.01) 0.43 (-0.43) 0.03 (0.03) 0.60 (-0.60) 0.05 (0.02)
HEAVY28 1.37 (-1.37) 0.16 (-0.05) 0.66 (-0.66) 0.17 (0.11) 0.97 (-0.97) 0.17 (0.05)
PCONF 3.98 (-3.98) 0.34 (-0.26) 3.33 (-3.33) 0.89 (-0.89) 4.10 (-4.10) 0.94 (-0.94)
ACONF 0.96 (0.96) 0.14 (0.14) 0.64 (0.64) 0.10 (0.10) 0.72 (0.72) 0.03 0.03
SCONF 0.98 (-0.70) 0.52 (-0.52) 0.47 (-0.39) 0.32 (-0.30) 0.36 (-0.25) 0.52 (-0.14)
CYCONF 0.46 (-0.38) 0.24 (-0.14) 0.58 (0.36) 0.55 (0.49) 0.71 (0.39) 0.68 (0.59)

WTMAE 5.72 3.70 4.34 3.64 5.32 3.96
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Table S3: Mean absolute errors (MAE) and mean signed errors (MSE) for the subsets of
the GMTKN30 test set database for different local hybrid functionals with and
without D3 dispersion correction. All errors are in kcal/mol. The weighted
total mean absolute error (WTMAE) for the whole database is given at the
bottom

t-LMF +D3 s-LMF +D3 common +D3
test set MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE)

MB08-165 8.79 (-4.31) 7.31 (-0.68) 9.34 (-7.89) 6.64 (-2.12) 10.77 (-6.32) 8.70 (-1.99)
W4-08 3.46 (-1.50) 3.49 (-1.17) 4.13 (-1.19) 4.29 (-0.48) 2.98 (0.54) 3.12 (0.90)
G21IP 4.57 (3.64) 4.58 (3.63) 4.00 (2.25) 3.99 (2.24) 5.11 (4.76) 5.11 (4.75)
G21EA 4.11 (4.11) 4.12 (4.11) 3.39 (3.38) 3.41 (3.40) 4.89 (4.89) 4.89 (4.89)
PA 1.48 (0.12) 1.55 (0.38) 1.72 (0.90) 1.89 (1.44) 1.59 (0.67) 1.66 (0.92)
SIE11 6.39 (4.75) 7.69 (6.27) 6.75 (4.95) 8.82 (7.30) 5.78 (3.79) 7.72 (5.64)
BHPERI 5.90 (5.48) 1.92 (0.99) 6.20 (5.34) 2.14 (-1.88) 7.48 (7.31) 2.75 (2.50)
BH76 2.55 (-2.00) 3.19 (-2.85) 3.39 (-3.01) 4.76 (-4.51) 1.69 (-0.68) 2.15 (-1.58)

BH76RC 2.96 (-0.93) 2.78 (-0.99) 3.01 (-0.86) 2.84 (-0.93) 2.31 (-0.63) 2.11 (-0.69)
RSE43 1.92 (-1.92) 1.34 (-1.32) 2.22 (-2.22) 1.32 (-1.32) 2.26 (-2.26) 1.65 (-1.62)
O3ADD6 1.64 (0.08) 2.45 (-2.43) 1.82 (1.09) 3.19 (-3.05) 1.49 (1.39) 1.52 (-1.43)
G2RC 2.60 (0.42) 2.79 (0.00) 2.81 (-0.09) 3.64 (-0.91) 3.07 (1.23) 2.84 (0.84)
AL2X 8.13 (-8.13) 3.14 (-3.14) 9.89 (-9.89) 2.97 (-2.97) 9.72 (-9.72) 3.40 (-3.40)
NBPRC 5.56 (4.54) 2.28 (1.40) 5.35 (4.91) 0.98 (0.01) 7.23 (5.79) 3.53 (2.21)
ISO34 1.73 (-0.60) 1.33 (-0.40) 1.92 (-0.56) 1.40 (-0.32) 1.85 (-0.67) 1.41 (-0.48)
ISOL22 6.97 (-4.51) 4.27 (-2.87) 6.78 (-4.52) 2.91 (-1.56) 7.50 (-5.11) 4.56 (-3.34)
DC9 8.68 (6.48) 5.20 (3.59) 9.32 (7.09) 5.59 (2.44) 9.19 (7.23) 4.52 (4.08)
DARC 11.18 (11.18) 4.14 (4.14) 10.09 (10.09) 1.79 (-0.92) 13.65 (13.65) 6.04 (6.04)
ALK6 7.43 (-7.43) 3.42 (-3.16) 9.14 (-9.14) 3.71 (-1.64) 8.98 (-8.98) 4.64 (-1.28)
BSR36 6.41 (-6.38) 0.48 (-0.15) 10.33 (-10.33) 2.06 (-2.06) 7.05 (-7.01) 0.99 (0.50)

IDISP 15.92 (2.35) 2.93 (2.22) 19.74 (2.17) 1.48 (1.42) 17.81 (2.68) 3.47 (2.35)
WATER27 17.00 (-16.98) 3.86 (-3.68) 22.79 (-22.76) 3.48 (-3.00) 22.92 (-22.92) 8.89 (-8.88)
S22 4.92 (-4.92) 0.33 (-0.06) 6.27 (-6.27) 0.31 (0.01) 5.69 (-5.69) 0.54 (-0.31)
ADIM6 6.64 (-6.64) 0.17 (0.01) 8.76 (-8.76) 0.64 (-0.64) 7.44 (-7.44) 0.46 (-0.46)
RG6 1.10 (-1.10) 0.25 (-0.25) 1.30 (-1.30) 0.24 (-0.14) 1.24 (-1.24) 0.42 (0.12)
HEAVY28 1.88 (-1.88) 0.44 (-0.44) 2.24 (-2.24) 0.28 (-0.13) 2.19 (-2.19) 0.38 (-0.05)
PCONF 4.57 (-4.57) 0.34 (-0.10) 6.31 (-6.31) 0.82 (-0.80) 4.83 (-4.83) 0.43 (0.28)
ACONF 1.27 (1.27) 0.19 (0.19) 1.61 (1.61) 0.04 (-0.03) 1.44 (1.44) 0.29 (0.29)
SCONF 1.02 (-0.54) 0.32 (-0.22) 1.34 (-0.71) 0.82 (0.13) 1.44 (-0.75) 0.36 (-0.35)
CYCONF 0.52 (-0.14) 0.31 (0.20) 0.70 (-0.06) 0.55 (0.53) 0.56 (-0.40) 0.31 (-0.06)

WTMAE 5.48 2.80 6.47 2.89 6.27 3.25
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Table S4: Mean absolute errors (MAE) and mean signed errors (MSE) for the subsets of
the GMTKN30 test set database for different local hybrid functionals with and
without D3 dispersion correction. All errors are in kcal/mol. The weighted
total mean absolute error (WTMAE) for the whole database is given at the
bottom

ζ-t-LMF +D3 ζ-s-LMF +D3 comb. opt. ζ-t-LMF +D3
test set MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE)

MB08-165 7.68 (-2.95) 6.74 (0.08) 8.43 (-6.30) 6.61 (-1.48) 7.96 (-3.34) 6.95 (-0.63)
W4-08 2.74 (-1.03) 2.73 (-0.78) 3.18 (-0.51) 3.36 (-0.01) 2.91 (-1.94) 2.83 (-1.74)
G21IP 4.47 (3.49) 4.47 (3.48) 3.94 (2.09) 3.94 (2.08) 4.47 (3.50) 4.47 (3.50)
G21EA 4.14 (4.14) 4.14 (4.14) 3.47 (3.41) 3.48 (3.42) 4.08 (4.08) 4.08 (4.08)
PA 1.53 (-0.24) 1.51 (-0.04) 1.62 (0.51) 1.69 (0.90) 1.51 (-0.14) 1.50 (0.02)
SIE11 6.94 (5.45) 8.02 (6.70) 7.35 (5.62) 9.10 (7.63) 6.77 (5.22) 7.70 (6.30)
BHPERI 4.98 (4.33) 1.84 (0.64) 5.27 (4.12) 2.08 (-1.88) 5.21 (4.64) 2.36 (1.42)
BH76 2.95 (-2.62) 3.53 (-3.28) 3.85 (-3.63) 4.92 (-4.81) 2.75 (-2.39) 3.22 (-2.95)

BH76RC 2.39 (-0.62) 2.25 (-0.67) 2.35 (-0.45) 2.27 (-0.51) 2.40 (-0.62) 2.29 (-0.67)
RSE43 2.08 (-2.08) 1.58 (-1.58) 2.46 (-2.46) 1.68 (-1.68) 2.02 (-2.02) 1.59 (-1.59)
O3ADD6 1.96 (-0.75) 2.83 (-2.83) 2.18 (0.29) 3.19 (-3.07) 1.88 (-0.53) 2.41 (-2.37)
G2RC 2.74 (-0.09) 3.07 (-0.41) 3.37 (-0.51) 4.05 (-1.10) 2.69 (0.04) 2.91 (-0.22)
AL2X 7.14 (-7.14) 2.72 (-2.72) 8.81 (-8.81) 2.56 (-2.56) 7.40 (-7.40) 3.34 (-3.34)
NBPRC 4.51 (3.75) 2.04 (1.15) 4.48 (4.09) 0.98 (-0.06) 4.79 (3.96) 2.49 (1.67)
ISO34 1.67 (-0.56) 1.31 (-0.38) 1.92 (-0.53) 1.42 (-0.30) 1.69 (-0.57) 1.33 (-0.40)
ISOL22 6.66 (-4.14) 4.30 (-2.81) 6.50 (-3.87) 3.14 (-1.66) 6.74 (-4.24) 4.57 (-3.10)
DC9 8.17 (5.82) 5.83 (3.29) 9.20 (6.46) 6.44 (2.69) 8.36 (6.05) 5.96 (3.71)
DARC 9.62 (9.62) 3.64 (3.64) 8.77 (8.61) 1.82 (-0.55) 10.03 (10.03) 4.70 (4.70)
ALK6 6.45 (-6.45) 2.91 (-2.88) 8.14 (-8.14) 3.53 (-2.05) 6.71 (-6.71) 3.34 (-3.34)
BSR36 6.00 (-5.98) 0.68 (-0.52) 9.56 (-9.56) 1.85 (-1.85) 6.11 (-6.09) 1.17 (-1.03)

IDISP 14.73 (2.14) 3.19 (2.18) 18.30 (1.96) 1.86 (1.54) 15.04 (2.20) 4.17 (2.30)
WATER27 13.31 (-13.24) 2.25 (-1.77) 19.35 (-19.26) 3.08 (-2.38) 14.28 (-14.23) 4.09 (-3.82)
S22 4.44 (-4.44) 0.27 (0.00) 5.83 (-5.83) 0.29 (-0.01) 4.56 (-4.56) 0.47 (-0.42)
ADIM6 6.13 (-6.13) 0.17 (0.08) 8.37 (-8.37) 0.67 (-0.67) 6.27 (-6.27) 0.37 (-0.37)
RG6 1.00 (-1.00) 0.24 (-0.24) 1.26 (-1.26) 0.24 (-0.20) 1.03 (-1.03) 0.31 (-0.31)
HEAVY28 1.68 (-1.68) 0.43 (0.43) 2.10 (-2.10) 0.31 (-0.22) 1.73 (-1.73) 0.58 (-0.58)
PCONF 4.42 (-4.42) 0.41 (-0.29) 6.12 (-6.12) 0.86 (-0.83) 4.46 (-4.46) 0.59 (-0.59)
ACONF 1.16 (1.16) 0.25 (0.25) 1.48 (1.48) 0.08 (0.08) 1.19 (1.19) 0.36 (0.36)
SCONF 0.75 (-0.40) 0.35 (-0.22) 0.98 (-0.52) 0.70 (0.03) 0.82 (-0.44) 0.38 (-0.34)
CYCONF 0.51 (0.02) 0.46 (0.33) 0.75 (0.14) 0.64 (0.59) 0.51 (-0.02) 0.46 (0.27)

WTMAE 4.94 2.66 5.95 2.84 5.06 2.88
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Table S5: Mean absolute errors (MAE) and mean signed errors (MSE) for the subsets of
the GMTKN30 test set database for different local hybrid functionals with and
without D3 dispersion correction. All errors are in kcal/mol. The weighted
total mean absolute error (WTMAE) for the whole database is given at the
bottom

Lh-LSDA-SIF-SRc +D3 Lh-LSDA-SIR-SRc +D3 Lh-LSDA-SIR-SRc +D3
erfgau erfgau erf

test set MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE)

MB08-165 9.48 (-5.85) 6.63 (1.30) 9.73 (-5.91) 6.53 (0.82) 10.40 (-6.51) 6.65 (0.07)
W4-08 3.69 (-1.51) 4.04 (-0.13) 3.13 (-0.65) 3.68 (0.65) 2.86 (-0.72) 3.42 (0.60)
G21IP 3.41 (1.65) 3.37 (1.67) 3.81 (2.74) 3.79 (2.75) 4.29 (2.71) 4.30 (2.73)
G21EA 2.56 (2.39) 2.60 (2.45) 3.40 (3.39) 3.45 (3.44) 3.78 (3.78) 3.84 (3.84)
PA 1.71 (-0.90) 1.69 (0.17) 1.59 (-0.36) 1.67 (0.65) 1.65 (-0.38) 1.72 (0.65)
SIE11 4.58 (1.66) 6.90 (4.73) 4.98 (2.42) 7.30 (5.28) 5.10 (2.51) 7.41 (5.34)
BHPERI 7.53 (7.25) 2.77 (-2.07) 6.92 (6.69) 2.59 (-2.11) 8.56 (8.33) 1.53 (-0.35)
BH76 1.79 (1.43) 1.98 (-0.84) 1.55 (0.67) 2.25 (-1.47) 1.53 (0.42) 2.35 (-1.72)

BH76RC 2.21 (-1.03) 1.82 (-1.16) 2.23 (-0.88) 1.81 (-1.00) 2.24 (-0.78) 1.76 (-0.90)
RSE43 2.28 (-2.28) 1.38 (-1.28) 2.29 (-2.29) 1.40 (-1.33) 2.31 (-2.31) 1.45 (-1.39)
O3ADD6 2.94 (2.58) 4.07 (-3.46) 2.42 (2.16) 3.97 (-3.51) 2.35 (2.30) 3.80 (-3.34)
G2RC 2.85 (-0.68) 3.83 (-2.31) 2.54 (0.00) 3.09 (-1.54) 2.56 (0.45) 2.77 (-1.12)
AL2X 11.13 (-11.13) 3.47 (-2.96) 10.61 (-10.61) 3.38 (-3.09) 10.87 (-10.87) 3.59 (-3.53)
NBPRC 8.23 (7.01) 2.27 (0.81) 7.85 (6.56) 1.97 (0.74) 8.05 (6.66) 1.97 (0.93)
ISO34 2.28 (-0.33) 1.88 (0.15) 2.01 (-0.44) 1.58 (-0.01) 1.98 (-0.51) 1.47 (-0.06)
ISOL22 6.31 (-4.09) 2.39 (-0.28) 6.70 (-4.45) 2.39 (-0.86) 6.99 (-4.71) 2.69 (-1.14)
DC9 8.80 (8.61) 7.35 (1.02) 7.89 (7.29) 6.82 (1.28) 8.27 (7.73) 5.69 (1.80)
DARC 11.42 (11.42) 4.11 (-4.11) 12.22 (12.22) 2.39 (-2.39) 13.01 (13.01) 1.50 (-1.50)
ALK6 10.45 (-10.45) 4.02 (0.10) 9.91 (-9.91) 3.58 (-0.23) 10.35 (-10.35) 3.25 (-0.87)
BSR36 5.81 (-5.63) 3.14 (3.14) 6.23 (-6.10) 1.95 (1.95) 6.36 (-6.26) 1.60 (1.60)

IDISP 19.39 (1.38) 3.20 (-0.13) 19.50 (1.91) 2.41 (1.76) 19.00 (2.08) 1.75 (0.64)
WATER27 32.11 (-32.11) 5.75 (-5.53) 28.85 (-28.85) 4.08 (-3.84) 28.21 (-28.21) 3.64 (-3.39)
S22 7.00 (-7.00) 0.47 (-0.09) 6.54 (-6.54) 0.44 (-0.11) 6.47 (-6.47) 0.42 (-0.21)
ADIM6 9.23 (-9.23) 0.76 (-0.76) 8.59 (-8.59) 0.68 (-0.68) 8.48 (-8.48) 0.80 (-0.80)
RG6 1.59 (-1.59) 0.39 (-0.37) 1.46 (-1.46) 0.37 (-0.37) 1.44 (-1.44) 0.40 (-0.40)
HEAVY28 2.89 (-2.89) 0.53 (-0.51) 2.67 (-2.67) 0.50 (-0.49) 2.58 (-2.58) 0.48 (-0.48)
PCONF 5.72 (-5.72) 0.57 (-0.47) 5.41 (-5.41) 0.60 (-0.56) 5.35 (-5.35) 0.74 (-0.73)
ACONF 1.77 (1.77) 0.13 (-0.13) 1.65 (1.65) 0.14 (-0.14) 1.65 (1.65) 0.11 (-0.10)
SCONF 1.85 (-0.72) 1.31 (0.53) 1.73 (-0.84) 1.35 (0.59) 1.72 (-0.83) 1.35 (0.60)
CYCONF 0.61 (-0.42) 0.65 (0.65) 0.59 (-0.41) 0.60 (0.60) 0.60 (-0.43) 0.59 (0.59)

WTMAE 6.42 2.96 6.26 2.72 6.43 2.62
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Table S6: Mean absolute errors (MAE) and mean signed errors (MSE) for the subsets
of the GMTKN30 test set database for different density functionals with and
without D3 dispersion correction. All errors are in kcal/mol. The weighted
total mean absolute error (WTMAE) for the whole database is given at the
bottom

B35LYP +D3 Lh-BLYP-CG +D3 Lh-PBE-CG +D3
test set MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE) MAE (MSE)

MB08-165 9.71 (-8.28) 8.55 (-6.43) 6.89 (-2.49) 6.17 (0.18) 5.98 (-0.50) 5.83 (1.23)
W4-08 12.23 (-12.15) 12.10 (-12.02) 2.69 (-1.98) 2.60 (-1.78) 3.42 (-2.85) 3.35 (-2.73)
G21IP 4.15 (-1.60) 4.15 (-1.60) 3.35 (-0.26) 3.36 (-0.26) 4.46 (3.46) 4.47 (3.46)
G21EA 3.76 (-2.78) 3.76 (-2.78) 1.95 (1.00) 1.96 (1.00) 3.84 (3.75) 3.84 (3.75)
PA 2.68 (2.40) 2.78 (2.50) 2.02 (-1.16) 2.01 (-0.99) 1.40 (0.71) 1.44 (0.80)
SIE11 5.99 (3.95) 6.26 (4.67) 6.87 (5.39) 7.80 (6.45) 6.98 (5.98) 7.60 (6.65)
BHPERI 6.04 (6.01) 3.92 (3.89) 3.03 (2.33) 1.15 (-0.85) 1.33 (0.44) 1.60 (-1.57)
BH76 2.43 (-1.73) 2.61 (-2.10) 3.22 (-2.94) 3.72 (-3.49) 3.16 (-2.83) 3.46 (-3.17)

BH76RC 2.84 (-0.59) 2.81 (-0.62) 2.30 (-0.61) 2.19 (-0.66) 2.10 (-0.45) 2.08 (-0.48)
RSE43 1.52 (-1.52) 1.26 (-1.25) 1.91 (-1.91) 1.49 (-1.48) 1.48 (-1.46) 1.24 (-1.21)
O3ADD6 3.20 (-2.55) 3.79 (-3.79) 2.86 (-1.91) 3.72 (-3.72) 4.08 (-3.71) 4.88 (-4.88)
G2RC 2.95 (-1.33) 3.03 (-1.49) 2.52 (-0.25) 2.73 (-0.51) 3.34 (-0.83) 3.58 (-0.97)
AL2X 7.61 (-7.61) 4.81 (-4.81) 6.79 (-6.79) 2.80 (-2.80) 4.10 (-4.07) 1.66 (-1.44)
NBPRC 4.75 (3.81) 3.61 (2.28) 4.11 (3.43) 1.95 (1.17) 2.46 (1.99) 1.57 (0.55)
ISO34 1.99 (0.02) 1.71 (0.13) 1.58 (-0.50) 1.21 (-0.33) 1.44 (-0.60) 1.22 (-0.49)
ISOL22 7.66 (-4.55) 6.24 (-3.80) 6.67 (-3.98) 5.27 (-1.89) 5.43 (-3.31) 4.03 (-2.61)
DC9 12.99 (6.36) 10.96 (4.75) 7.91 (5.37) 4.94 (3.07) 6.54 (3.19) 5.86 (1.64)
DARC 12.42 (12.42) 8.87 (8.87) 9.57 (9.57) 4.30 (4.30) 5.55 (5.52) 2.60 (2.14)
ALK6 10.05 (-9.61) 7.53 (-7.02) 7.43 (-7.43) 4.21 (-4.21) 2.81 (-2.81) 1.24 (-0.52)
BSR36 11.32 (-11.32) 7.52 (-7.52) 5.81 (-5.80) 0.92 (-0.84) 5.94 (-5.94) 2.33 (-2.33)

IDISP 16.72 (2.87) 8.95 (2.85) 13.76 (2.09) 8.54 (8.26) 10.36 (1.79) 2.93 (1.81)
WATER27 5.95 (-5.72) 1.84 (1.84) 9.49 (-9.32) 1.62 (0.97) 5.07 (-4.69) 2.79 (2.58)
S22 3.45 (-3.45) 0.71 (-0.53) 3.99 (-3.99) 0.28 (0.10) 2.71 (-2.71) 0.25 (0.12)
ADIM6 4.64 (-4.64) 0.39 (-0.39) 5.70 (-5.70) 0.20 (0.13) 3.81 (-3.81) 0.36 (0.36)
RG6 0.75 (-0.75) 0.27 (-0.26) 0.95 (-0.95) 0.25 (-0.25) 0.56 (-0.56) 0.12 (-0.11)
HEAVY28 1.34 (-1.34) 0.53 (-0.53) 1.61 (-1.61) 0.49 (-0.49) 0.87 (-0.87) 0.22 (-0.12)
PCONF 3.42 (-3.42) 0.72 (-0.72) 4.15 (-4.15) 0.43 (-0.34) 3.17 (-3.17) 0.56 (-0.56)
ACONF 0.95 (0.95) 0.36 (0.36) 1.04 (1.04) 0.22 (0.22) 0.71 (0.71) 0.16 (0.16)
SCONF 1.23 (-0.83) 0.76 (-0.76) 0.50 (-0.27) 0.37 (-0.17) 0.40 (-0.31) 0.31 (-0.27)
CYCONF 0.57 (-0.57) 0.41 (-0.41) 0.47 (0.03) 0.45 (0.32) 0.39 (0.10) 0.38 0.26

WTMAE 6.18 4.62 4.47 2.63 3.71 2.60
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Table S7: Deviations from S22 reference values (in kcal/mol) for two
uncalibrated local hybrids, with and without D3 correc-
tions.

ref. Lh-LSDA-SIF-SRc Lh-LSDA-SIR-SRc
valuesa deviations

H-bonded complexes +D3 +D3

(NH3)2 -3.17 3.29 1.00 2.99 0.83
(H2O)2 -5.02 2.79 0.58 2.48 0.40
formic acid dimer -18.80 5.33 -0.77 4.82 -0.87
formamide dimer -16.12 6.30 -0.16 5.79 -0.25
uracil dimer -20.69 7.22 -0.05 6.72 -0.07
2-pyridoxine-2-aminopyridine -17.00 7.78 -0.11 7.24 -0.13
adenine*thymine WC -16.74 8.99 0.72 8.39 0.67

dispersion-dominated complexes
(CH4)2 -0.53 2.12 0.82 1.94 0.73
(C2H4)2 -1.50 4.38 0.47 4.05 0.42
benzene*CH4 -1.45 4.14 0.60 3.86 0.57
PD benzene dimer -2.62 9.46 0.47 8.90 0.55
pyrazine dimer -4.20 10.08 0.21 9.48 0.33
stacked uracil dimer -9.74 13.51 -0.76 12.72 -0.52
stacked indole*benzene -4.59 13.34 0.25 12.61 0.45
stacked adenine*thymine -11.66 19.00 -0.88 17.95 -0.50

mixed complexes
ethene*ethine -1.51 2.28 0.51 2.10 0.45
benzene*H2O -3.29 3.65 -0.35 3.37 -0.36
benzene*NH3 -2.32 3.87 0.08 3.60 0.07
benzene*HCN -4.55 4.77 -0.58 4.47 -0.51
T-shaped benzene dimer -2.71 6.05 0.16 5.69 0.20
T-shaped indole benzene -5.62 7.86 -0.54 7.43 -0.44
phenol dimer -7.09 7.85 0.31 7.33 0.29

aRelative energies were calculated as E(dimer) -
∑

E(monomers).
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Table S8: Deviations from S22 reference values (in kcal/mol)
for two calibrated local hybrids, with and without
D3 corrections.

ref. Lh-BLYP-CG Lh-PBE-CG
valuesa deviations

H-bonded complexes +D3 +D3

(NH3)2 -3.17 1.43 0.52 0.80 0.19
(H2O)2 -5.02 0.72 -0.01 0.27 -0.20
formic acid dimer -18.80 1.05 -1.35 0.14 -1.37
formamide dimer -16.12 2.32 -0.31 1.24 -0.46
uracil dimer -20.69 3.04 -0.29 2.02 -0.30
2-pyridoxine-2-aminopyridine -17.00 3.55 -0.40 2.35 -0.43
adenine*thymine WC -16.74 4.45 0.12 3.07 0.03

dispersion-dominated complexes
(CH4)2 -0.53 1.26 -0.26 0.79 0.03
(C2H4)2 -1.50 2.53 -0.11 1.56 0.12
benzene*CH4 -1.45 2.53 -0.18 1.65 0.03
PD benzene dimer -2.62 6.30 -0.06 4.43 -0.05
pyrazine dimer -4.20 6.60 -0.02 4.70 0.17
stacked uracil dimer -9.74 8.73 0.76 6.37 -0.25
stacked indole*benzene -4.59 9.02 -0.16 6.57 0.34
stacked adenine*thymine -11.66 12.49 0.49 9.28 0.36

mixed complexes
ethene*ethine -1.51 1.22 -0.12 0.67 -0.09
benzene*H2O -3.29 1.96 0.42 1.12 -0.55
benzene*NH3 -2.32 2.29 0.13 1.43 -0.27
benzene*HCN -4.55 2.79 -0.04 1.73 -0.04
T-shaped benzene dimer -2.71 3.91 -0.21 2.73 0.07
T-shaped indole benzene -5.62 5.13 -0.18 3.62 0.03
phenol dimer -7.09 4.44 -0.03 3.16 0.11

aRelative energies were calculated as E(dimer) -
∑

E(monomers).
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Table S9: Deviations from S22 reference values
(in kcal/mol) for the B35LYP global
hybrid, with and without D3 correc-
tions.

ref. B35LYP
valuesa deviations

H-bonded complexes +D3

(NH3)2 -3.17 0.78 0.13
(H2O)2 -5.02 0.20 -0.30
formic acid dimer -18.80 0.72 -0.86
formamide dimer -16.12 1.48 -0.30
uracil dimer -20.69 2.06 -0.36
2-pyridoxine-2-aminopyridine -17.00 2.91 0.03
adenine*thymine WC -16.74 3.47 0.33

dispersion-dominated complexes
(CH4)2 -0.53 0.84 0.09
(C2H4)2 -1.50 1.77 0.29
benzene*CH4 -1.45 2.04 0.37
PD benzene dimer -2.62 6.14 1.54
pyrazine dimer -4.20 6.32 1.67
stacked uracil dimer -9.74 7.99 1.17
stacked indole*benzene -4.59 9.01 2.59
stacked adenine*thymine -11.66 12.00 2.80

mixed complexes
ethene*ethine -1.51 0.70 -0.09
benzene*H2O -3.29 1.66 -0.06
benzene*NH3 -2.32 1.92 0.16
benzene*HCN -4.55 2.19 0.31
T-shaped benzene dimer -2.71 3.37 0.61
T-shaped indole benzene -5.62 4.70 0.99
phenol dimer -7.09 3.65 0.50

aRelative energies were calculated as E(dimer) -∑
E(monomers).
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